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Part I

Unit 1

Economic Situation in Ukraine

To describe the economic situation in Ukraine let’s begin with its foreign
economic relations. After its departure from the former USSR Ukraine took an
independent way of economic development. It means that our country can regu-
late its internal and foreign trade. Deep political, social and economic transfor-
mations are taking place in Ukraine. Our country is going over to a market
economy. Now it has only a primitive market sector in the form of cooperatives,
joint ventures, joint – stock companies, leaseholders. The transition to a market
economy is burdened by many circumstances: the slow process of privatization
of state property, inconvertibility of national currency, low competitiveness of
our goods in foreign markets, shortage of hard currency, the production slump,
hyperinflation, and others.

 Our foreign experience is rather modest. We need highly qualified special-
ists in marketing and management, in organization of foreign economic activity.
Ukraine is establishing new foreign ties with many countries. Among them are
neighbour – countries – Russia, Hungary, Poland, countries with a high percent-
age of Ukrainian citizens – Canada, Australia, Argentina and countries that are
crucial for Ukraine’s economy (for instance, oil – producing Iran and Kuwait),
as well as special – interest states, like the Vatican and Israel. Barter arrange-
ments (exchanges) may provide solution of different problems. For example,
Ukraine cannot survive without oil and gas. In its turn, Iran needs steel, cement
and chemical industry products. It is not a secret that Ukraine is short of hard
currency now. According to some experts it can export manganese ore, steel,
iron ore, sulphur, electrical and radio technology. Yet, many branches of indus-
try are in need of urgent technological reconstruction. It goes without saying,
while dealing with foreign partners national interests should be taken into con-
sideration.

 It is evident now that the interest of foreign businessmen in significant in-
vestments in Ukraine’s economy has recently grown. Free economic zones are
supposed to be set up in our country. It means that free customs and a favourable
regime of foreign economic activity should be set up in these regions. There is
an opinion that one must not expect „an economic miracle”. It is essential now
to elaborate new laws and mechanism on entrepreneurship and foreign economic
relations.
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Learn the active vocabulary

Departure from – вихід із
To go over to – приєднатися до, перейти до
Joint – stock company – акціонерне товариство
Leaseholder – орендатор, наймач
To be burdened by – бути обтяженим
Inconvertibility – некорвертованість
Shortage – нестача
Slump – різке падіння, економічна криза
Modest – скромний, стриманий
Crucial – вирішуючий
Interest – важливість, значення
Arrangement – угода
To be short of – недіставати
Regime – режим
Customs free – безмитний
Miracle – диво
It goes without saying – звичайно

Exercises

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions.
1. When did Ukraine take an independent way of economic development?

2. What does an independent way of economic development mean? 3. Are deep
political, social and economic transformations taking place in Ukraine? 4. What
is our country going over to? 5. What circumstances is the transition to a market
economy burdened by? 6. What specialists do we need in marketing and man-
agement? 7. What countries is Ukraine establishing new foreign ties with?
8. Why is Ukraine establishing foreign ties with Canada, Australia and Argen-
tina? 9. What cannot Ukraine survive without? 10. What can Ukraine export?
11. What has recently grown? 12. What can you say about free zones?

Exercise2. Practice exercises.
Use speech patterns while discussing the information.
The information deals with ………………..
The text touches upon ……………………..
It should be pointed out ……………………
emphasized that……………….
mentioned……………………..
The author states …………………………..
comes to the conclusion………..
Touching upon this problem ………………
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Therefore……………………………………
On the contrary …………………………….
It seems to be beyond reach………………...

Exercise 3. Arrange these words in the right word order.
1. are, goods of, in, this company, you, interested.
2. he terms, want to, with him, we, of delivery of our equipment, we, discuss.
3. a discount, you, for a large order, can, us, give?
4. heavy, at this price, we, with orders, are.
5. a 2% discount, we, offer, you, can.
6. you, can, our delivery terms, accept?

Exercise 4. Put the Infinitives in brackets into the Present Indefinite Tense.
1. During the day our manager (to discuss) prices for different goods with
businessmen. 2. He (not/to meet) customers in the office. 3. I (to be) inter-
ested in the latest business events. 4. We usually (to receive) much mail.
5. Our director (not/to agree) to this discount. 6. Enterprises usually (to save)
money by cutting back on travel. 7. The money savings (to come) both in ac-
tual travel costs and in the costs of having employees out of action during a
trip.

Exercise 5. Make all possible questions to the following sentences:
1. Each country regulates its internal and foreign trade. 2. There are joint
ventures, joint-stock companies and leaseholders in Ukraine. 3. This technol-
ogy allows companies to share information more cost-effectively, while
maintaining better control over the flow of products and services. 4. Compa-
nies review their standard terms and conditions for sale or provision of goods
or services.

Ukrtelecom today

Nowadays Ukrtelecom has a bimodal management structure. It includes 30
affiliates (between them 27 regional directorates), and employs vertical organ-
izational structures for operation of primary transmission networks, operation of
local communication networks and radiofication, marketing and sales services.
Thus sub-units dealing with consumer services are functionally and structurally
separated from the technical operation services. This kind of company structure
guarantees the unity of management and centralization of assets, allows to rebal-
ance disproportion on technical equipment of regions, to improve payment dis-
cipline, to improve labor productivity, and to attract investments into the com-
munication branch development.
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Now the enterprise is facing new objectives. Their achievement is impossible
without consideration of the new tendencies in telecommunications development
based on the liberalization.

The priority direction in the transmission network development is the trunk
digital fiber-optic cable lines (FOCL) and digital microwave links (DMWL)
construction.

Successful solution of problems facing Ukrtelecom depends, first of all, on
effective work of managerial personnel and specialists, their qualification and
skills, and their understanding of the necessity of radical changes in manufactur-
ing and social life. So manning of industrial sub-units with highly qualified spe-
cialists is the priority direction of the Ukrtelecom human resources policy.

 Learn the active vocabulary

Affiliate [ ’ƒiliit] – філіал
To employ – надавати роботу, наймати
Sub-unit – підрозділ
Assets ['æsets] – активи
Bimodal – двохрівневий
To rebalance – зменьшити
Objectives – завдання
Manning – забезпечити
Human resources policy – кадрова політика
Labour productivity – продуктивність праці
To face – зіткнутися, зустріти

Exercises

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions:
1. What management structure has Ukrainian Telecom nowadays?
2. What does a bimodal management structure mean?
3. How many affiliates does it include?
4. What does this kind of company structure guarantee?
5. What are new tendencies in telecommunications development based on?
6. What is the priority direction in the transmission network development?
7. What does successful solution of problems depend on?

Exercise 2. Refer the predicates to the future.
Make other changes if necessary.
Pattern: He can do it today.
He will be able to do it tomorrow.
1. You can give some money to her now. 2. Of course you must help me in

this matter. 3. May I pull that little table over here to your chair? 4. Administra-
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tors must choose the optimal combination of storage area network devices to
build infrastructures. 5. The commercial and other advantages can give rise to
intellectual property questions. 6. This invention may qualify for patent protec-
tion. 7. Other altered resources may not match the classical models of existing
intellectual property regimes. 8. A successful multinational enterprise must have
a reliable, high-quality communications partner.

Exercise 3. Supply in, during and for.
1. He was sent abroad … his military service.
2. I watched a very nice film … the flight to London.
3. We stayed there … a week.
4. I’m going abroad … August.
5. These projects will not achieve ROI (return on investment) … a year.
6. I have worked in this Company … five years.
7. Production at the factory was seriously affected … the strike.
8. Many interesting suggestions will be made … the meeting.
9. … the meantime, alternative operators are fighting for scraps of market

share.

Exercise 4. Insert prepositions and post-verbal adverbs where necessary:
1. The students … group are very good … English.
2. If I pass my exam … English I’ll be very happy.
3. Will you help me … this exercise?
4. My friend fell … the group because of his illness.
5. He’ll have to work hard to catch … with the group.
6. I’m afraid you’ll fail … Mathematics.
7. You work … fits and starts.

Unit 2

Economic development of Great Britain

Great Britain is a highly developed industrial country. Shipbuilding is one of
the principal industries of Great Britain. For centuries Britain has been the lead-
ing shipbuilder in the world.

Coal is the main source for the development of British industry. The biggest
centres of iron and steel industries are situated in the neighbourhood of coal ba-
sins. They are Middlesbrough, Newcastle, Cardiff, Glasgow, Sheffield. The dis-
trict around Birmingham is a land of factories and mines.

Coal-mining, metallurgy , textile, shipbuilding are the older branches of in-
dustry. The new industries are the chemical, electrotechnical, automobile, avia-
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tion and electronics. The new industries have developed hand in hand with sci-
ence and technology and are equipped to meet present technical demands.

Big cities and towns such as London, Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool,
Newcastle, Sheffield and Birmingham have enterprises of nearly all branches of
industry, old and new. The main centres of cotton and woolen industry are
Leeds, Bradford and Manchester.

London, Liverpool and Glasgow are the biggest English ports. The products
of Britain economy, for example, automobiles, textile, machinery, electronic
equipment and many others, are exported to many countries of the world.

Agriculture is one of the largest and most important activities in Great Brit-
ain. The greater part of the land here is used for sheep-,cattle-,and dairy farming.
The chief grain crops are wheat and barley. Vegetables are grown in all parts of
the country.

Learn the active vocabulary

coal – (кам’яне) вугілля
neighbourhood – сусідство, добросусідські стосунки
mine – рудник; шахта
to equip – обладнати, оснастити
to meet demands – задовольнити вимоги
enterprise – промислове підприємство
woolen – шерстяний
cattle-farming – разведення сільськогосподарських тварин
hand in hand – пліч-о-пліч
wheat and barley – пшениця і ячмінь

Exercises

Exercise1. Answer the following questions:
1.What are the main industrial centres of Great Britain?
2.What can you tell about Birmingham?
3.What is the main source for the development of British industry?
4.Why have the new industries developed hand in hand with science and

technology?
5.What are the biggest English ports?

Exercise2. Complete the following sentences:
1.Coal is the main source for the development of ... .
2.The main center of cotton and woolen is ... .
3.Shipbuilding is one of the principal ... .
4. ... is one of the largest and most important activities in Great Britain.
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Exercise 3. Give the degrees of comparison of the following adjectives:
big, old, new, industrial, many, large, main, important, chief.

Joint venturing of HP

Historically Hewlett-Packard (HP) has specialized in providing business sup-
port services, but in recognition of the convergence between administrative ar-
eas and network management itself, the company decided to create a joint ven-
ture with Ericsson to supply network management systems on a worldwide ba-
sis.

Ericsson has been developing network management products for a number of
years. Ericsson’s capabilities in the computer aspects of this technology is rather
limited, and a joint venture with Hewlett-Packard was announced, in which
Ericsson has a 60% share.

Under the terms of the agreement, product responsibility for Telecommunica-
tions Management and Operations Support and also Ericsson’s Network Man-
agement System will be transferred to the new company, leaving a number of
other Ericsson network management products in the main company. The new
company, which has still not been given a name, will have its headquarters in
Stockholm, and employ around 250 staff. The product will be sold through
Ericsson’s distribution channels, with HР providing support services, including
integration on the client site.

Learn the active vocabulary:

To announce – оголошувати, заявляти
To create – створювати
Distribution – розподілення
To employ – надавати роботу, наймати
Headquarters – головне управління; штаб-квартира
Joint venture – сумісне підприємство
To sell (sold; sold) – продати
Share – акція, частка, частина
Staff – штат; персонал
The terms – вимоги
To specialize in – спеціалізуватися на будь-чому

Exercises

Exercise 1. Make up 5 questions to the text.

Exercise 2. Put the infinitive in brackets in the Future Indefinite Tense.
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1. The economic and non-disruptive integration of new technology into the
network (to be) a major challenge. 2. The Company’s plan (to include) service
definition based on prioritized customer needs. 3. The novel collaborative ap-
proach to product development (to be) one of the most interesting and signifi-
cant aspects in the emergent market. 4. The national Telcos (to lose) their mo-
nopoly on voice telephony. 5. Liberalization and competition in the supply of
services (to affect) the access network. 6. Terminal equipment (to experience)
the changes in the telecommunications business.

Exercise 3. Ask questions to which the following statements may serve as
the answers.

1. The agency will hire some more employees. 2. I shall interview him for a
permanent position. 3. We shall list our names at the employment agency. 4. An
announcement will be made on new products and European development. 5. He
will fill in the application form. 6.We shall enclose the copy of your order.

Unit 3

Building effective networks for business continuity

For many companies, disaster recovery is not enough to keep their business
going in the event of an emergency. In fact, most companies today are looking
to continue their operations in the event of a disruption, not merely to recover
them days, or maybe weeks, later. This distinction is crucial to the notion of
business continuity.

Business continuity is concerned with ensuring all essential corporate func-
tions are available to employees, customers and partners alike, day or night,
from anywhere in the world.

If a company’s disaster recovery strategy allows a time gap between the out-
age and the time data becomes available again, then it doesn’t have a business
continuity strategy. Closing that gap is the goal of business continuity. Eliminat-
ing the gap is the ultimate goal – a goal now made possible by advances in stor-
age networking technology.

Effective business continuity demands that the network moves data transpar-
ently in real time, or close to real time, between different locations and different
environments.

The cost of business continuity is falling, even as its value rapidly increases,
thanks to lower technology and wide area bandwidth costs.

By merging storage and IT (internet protocol) in the it department, compa-
nies leverage existing staff skills and management tools. At the network level, IP
storage leverages the existing IP infrastructure, minimizing capital investments.
And companies lower the total cost of ownership by sharing bandwidth between
storage, client / server and business continuance applications.
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Learn the active vocabulary

Continuity – неперервність, послідовність
Disaster – біда, катастрофа
Recovery – відшкодування
In the event of – на випадок (будь-чого)
Disruption – катастрофа
Notion – надання, поняття, точка зору
Time gap – проміжок часу
Outage – перебій, бездіяльність
Ultimate – остаточний, основний, первинний
Transparently – зрозуміло, понятно
By merging – поглинаючи, зливаючи, поєднуючи
To leverage –рухатись

Exercises

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions:
1. What is business continuity?
2. What is the goal of business continuity?
3. When is the cost of business continuity falling?
4. What does IP storage leverage at the network level?
5. What problems does this text touch upon?
6. Why are the risks of business disruptions for today’s globally networked

companies greater than ever?

Exercise 2. Change the following statements into questions.
1. Downtime includes unoccupied employees and lost revenues.
2. Disaster recovery is concerned with keeping their corporate information

safe.
3. This office belongs to him.
4. Our engineers prefer computers to typewriters.
5. The manager calls to his partners every day.
6. Innovation is seen in the way in which existing data services are offered.
7. The company aims to create an entire experience with each event it pro-

duces.

Exercise 3. Put the adjectives in brackets into their correct form.
1. Tom is (clever) manager in the company .
2. Our secretary is as (good) as yours.
3. Spending on business continuity planning was (little) than 5 percent of

budgets.
4. Services quality in this company is (good) than in that one.
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5. This year you offer (appropriate and reliable) solutions for customers than
last year.

6. Their office is not so (large) as ours.

Exercise 4. Supply prepositions where necessary
1. Payment was to be made … cash.
2. Large global companies need to be able to rely … free movement for their

personnel.
3. The liberalization process is a fundamental component … attracting in-

ward direct investment and promoting … competition.
4. A lot … companies exhibited their equipment.
5. I want to test … this equipment.
6. Have you written … an employment agency?
7. We are interested … importing your computers.

Supply chain value creation

Achieving supply chain superiority is a necessity in today’s business world.
Focusing on optimization of processes and the latest technology is the way to
accomplish this.

Today’s customers are highly demanding. They want low-cost, yet custom-
ized, products – available when they want them. And if one business cannot
provide them, a competitor’s business can. So, how can businesses create de-
monstrably superior supply chains? Swisslog has six golden rules:

Business processes. Typically, businesses regard their processes as purely in-
ternal, with only the outputs of these processes being passed along the supply
chain. But by understanding exactly where inventory is within the system, and
how much free manufacturing capacity is available, companies gain a rich prize:
the chance to optimize the whole supply chain, not just pieces of it.

Information technology. These days, it is not enough to simply connect com-
panies’ computer systems together – these systems must be capable of executing
real-time supply chain management optimization decisions using collaborative
planning principles. Although the majority of the collaborative planning tools
use batch interfaces and therefore do not leverage the collaborative principles to
their full extent, there are proven solutions that support real-time collaborative
planning fully integrated with existing enterprise information systems.

Organization. But of course, information technology and business processes
are just tools. Therefore, it is essential to actually possess the correct organiza-
tion within which to use these tools.

Supply chain infrastructure. In today’s terms, factories and distribution cen-
ters may be suboptimally sited or severely constrained by capacity.

Infrastructure can be optimized by state-of the art simulation tools, which
model the supply chain and the markets it serves, looking for choke points and
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ways of easing them. In addition, simulation tools can be integrated with col-
laborative planning tools to leverage operational data and support the business
planning cycle.

Facilities and physical processes. Undeniably, the business’s facilities and
physical processes have to be equally state-of-the art. So it is time to look at ad-
vanced warehouse management systems, complete with the latest materials han-
dling technologies.

Financing. While these technologies and capabilities may be very powerful
adjuncts to the operation of a supply chain, they still have to be paid for. Innova-
tive financing, such as the “off balance sheet” funding concept, allowing com-
panies the investments without burdening the balance sheet, is one of the secrets
of building a superior supply chain.

Learn the active vocabulary
Adjunct – додаток, доповнення
Batch – група; пакет
to be constrained – бути змушеним
to be highly demanding – мати великий попит
to be sited – бути прихильним
to burden – обтяжувати
competitor [k m’petit ] – конкурент
to gain a prize – виграти приз
inventory [‘inv ntri] – інвентарізація, наявність матеріалів
leverage [‘li:v( )ridz] – n. важіль; засіб для досягнення мети

v. досягати мети за допомогою; управляти
off balance-sheet – баланс; балансовий звіт
simulation tools – інструменти моделювання
state-of-the art – сучасний стан справ
superiority [sju(:),pi ri’oriti] – перевага
supply chain – послідовність пропозицій
swisslog – швейцарський звід правил; швейцарськая логістика
tool – інструмент
undeniably [Andi’nai bli] – безсумнівно, незаперечено
warehouse – склад

Exercises

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions.
1. What is a necessity in today’s businesses world?
2. What do today’s customers want?
3. What six golden rules do you know?
4. How do businesses regard their processes?
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5. What supports real-time collaborative planning?
6. Why can simulation tools be integrated with collaborative planning tools?
7. What is one of the secrets of building a superior supply chain?

Exercise 2. Choose the correct verb.
1. The challenge ( is / are ) to create integrated solutions, integrating the dif-

ferent components on different levels.
2. Supply chains ( is / are ) growing ever more complex.
3. Supply chain management ( has / have ) four main subdivisions – logis-

tics, purchasing, manufacturing and distribution.
4. This means that more people and organizations ( is / are ) involved in the

supply chain so managing the process better becomes imperative.
5. As global trade expands, and sourcing and supplying good ( is / are ) not

restrained by geographical boundaries.
6. The Company ( has / have ) a large share of the electricity sales market in

Europe and abroad.

Exercise 3. Write ing-forms of the following verbs:
to discuss, to achieve, to demand, to be, to understand, to manufacture, to

plan, to exist, to look, to handle, to burden, to allow, to build, to know.

Exercise 4. Put the Infinitives in brackets in the Present Continuous Tense
(Active).

1. Enterprises (to require) their trading partners to live up to a certain level
of security in order to maintain their relationships.

2. New laws and regulations (to impose) information security requirements.
3. He (to make) a long distance call.
4. The manager (to read) an offer from GML.
5. (To speak) he with an engineer?
6. An administrator (to assign) users their access rights.
7. The General Director (to meet) customers.
8. I (not / to look through) the catalogues now.

Exercise 5. Make following sentences interrogative, translate them:
1. His office is being shown by him now.
2. Mr. Brown is being sent abroad on business.
3. Customers are being met by the General Director.
4. The new student is being examined now.
5. These operations are being run by separate European subsidiaries.
6. The offering is being made through underwriters led by Sachs and Co.
7. This approach to global branding is being implemented in phases.
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The online manager

Knowledge workers are finding it beneficial to form online social networks
and virtual teams to manage their projects. But with the information explosion
comes a need to deal with the overload. Web Desks help managers extract, or-
ganize and share all digital information. Every Web Desk can contain hundreds
of links to the information that users need, on the Web or on their hard drive.

Users can organize their content per theme in their personal management
dashboard with intuitive navigation. They can prepare reports using web re-
search, extracting web page snippets in their Web Desk and discussing their
work with colleagues in a secure web conference.

To write reports, users use the integrated web authoring environment, which
allows to link any document to any other document.

When the knowledge product is ready, it can be published with the click of a
button, with an option for turning password protection on or off. The result is
spectacular: by clicking on a single link in their email, clients obtain an imme-
diate overview of a manager’s work. They can enter into dialogue, effectively
creating a relationship with recurrent value.

Web Desks are used by professional knowledge workers in various disci-
plines – marketing, TQM, human resources and training, consultancy, knowl-
edge management and business intelligence. They are used when workers have
to manage complex information environments to guide important development
processes on the right track.

Web Desk can facilitate the creation and selling of knowledge products and
processes. Results can be published and distributed with or without password
protection.

Whatever your business, access to the right information and proper man-
agement of the knowledge flows are vital keys to success. Web Desks for
Workgroups can be integrated into any intranet and linked to any online tool.

A central administrator registers users and project managers who can add
their own project participants, each with their own Web Desks. Project partici-
pants are automatically notified when something in their project changes, and
they can choose to subscribe to the related discussions in the web conference to
get the latest updates by email.

Learn the active vocabulary
Beneficial – вигідний
online – без затримки в часі, оперативний
overload – перезавантаження
hard drive – дисковід
content – зміст
dashboard – щиток управління, приладна дошка
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snippet – відрізок, фрагмент
secure – спокійний
spectacular – захоплюючий
recurrent – періодичний
intelligence – інтелект; розумові здібності
tool – інструмент
update – модернізація, удосканалкння
password – пароль

Exercises

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions.
1. What comes with the information explosion?
2. What helps managers extract, organize and share all digital information?
3. How can users prepare reports?
4. Is it possible to publish the knowledge product when it is ready?
5. Where are Web Desks used?
6. What are vital keys to success?
7. What can project participants do when something in their project

changes?

Exercise 2. Use the Infinitives in brackets in the Present Indefinite Tense:
The financial markets (to offer) opportunities for firms to restructure them-

selves.
1. The small business (to expect) a rapid return on its technology investment.
2. A few European companies also (to compete) in this market.
3. A principal means of achieving ROI (return on investment) (to come)

from lowering costs.
4. Organizations embarking on significant e-business efforts (to need) first to

understand their key business processes and to determine information assets and
transactions.

5. With the growth of e-business, information security (to affect) all areas of
an enterprise.

6. In many cases, transactions (to require) the movement of funds from one
institution to another.

Exercise 3. Make the following sentences interrogative, translate them.
1. Enterprises must identify all costs associated with protecting their infor-

mation assets.
2. Organizations should seek consultative and professional service firms for

assistance.
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3. Companies can assist in the formulation of an effective, long term strat-
egy, and subsequently assist in making the appropriate product evaluations and
solution consideration.

4. Considerations for long-term enterprise requirements should be made at
every step of deployment.

5. All enterprises in a particular industry must comply with regulations, re-
gardless of the size of the enterprise.

6. Organisations must evaluate the relative priority of integrating exiting
applications into the strategy.

7. Protected data can help companies move forward swiftly and confidently.

Unit 4

Skills and service – the most important means of competition

For banks today, competition takes place through skills and service. In a
world where organizations are increasingly decentralizing decisions and respon-
sibility to the individual employees, it is extremely important that all employees
possess the right skills to take the right decision. Furthermore, banks have simi-
lar products and therefore a crucial success factor is to provide efficient tools for
skills development and the dissemination of knowledge.

Employees and managers are responsible for their work and their personal
development. An important task for the managers will be to support and stimu-
late employees to develop on the basis of goals adopted in the business plan, and
also to satisfy the employees’ own wishes regarding personal development.

All skills development takes place on the basis of a business plan, which pro-
vides guidance as to which skills must be developed to achieve long – term and
short – term goals. This is mainly a management responsibility.

The personal business plan, however, requires careful consideration of cur-
rent areas of responsibility and skills, plans for career development and new
skills required, and individual appraisal.

The appraisals discussion is the hub of all employee development. It should:
• Take place in pace with external changes and business plan changes
• Be viewed as a means for securing the goals in the business plan
• Give the employee the possibility to influence their work situation and their

own development
What needs to be done to attain the goals is documented in a development

plan. The development plan is intended to find solutions to attain the goals de-
fined in the appraisals discussion. Each division within the group is responsible
for finding solutions to increase its professional skills. Some skills enhancement
activities take place at group level. The activities may be divided into two cate-
gories:
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• Manager training – conducted from a global perspective in order to create
managers who encourage initiative, creativity and participation.

• Staff training – intended to result in greater introspection, improved ability
to assume responsibility and a strengthening of group affinity.

Learn the active vocabulary:

Affinity [ ’finiti] – спорідненість, подібність
Appraisal [ ’preiz( )l] – оцінка
To assume [ ’sju:m] – брати на себе відповідальність
To attain [ ’tein] – досягати, добиватися
Career [k ’ri ] – кар’єра, успіх
Crucial [‘kru:∫j l] – вирішальний
Dissemination [di,semi’nei∫( )n] –розповсюдження
Employee [,emplo’i:] – робочий, службовець
To encourage [in’kΛrid ]―заохопувати, підтримувати
Enhancement [in’ha:nsment] – збільшення, підвищення
Goal [goul] – мета, задача
Hub [h Λ b] – центр уваги
Introspection [,intro(u)’spek∫ n] – смоаналіз
Pace – швидкість
To possess [p ’zes] – володіти
Regarding [ri’ga:diη] – відносно, стосовно
Responsibility – відповідальність
To secure [si’kju ] – забезпечувати безпеку, гарантувати

Exercises

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions:
1. What is important for all employees to take the right decision?
2. What is a business plan?
3. What is a development plan?
4. Where do some skills enhancement activities take place?
5. How many categories may the activities be divided into?
6. What are these categories?

Exercise 2 Rewrite these sentences using a to – infinitive instead of that.
Translate them.

Model: People know that he is an honest man.
People know him to be an honest man.

1. I imagine that he works very hard.
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2. We discovered that the claim was false.
3. I know that she has an interest in the company.
4. I found that the job was too difficult.

Exercise 3 Make the following sentences interrogative:
1. A description of responsibilities and a requirements profile must be pre-

pared prior to the appraisals discussion.
2. This should reflect the goals of the business plan.
3. These important solutions must be approached carefully in an organized,

step–by-step manner.
4. Companies can handle incoming calls efficiently, increase information ac-

curacy and make crucial meetings possible in a timely manner.
5. Global companies must provide service, maintenance and technical sup-

port.
6. Operating staff can now devote more time to the company’s core activities.
7. The restructuring program must involve a set of organizational, economic,

financial, legal and technical measures.

Exercise 4. Translate into English
1. Всі службовці повинні бути здатними приймати правильні рішення.
2. Вирішуючий фактор успіху – це забезпечення ефективних інструмен-

тів для розвитку навичок і розповсюдження знань.
3. Службоці повинні відповідати за свою роботу.
4. Навчання мененджері повинно сприяти створенню ініціативних і тво-

рчих мененджерів.
5. Навчання персоналу повинно привести до значного самоаналізу і зда-

тності брати на себе відповідальність.
6. План розвитку може допомогти знайти рішення для досягнення цілей.

Exercise 5. Retell the text.

Distance learning

New technological developments provide increasing potential for the assess-
ment of an individual’s competence to perform the necessary skills in the work-
place.

Computer aided learning is an effective method of acquiring knowledge, un-
derstanding and, in some cases, skills-depending upon the degree of sophistica-
tion and the interactive nature of the programming. Simulation modeling can
readily be used with the powerful PC’s of today to take reality in the workplace.
The use of distance learning programmes is an attractive option. Support from
CD-ROM and CD-1 systems can ensure that library information and other data-
bases are readily available.
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Many practical training programmes can now be transferred to the work-
place. Programmes dealing with operational practices can be sent «down-line»
to allow for changes in technology and procedures.

How individuals can be monitored for competency standards is a little more
difficult but not beyond solution.

Distance learning programmes consist of professionally developed and in-
structionally designed learning units with built-in teaching and learning mecha-
nisms. Typically, they provide student interaction, feedback and evaluation, and
direct tutor contact. A typical distance learning unit may consist of a unit guide,
a study guide supplemented by a reading book. It may be further supported by a
text book, computer software, or other media such as video or audio tape.

Teleconferencing, video conferencing and attendance at summer schools may
all be features of the programme. The unit may be formally assessed. Units are
structured to provide the student with the sense of communicating and interact-
ing with the educational or training institution and the designated tutor. Corre-
spondence courses lack most of these elements.

Assignments can be transmitted, marked and returned within a very short pe-
riod of time. Queries can be responded to in a matter of hours by either fax, telex
or telephone. The student benefits from the early response and feedback and the
links developed with the tutor. The tutor benefits from a rapid perception and
understanding of the student’s difficulties and rate of progress. Examinations
may be arranged to be taken in the workplace.

However, distance learning programmes must be planned carefully and be
instructionally designed and edited by professionals so they are suitable for the
market. This means producing relevant and qualitative units with effective and
speedy feedback mechanisms. Computer-aided learning and computer-based re-
sources can provide interactive support to the learning, training and skilling
process.

Learn the active vocabulary:

assessment [ ’sesm nt ] – оцінка
skill – способности; взаєморозуміння, досвід
sophistication[seƒist’keişn] – мудрість; пізнання
simulation modelling – програма моделювання
option – выбор; право вибору
to ensure[in’şu ] – забезпечувати, гарантувати
to deal(dealt) with – мати справу з; займатися
to down-line – передавати (дані) з центрального вузла мережі
procedure [pr ’si:dз ] – методика; прийоми проведення
is not beyond solution – не може не мати рішення
feedback – зворотний зв’язок
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tutor [’tјu:t ] – керівник групи студентів; наставник
to lack – потребуватися будь-чого; відчувати нестаток
attendance [ ’tennd ns] – присутність
query [’kwi ri] – питання; сумнів
to benefit – допомагати, приносити пользу; отримувати пользу (допомо-

гу)
perception – сприйняття, усвідомлення, поняття
relevant [’reliv nt] – доречний, той, що відноситься до справи

Exercises

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions:
1. Why must new technological developments be provided?
2. What can readily be used to take reality in the workplace?
3. What do distance learning programmes consist of?
4. What do they provide?
5. What other features of the programme do you know?
6. Within what period of time can assignments be transmitted, marked and

returned?
7. What can provide interactive support to the learning, training and skilling

process?

Exercise 2.Arrange these words and word groups in the right order. Use a
capital letter to begin each sentence.

1. to be, every company, a software company, appears.
2. developed, at an increasing pace, a variety of purposes, software, to serve,

is.
3. for, the technical integration, future extension, to offer, needs, scalability

and openness, flexibility.
4. thousands of dollars, organizations, purchasing, spend, computer hard-

ware.
5. work closely, and management consultants, must, human-resource special-

ists, hardware and software vendors.
6. these new business models, for clients, are embracing, companies, and, de-

livering innovative solutions.

Exercise 3.Supply fewer or less in these sentences.
1. The … you pay, the … services you get.
2. People have … money to spend this year.
3. I’ve had … lessons than you.
4. There are … companies competing in this market nowadays.
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5. The … liberalization of the services is, the … service companies will in-
tegrate into the trading system and the global economy.

Videoconferencing

Enterprises can save money by cutting back on travel and substituting video-
conferences for some face-to-face meetings. The savings come both in actual
travel costs and in the costs of having employees out of action during a trip.
However, videoconferencing should be implemented with care. The two general
categories-conference room systems and desktop systems – have different bene-
fits and drawbacks, but both impose costs and complexities beyond their initial
installation.

Room systems are relatively expensive and usually work over switched cir-
cuits (generally ISDN), which ensure high quality, but impose ongoing costs.

Desktop systems are relatively inexpensive and work through the enterprise
network.

Videoconferencing technology allows people to create the environment of a
face-to-face meeting so that fast, interactive decisions can be made, wherever
they may be in the world. Unlike email, or even a telephone call, videoconfer-
encing facilitates closer relationships as you can clearly see who you are com-
municating with and respond to their body language-often essential on interna-
tional calls when trying to overcome cultural barriers. It also allows individuals
to share documents and demonstrate a product or visual concept.

Moreover, ongoing costs will decline and return on investment will increase
over time as networks are upgraded and the quality differential declines.

Enterprises can save money with videoconferencing by reducing travel, but
neither the initial investment nor the ongoing cost is trivial.

Room-based, circuit-switched conferencing provides the best quality, reli-
ability and ease of use, but with higher initial cost and ongoing line charges.
Systems can be installed with ISDN lines and migrated to network protocols
when the infrastructure is sufficiently robust.

Learn the active vocabulary

Charges – витрати; плата, вартість
To cut back – зменшувати; скорочувати
To decline – зменьшуватися, вбивати
Drawback – нестача; перешкода
Employee – робочий, службовець, той хто працює по найму
To ensure – забеспечувати, гарантувати
Enterprise – підприємство, підприємництво
To facilitate – допомагати, сприяти
Impose – обкладати
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To migrate – переміщуватися, пересуватися
Moreover – крім того, більш того
Ongoing – продовжуючий, непреривний
Robust – важкий, що потребує зусиль
Trivial – незначний
Wherever – де б то не було

Exercises

Exercise 1. Answer the following questions.
1. How can enterprises save money?
2. Why should videoconferencing be implemented with care?
3. Are room systems relatively expensive?
4. What does videoconferencing technology allow?
5. Will return on investment increase over time?
6. What lines can systems be installed with?

Exercise 2. Paraphrase the following sentences referring them to the future
and to the past:

1. He may watch television in the evening.
2. You must learn foreign languages.
3. They must pay attention to this postcard.
4. Desktop video appliances can deliver acceptable performance.
5. Uncontrolled conferencing can overload a network and affect the per-

formance of other applications and users.
6. Some products may have difficulty connecting with other types of equip-

ment.
7. To get around the risks of lost business and lost revenue, companies must

use application management tools.

Exercise 3. Put the Infinitives in brackets in the Past Indefinite tense. Trans-
late the sentences.

1.We (to provide) an understanding of different customer behavior and pref-
erences two weeks ago. 2. For the business market, our company (to cover) sub-
scriber segmentation, value chain and cost/benefit analysis. 3. Based on market
segmentation, they (to design) service feature packages with different pricing
approaches. 4. More than a third of the mobile telephone customers worldwide
(to use) Prepaid cards last year. 5. By conducting a detailed analysis of the
technical solution and investment, the manager (to forecast) a precise cost and
profit situation.

Exercise 4. Insert the prepositions.
1. Most of the real benefits your organization will derive … a digital asset

management. 2. Mobile business will give rise … new applications and services
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for a variety of everyday transactions. 3. An essential success factor will be the
provision of an adequate payment method … consumers and service providers.
4. The company offers a business implementation workshop … the goal of
helping to develop an efficient and effective marketing plan. 5. When imple-
menting new technology … the software globalization process, companies will
gain most by planning the implementation. 6. The company’s strength is based
… its in-depth industry knowledge.

Keys: into, from, for, on, to, with.

Unit 5

Money and its Functions

All values in the economic system are measured in terms of money. Our
goods and services are sold for money, and that money is in turn exchanged for
other goods and services. Coins are adequate for small transactions, while paper
notes are used for general business. There is additionally a wider sense of word
"money", covering anything which is used as a means of exchange, whatever
form it may take. Originally, valuable metal (gold, silver or copper) served as a
constant store of value. Because gold has been universally regarded as a very
valuable metal, national currencies were for many years judged in terms of so-
called "gold-standard". (The US Government abandoned the gold standard in
1971.)

Nowadays however valuable metal has generally been replaced by paper
notes. National currencies are considered to be as strong as the national econo-
mies which support them. Paper notes are issued by governments and authorized
banks, and are known as "legal tender". Other arrangements such as cheques and
money orders are not legal tender. They perform the function of substitute
money and are known as "instruments of credit". Credit is offered only when
creditors believe that they have a good chance of obtaining legal tender when
they present such instruments at a bank or other authorized institution. If man's
assets are known to be considerable, then his credit will be good. If his assets are
in doubt, then, it may be difficult for him to obtain large sums of credit or even
to pay for goods with a cheque.

The value of money is basically its value as a medium of exchange, or, as
economists put it, its "purchasing power". This purchasing power is dependent
on supply and demand. The demand for money is reckonable as the quantity
needed to effect business transactions. An increase in business requires an in-
crease in the amount of money coming into general circulation. But the demand
for money is related not only to the quantity of business but also to the rapidity
with which the business is done. The supply of money, on the other hand, is the
actual amount in notes and coins available for business purposes. If too much
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money is available, its value decreases, and it does not buy as much as it did,
say, five years earlier. This condition is known as "inflation".

(Tom McArthur. "A Rapid Course in English for Students of Economics".
Oxford)

Learn the active vocabulary

value – цінність
transaction – справа, операція, угода
a means of exchange – засіб обміну
a store of value – засіб зберігання вартості, засіб заощаджування
a constant store of value – постійне нагромаджування вартості
to back (paper, money, currency) – підтримувати, забезпечувати паперові

гроші, валюту
store – запас
the store of gold – золотий запас
currency – 1. гроші – звичайно наявні гроші, монети, банкноти,

2. валюта
to abandon the gold standard – відмовитись від золотого стандарту
to issue – випускати, пускати в обіг
authorized – офіційно прийнятий, дозволений, санкціонований
authorized banks – банки, наділені ухваленими правами, уповноважені

банки
legal tender (banknotes) – законний платіжний засіб, офіційно прийняті

державою банкноти
а money order – платіжне доручення
substitute money – передставник платіжних засобів
instruments of credit – кредитні зобов'язання, векселі, чеки, облігації
assets – 1. активи, 2. засоби, капітал, фонди
the value of money – вартість грошей
a medium of exchange – 1. засіб обміну, 2. засіб обігу (як функція

грошей)
purchasing power – купівельна спроможність
to reckon – підраховувати, обчислювати
circulation (of money, capital) – обіг грошей, капіталу
to come into general circulation – поступати в сукупний обіг
to put into circulation – пускати в обіг
the demand for money – попит на гроші
the supply of money (money supply) – 1. грошова маса, 2. сума грошей
the quantity of business – кількість операцій, об'єм бізнесу
the rapidity of business – швидкість здійснення операцій в бізнесі
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Exercises

Exercise 1. Check your comprehension:
1. What is the role of money and what are its functions?
2. What is the gold standard?
3. Why was the gold standard abandoned?
4. What backs national currencies now?
5. Why was valuable metal replaced by paper money?
6. Who can issue paper money?
7. What are money orders?
8. What function do money orders and cheques perform?
9. In what case can one obtain large sums of credit and even pay for goods

with a cheque?
10. What is a purchasing power and what does it depend on?
11. How do we reckon the demand for money?
12. What is the demand for money related to?
13. What condition is known as "inflation"?

Exercise 2. Study text and:
a) give the wider sense of the word "money".
b) pick out derivatives and word combinations with the word "value". Trans-

late them and use in the sentence of your own.
c) find all the terms which you would use speaking about money.

Exercise 3. Give English equivalents of the following:
1. цінність; 2. справа, операція, угода; 3. засіб обміну; 4. підтримувати,

забезпечувати паперові гроші, валюту; 5. золотий запас; 6. випускати папе-
рові гроші; 7. законний платіжний засіб; 8. чек 9. платіжне доручення;
10. національна валюта; 11. кредитні зобов'язання; 12. активи; 13. купі-
вельна спроможність; 14. обіг грошей; 15. кредитні зобов'язання
16. підраховувати, обчислити; 17. грошова маса, сума грошей в обігу;
18. швидкість здійснення операцій в бізнесі.

Exercise 4. Complete the sentences:
1. All values in the economic system are measured ... .
2 . Nowadays valuable metal has generally been ... .
3. Paper notes are issued by ... .
4. Other arrangements as ... and ... are not legal tender.
5. National currencies are considered to be as strong as ... .
6. An increase in business requires an increase in the amount of ... .
7. But the demand for money is related not only to the quantity of business

but … .
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Exercise 5. Translate the following sentences into English in written form.
1. Усі цінності в економічній системі вимірюються грошима.
2. Товари та послуги продаються за гроші і ці гроші обмінюються на

інші товари та послуги.
3. Термін "гроші" в широкому розумінні цього слова означає все, що

використовується як засіб обміну.
4. Спочатку цінний метал слугував як постійне нагромадження вартості.
5. Багато років національна валюта оцінювалась з точки зору "золотого

стандарту".
6. Сьогодні паперові гроші замінили метал, і міцність національних ва-

лют оцінюється міцністю національної економіки, яка підтримує їх.
7. Паперові гроші, випущені емісійними банками, є законним платіж-

ним засобом.
8. Чеки та платіжні доручення не є державним платіжним засобом. Вони

виконують функцію представника платіжних засобів і відомі як кредитні
зобов'язання.

9. Вартість грошей визначається їх вартістю як засіб обміну, або їх ку-
півельною спроможністю. Ця купівельна спроможність залежить від спів-
відношення попиту та пропозицій.

10. Якщо в обігу дуже багато грошей, їх вартість зменшується та падає
їх купівельна спроможність. Ця ситуація відома як інфляція.

Money supply

It is generally accepted that money has three functions in an economy: to act
as a medium of exchange, as a store of value and as a unit of account.

As a medium of exchange money enables us to avoid the cumbersome proc-
ess of barter, whereby products are exchanged against each other. Without
money the modern economy as we know it would cease to function, such is the
degree of specialization in goods and services.

Money is also useful as a store of wealth since it represents а claim on goods
that can be exercised in the future. However, to be a satisfactory store of wealth
prices should be stable.

Finally, the units in which money is measured (pounds and pence, dollars and
cents) are generally used as the units in which values are expressed and debts
defined and measured.

In modern monetary system the money supply consists of coins, bank notes
and bank deposits. It should be mentioned that there is another one classifica-
tion: money has four functions. It serves as a standard of value, as a medium of
exchange, as store of value and as a standard of differed payment.

(T. Kempner. The Penguin Management Handbook. London)
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Learn the active vocabulary

standard of value – міра вартості
medium of exchange – засіб обігу
store of value – засіб зберігання вартості
standard of differed payment – засіб погашення боргу
debts – борги
cumbersome – обтяжливий

Exercises

Exercise 1. Say what you have learned from Text about:
1. the functions of money in an economy;
2. money as a standard of value;
3. money as a medium of exchange;
4. money as a store of value;
5. money as a standard of differed payment.

Exercise 2. Put the Infinitives in brackets in Present Continuous, Present In-
definite or Future Indefinite.

1. My sister (to go) to the bank tomorrow.
2. Look! She (to go) to the bank.
3. Payment (to be made) within two days.
4. Our boss (to read) letters in the morning.
5. He (to open) a letter of credit tomorrow.
6. The manager (to discuss) business matters with clients now.
7. Enterprises (to seek) to achieve a greater percentage of revenue from e-

business channels.
8. With proper calculation most identity management deployments (to

achieve) return on investment within one or three years.

Exercise 3. Use the correct pronouns:
1. Our boss signs a lot of documents. He signs … in the morning.
2. Mr. Stone is speaking to Mr. Bell now. He is speaking to … about the

contract.
3. Kate is our office secretary. I meet … in the office every day.
4. Our office manager meets foreign businessmen and discusses prices for

different goods with … .
5. They learn English. Their work helps … to speak English well.
6. Your General Director is reading a letter. He is reading … with great

pleasure.
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Types of money: Token and paper money

Most of us use money every day. We see it, touch it, and spend it. But how
many of us can define it adequately? Usually money is defined too narrowly.
Some define it as the currency of a nation; others think of it in terms of legal
tender; still others often refer to it as the medium of exchange. Such definitions,
however, automatically exclude large portions of our money. To include all
segments of our money supply, we must use a broad definition. Thus, we can
say that money is anything that is commonly accepted in exchange for other
goods and services.

Commodity money refers to the use of some commodity as money. Many
commodities – such as stones, shells, various crops, metal, and paper – have
served as money in various countries of the world. American history reveals that
tobacco, corn, beads, warehouse receipts, and bank notes, in addition to metal
coins and paper currency, have served as money. In fact, many of these monies
were given the status of legal tender, which means that they were acceptable for
the payment of debts, both public and private.

There are two basic types of modern money, each of considerable impor-
tance: token money and paper money. Token or metallic money consists of
coins - a special type of commodity money in which a metal such as gold, silver,
or copper is used. Paper money takes the form of bills and notes. It may or may
not be backed by gold or silver. Although the United States has had various
types of commodity money in its history, all American currency today is in the
form of paper money and coins.

(T.J. Hailstones and F.V. Mastrianna "Basic Economics". Ohio.)

Learn the active vocabulary

commodity money – товарні гроші
beads – бісер
warehouse receipt – товарна квитанція на вантаж, прийнятий до схову

(до схованки)
token money – розмінна монета
bill – банкнота
note – банківський білет

Exercises

Exercise 1. Check your comprehension, answer the questions.
1. Usually money is defined too narrowly, isn't it?
2. How would you define money and its functions?
3. How do you understand the term "commodity money"?
4. What commodities have served as money in various countries?
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5. How many basic types of modern money are described in the text?
8. Is token money a special type of commodity money or not? 8. Is paper

money always backed by gold or silver?

Exercise 2. Study Text and:
a) find a synonym to the word "goods". Use the synonyms in the sentences of

your own.
b) give the classification of token money.
c) find all the terms which you would use speaking about money.

Exercise 3. Give English equivalents of the following:
1. валюта: 2. законний платіжний засіб; 3. засіб обміну, розрахунку;

4. грошова маса; 5. розмінна монета; 6. товарні гроші; 7. паперові гроші;
8. підтримувати, забезпечувати (паперові гроші); 9. товар.

Exercise 4. Complete the sentences:
1. Usually money is defined ... .
2. To include all segments of our money supply, we must ... .
3. Thus, we can say that money is ... .
4. Many commodities – such as ... – have served as money in various coun-

tries of the world.
5. In fact, many of these monies were given ... .
6. There are two basic types of modern money, each of considerable impor-

tance: ... .
7. Paper money may or may not be ... .
8. Although the United States has had various types of ... in its history, all

American currency today is in ... .

Exercise 5. Agree or disagree. Give your reasons.
1. Most of us don't use money every day.
2. Usually money is defined adequately.
3. Money is often referred to as the medium of exchange.
4. Commodity money refers to the use of some commodity as money.
5. Commodities and goods are synonyms, aren't they?
6. Tobacco, corn, warehouse receipts, beads have never served as money in

the United States.
7. There are two basic types of modern money: token money and paper

money.
8. Paper money is always backed by gold or silver.
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Unit 6

Classification of money

Money may also be classified according to its inherent value. In full-bodied
money, the intrinsic value of the money's material content has a value equal to
its monetary value (face value). For example, the inherent value of $50 gold
piece was originally equal to its monetary value of $10. Not only could you use
the $10 gold Eagle to buy $10 worth of groceries, you could sell its gold content
(melted down) for $10 in cash on the gold market. Today, however, since the
price of gold has increased, the gold in a $10 gold piece is worth much more
than $10. In credit money, the intrinsic value of the money's material content is
less than its monetary value.

Representative money is money (usually paper) that serves in place of com-
modity money. It may represent either full-bodied or credit money. The gold
certificates that circulated in the United States before 1933 are a good example
of full-bodied money. But the certificates are no longer used. An advantage of
representative money is that it is more portable than commodity money.

The government sometimes issues fiat money, which is backed only by the
promise of the government to redeem it or to exchange it for other types of
money. To help finance the Civil War, Congress authorized the issue of paper
money officially known as United States notes and popularly called greenbacks.
This was fiat money; the notes were legal tender but were not redeemable for
gold or silver.

Today most of American currency is in the form of Federal Reserve notes,
which are issued by the Federal Reserve Banks with the approval of the U.S.
Treasury. At one time the gold reserve required for these notes was 25 percent.
The other 75 percent of the backing was in the form of additional gold certifi-
cates, government securities, or note assets of the bank. Today there is no gold
reserve behind these notes, so they are also fiat money.

(Hailstones T.J. Op. cit., p.p. 151-153)

Learn the active vocabulary

Inherent value of money – внутрішня вартість грошей
Full-bodied money – повноцінні гроші
Intrinsic value of money's material content - реально дійсна вартість

матеріального вмісту
Monetary value – грошова вартість
Face value – номинальна вартість
Gold Eagle – (ам.) "орел", старовинна золота або срібна монета, що

дорівнює 10 доларам
Credit money – кредитні гроші, не забезпечені золотом
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In cash – готівкою
Representative money – представники повноцінних грошей
Fiat money – паперові гроші
To redeem – погасити, повертати борг
Not redeemable (for gold) – не забезпечені золотом грошові активи
Note assets – грошові активи
Backing (for the notes) – забезпечення (банкнот)
To issue (notes) - випускати (банкноти)
U.S. Treasury – Державна скарбниця США
Securities – цінні папери

Exercises

Exercise 1 Answer the questions
1. How can money be classified?
2. What type of money is called full-bodied one?
3. How do you understand the term "representative money"?
4. When did the gold certificates circulate in the United States?
5. What type of money were the gold certificates?
6. How can fiat money be characterized?
7. What did the Congress do to help finance the Civil War?
8. Were the greenbacks legal tender or not?
9. This was fiat money, wasn't it?
10. What form is American currency issued in?
11. Why are these notes also classified as fiat money?

Exercise 2 Study the text and:
a) Pick out word combinations with the word "gold".
Translate them and use in the sentences of your own.
b) Give the classification of full-bodied money.
c) Find all the terms, which you would use speaking about money.

Exercise 3 Give English equivalents of the following:
1. внутрішня вартість грошей; 2. засіб обміну; 3. підтримувати, забезпе-

чувати (паперові гроші); 4. золотий запас; 5. випускати, пускати в обіг; 6.
законний платіжний засіб; 7. купівельна спроможність; 8. товарні гроші; 9.
розмінна монета; 10. повноцінні гроші; 11. номінальна вартість; 12. готів-
ка; 13. паперові гроші; 14. не забезпечені золотом, грошові активи 15. кре-
дитні гроші; 16. грошова вартість (золота або срібна)

Exercise 4 Complete the sentences:
1. Money may also be classified according to….
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2. In full-bodied money, the intrinsic value of money’s material content
has….

3. Today, however, since the price of gold has increased the gold in a $10
gold piece is….

4. Representative money is money (usually paper) that serves…
5. The gold certificates that circulated in the United States before 1933

are….
6. The U.S. Congress authorized the issue of paper money officially known

as…
7. The notes were legal tender but were….
8. Today there is no gold reserve behind Federal Reserve notes so they are…

Exercise 5 Agree or disagree. Give your reasons.
1. In full-bodied money, the intrinsic value of the money’s material content

is less than its monetary value.
2. Representative money (usually paper) doesn't serve in place of commod-

ity money.
3. The gold certificates that circulated in the United States before 1933 are a

good example of full-bodied money.
4. An advantage of commodity money is that it is more portable than repre-

sentative money.
5. To help finance the Civil War, the U.S. Treasure authorized the issue of

paper money officially known as the United States notes and popularly called
greenbacks.

6. These notes were not redeemable for gold or silver but they were legal
tender.

7. Today American currency is full-bodied money.

What is the origin of the dollar sign

The dollar, the standard unit of money in the United States, Canada, Mexico
and several other countries, has an interesting history, and so has the $ generally
used to represent it.

The word "dollar" comes from the Low German, for Thaler, which is an ab-
breviation of Joachimsthaler. Joachimsthal (Joachim's dale) is a little town in
Bohemia near which, in the beginning of the sixteenth century, a rich silver
mine was discovered. The feudal lords of the town had coins made that, because
of their excellence, were soon used all over Europe. These and similar coins
were called Joachimsthaler, or simply Thalers.

Coins of similar value were issued in Spain. They were called "pieces of
eight", because their value was divided into eight smaller coins. All these coins
circulated freely in the colonies in both North and South America. In North
America they were called "dollars".
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When the United States had been formed, the word "dollar" was adopted for
its unit of coinage, but the sign for the new coin was that of the Old Spanish
pieces of eight. This sign showed a scroll, with the words Plus Ultra, waving be-
tween the Pillars of Hercules, the gateway between the Mediterranean and At-
lantic. Thus the dollar sign has nothing to do with the letter S, nor was it, as
some people believe, originally formed by placing a narrow U over an S to form
the monogram of the United States.

(English Learner's Digest)

Learn the active vocabulary

Origin – походження
Sign – символ
Unit – одиниця
Mexico – Мексика
Several – декілька
Generally – звичайно, здебільшого
Represent – символізувати
Thaler – (заст.) талер
Dale – долина
Silver – срібло
Mine – родовище
Discover – відкривати
Feudal – феодальний
Excellence – висока якість
Europe – Європа
Similar – подібний
Value – цінність, вартість
Issue – випускати
Circulate – бути в обігу
Adopt – приймати
Coinage – монетна система
Scroll – завиток, спираль
Pillars of Hercules – Геркулесові стопи, Гібралтарсъка протока
Gateway – ворота, шлях
The Mediterranean – Середземне море
Originally – спочатку
Narrow – вузький

Exercises

Exercise 1 Say what you have learned from Text В about:
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1. the scope of countries where dollar is used as the standard unit of money:
(for additional information see Appendix III)

2. The word "dollar" origin;
3. The role of Spain in the first dollars appearing in North America;
4. The dollar sign origin and what it shows;
5. wrong opinions concerning the dollar sign;

Exercise 2 Debate on the following topics:
1. Full-bodied money,
2. Representative money.
3. Fiat money.
4. The U.S. dollar and its sign history.

Exercise 3 Make the following sentences interrogative. Begin your questions
with the word(s) in brackets.

1. Up to now my brother has visited eight countries (How many?).
2. I have known him for three years (Whom?).
3. My manager hasn’t signed the letter yet (What?).
4. Our parents have gone camping this summer (Who?).
5. I have typed the letter on my word processor (What?).
6. The secretary has lost the key from our office (What… from?).
7. They have already written a report on their experiment (Who?).
8. She has lived in London for five years (How long?).

Exercise 4 Put the Infinitive in brackets in the Past Indefinite Tense.
1. I (to speak) to the manager about our visit to the Insurance Company fif-

teen minutes ago.
2. The secretary (to fax) the copies of these documents yesterday.
3. Our engineers (to study) the catalogues of Blake & Co last Tuesday.
4. The manager (to make) an appointment with American businessmen.
5. We (to discuss) the terms of payment with the Sales manager at 10

o’clock.
6. The General manager (to clarify) the details of that matter at the talks.

Exercise 5 Ask general and special questions to the following sentences:
1. The U.S. Congress authorized the issue of paper money popularly called

greenbacks.
2. Coins are adequate for small transactions.
3. Many commodities such as stones, shells, various crops, metals and pa-

pers served as money in different countries of the world.
4. Cheques and money orders perform the function of substitute money.
5. Spanish coins circulate freely in the colonies in both North and South

America.
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How to pay in America

If you want to pay for something in an American store, you can pay in cash,
by personal checks, or with a credit card.

If you have a credit card, you can use it in larger stores to pay for your pur-
chases. Most gas stations, hotels and restaurants accept credit cards, too. Your
credit card company sends you a bill once a month that shows your purchases
and you only have thirty days to pay it. Otherwise, they'll charge you a penalty.

Credit cards have one disadvantage. It takes you much longer to pay with
your credit card than in cash or by check. When you want to put a purchase on
your credit card the store clerk takes the card and fills out a form. Then he asks
you to sign the form and gives you a copy.

There are some problems paying by check, too. You cannot use your check-
book if you don’t have your driver’s license or any other ID on you. Besides,
you should be aware that if you bounce a check, that is, if you don't have enough
money in your account to cover it, you'll have to pay your bank a very high pen-
alty.

People usually buy expensive goods (such as washing machines, refrigera-
tors, etc.) on financing. Customers make a down payment of 10% or more of the
price of the purchase and pay the rest in monthly installments. They also have to
pay interest.

(K. Dibrova, D. Hossamen "English for Moneyholders" SPb.)

Learn the active vocabulary

pay in/with cash for smth. – розраховуватися готівкою за щось
pay with a credit card – розраховуватися кредитною карткою
pay by check – розраховуватися чеком
pay a bill – оплачувати рахунок
accept – приймати
buy on financing/on credit – купувати в розстрочку, в кредит
make a purchase – купувати
make a down payment for smth. – робити перший внесок за щось
bounce a check – виписувати незабезпечений чек
have in a checking account (Am.) – мати на поточному рахунку
have in current account (Br.) – мати на поточному рахунку
N percent of the price of the purchase – N відсотків від ціни
change smb. a penalty for smth. – брати з когось штраф
gas station – заправна станція
credit card company – компания, що видає кредитні картки
otherwise – інакше, а то
disadvantage – нестача
store clerk – продавець
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put on a credit card – провести.за кредитною карткою
fill out – заповнювати
form – бланк
sign – підписувати
driver's license – посвідчення водія
ID – посвідчення особи
you should be aware that – віддавати coбi звіт у тому, що
cover – покривати
customer – покупець
the rest – решта
in monthly installments – щомісяця
interest – відсотки

Exercises
.
Exercise 1 . Check your comprehension, answer the questions:
1. What are the three ways to pay in America?
2. Where can you use your credit card?
3. Do gas stations accept credit cards?
4. How often do the credit card companies send bills to their customers?
5. How many days do you have to pay the bills you put on your credit card?
6. What do the companies do if their customers don't pay the bill?
7- What is the disadvantage of paying with a credit card?
8. What is the disadvantage of paying by personal checks?
9. What does the store clerk do when you want to pay for something with

your credit card?
10. Do you need to have an ID on you if you want to pay for something by

check?
11. What does your bank do if you bounce a check?
12. How do people usually buy expensive goods?
13. What does it mean "to buy something on financing"?

Exercise 2. Read and learn the dialog.
Dialog
- Hello, I'd like to buy this sweater.
- OK. How would you like to pay for it?
- Well, I guess that depends on how much it is.
- Did you find it on a sales rack?
- Um... 1 don't remember.
- Let me scan its tag on the computer, and I'll tell whether it is on sale. Yes,

it's on sale. The original price was $100, and now it is 20% off. It'll be $80 plus
tax.

- That is still expensive, but I'll take it.
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- Will it be cash or charge?
- I don't know ... Well, can I put it on my credit card?
- Sure thing. Oh, I'm sorry, but I can't take this card. We only accept the ma-

jor ones: American Express, Visa and MasterCard.
- I'll write a check, then.
-I'll need to see some form of identification. Do you have your driver's li-

cence?
-No, I don't, I do have some other identification, though. Will this student ID

card be OK?
- No, I need an official card with your photo and signature on it. What else do

you have?
- Oh, I almost forgot. I have my military ID on me.
- Fine, I'll ring this up for you now.
- Thanks.
(K. Dibrova, D. Nossamen. "English for Moneyholders", SPb)

Notes
rack – вішалка
sale – розпродаж
tax – податок
tag – етикетка, бipкa, ярлик
charge – занесения на рахунок

Exercise 3. Use American equivalents to complete the sentences.
1. I (зробив) the (перший внесок за) the refrigerator by check. 2. I don't

have enough money (на моему поточному рахунку) to pay for the (купівлю)
by check. 3. I (виписав назабезпечений чек) and they (візьмуть з мене штраф
за) it. 4. The down payment for the car was 2O% (від її ціни). 5. How much do
we have (на нашому поточному рахунку)? 6. I don't have enough money (на
моєму поточному рахунку) to cover all these bills. 7. Why did you (взяли з
мене) the (штраф за) that check? 8. Can I (зробити) the (перший внесок за)
the car by check?

Exercise 4. Organize the words into affirmative, interrogative and negative
sentences:

1. Pay, purchase, by check, the, or, with your credit card, can, in cash, you,
for.

2. If, bounce, you, you, your, charges, check, a, penalty, a, bank.
3. How much, refrigerator, was, down, payment, the, for, the?
4. Think, buy, on, I, this, financing, machine, the, can, washing, we.
5. They, cards, they, why, I, credit, accept, say, don't.
6. Make, on, don't, purchases, like, credit, to, I.
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Exercise 5. Make up a dialog using the following words and expressions:
to buy, to be on sale, the original price, 10% off, plus tax, expensive, to pay

with a credit card, to accept, to write a check, form of identification, driver's li-
cence, to be OK, an official ID card with photo and signature on it.

Exercise 6 . Translate the text. Be ready to render it in English.
Коли ви купуєте що-небудь в американському магазині, ви можете за-

платити за купівлю готівкою, чеком або кредитною карткою. Ви можете
використовувати кредитні картки та особисті чеки у великих та середніх
магазинах, на більшості заправних станціях та у готелях. Усі американські
банки приймають чеки та кредитні картки. Якщо ви розраховуєтесь чеком,
ви завжди повинні знати, чи досить у вас є грошей на поточному рахунку,
щоб покрити цей чек, тому що, якщо ви випишете незабезпечений чек, ваш
банк накладе на вас високий штраф.

Коли люди купують коштовні товари, то, звичайно, вони виплачують у
розстрочку. Якщо ви будете купувати що-небудь у кредит, ви повинні зро-
бити перший внесок, а решту ви будете сплачувати щомісяця.

Exercise 7 . Choose the correct modal verbs.
1. We (can, must, may) deliver the goods only next September.
2. - (Can, must, may) I smoke here?
- Yes, you (can, must, may).
3. Passengers (can, must, may) come to the airport an hour before the take-

off time.
4. If you want to pay for something in an American store, you (can, must,

may) pay in cash, by personal checks, or with a credit card.
5. - (Can, must, may) I open my suit-case?
- No, you (cannot, mustn't, mayn't, needn't).
6. If you have a credit card, you (can, must, may) use it in larger stores to pay

for your purchases.
7. You (cannot, mustn't, mayn't, needn't) use your checkbook if you don't

have your driver's licence or any other ID on you.
8.People (can, must, may) buy expensive goods on financing.

Exercise 8 Ask and answer as in the model
Model: - Can you clarify the delivery dates?
- No, I can't. I must speak to the General Manager. I can clarify them in half

an hour.
Prompts: 1. to look through the offer for computers;
2. to meet the insurance agent;
3. to fax the letter;
4. to receive the customers.
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Exercise 9 Translate the sentences. Pay attention to modal verbs and their
equivalents.

1. You will have to pay your bank a very high penalty if you bounce a check.
2. Customers have to make a down payment of 10% when they buy expen-

sive goods on financing.
3. They also have to pay interest.
4. Do you often have to come to the office early?
5. Does he often have to contact manufacturers?
6. I couldn't meet you at the airport because I had to complete my work.
7. I know, you'll have to go on business very often.
8. They'll have to stay late in the office tomorrow to look through the con-

tract.
9. Mr. Brown will be able to meet you next week only.
10. I'm afraid, we won't be able to deliver the goods urgently.
11. The General Director won't be able to receive you earlier.
12. When will you be able to clarify the details of this problem?

Exercise 10 Respond to the questions according to the models.
Model A: - Can you give me 100 dollars now? (next Monday)
- No, I can't. I'll be able to give 100 dollars to you next Monday only.
1. Can Ann translate and fax the letter today? (tomorrow morning)
2. Can we make an appointment for 3 o'clock today? (tomorrow, at 10:30)
3. Can you give me a copy of this contract? (tomorrow morning)
4. Can your boss sign these papers now? (tomorrow, at 10 o'clock)

Model B: -Do you have go there now? (yesterday) - No, I had to go there
yesterday.

1. Do you have to stay in the office tonight? (last night)
2. Do they have to leave for Boston today? (yesterday afternoon)
3. Does Mr. Brown have to phone in the afternoon? (last night)
4. Do you have to tell Mary about it now? (yesterday)
5. Do you have to meet the insurance agent today? (yesterday)

Unit 7

Banking system

Banks are closely concerned with the flow of money into and out of the
economy. They often co-operate with governments in efforts to stabilize econo-
mies and to prevent inflation. They are specialists in the business of providing
capital, and in allocating funds on credit. Banks originated as places to which
people took their valuables for safe-keeping, but today the great banks of the
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world have many functions in addition to acting as guardians of valuable private
possessions.

Banks normally receive money from their customers in two distinct forms:
on current account, and on deposit account. With a current account, a customer
can issue personal cheques. No interest is paid by the bank on this type of ac-
count. With a deposit account, however, the customer undertakes to leave his
money in the bank for a minimum specified period of time. Interest is paid on
this money.

The bank in turn lends the deposited money to customers who need capital.
This activity earns interest for the bank, and this interest is almost always at a
higher rate than any interest which the bank pays to its depositors. In this way
the bank makes its main profits.

We can say that the primary function of a bank today is to act as an interme-
diary between depositors who wish to make interest on their savings, and bor-
rowers who wish to obtain capital. The bank is a reservoir of loan able money,
with streams of money flowing in and out. For this reason, economists and fi-
nanciers often talk of money being "liquid", or of the "liquidity" of money.
Many small sums which might not otherwise be used as capital are rendered
useful simply because the bank acts as a reservoir.

The system of banking rests upon a basis of trust. Innumerable acts of trust
build up the system of which bankers, depositors and borrowers are part. They
all agree to behave in certain predictable ways in relation to each other, in rela-
tion to the rapid fluctuations of credit and debit. Consequently, business can be
done and cheques can be written without any legal tender visibly changing
hands.

(Tom McArthur. "A Rapid Course in English for Students of Economics".
Oxford)

Learn the active vocabulary

the flow of money – pyx, потік грошей
to provide capital – забезпечити капітал
to allocate – розміщати, розподіляти
to allocate funds on credit – розміщати кошти серед кредиторів
safe keeping – зберігання коштовностей в (банківськім) сейфі
guardian – опіка
possessions pl. - майно, власністъ
account – рахунок
current account (Br.); checking account (Am.) – поточний банківський

рахунок.
deposit account – депозитний рахунок (Ам. ), терміновий рахунок (Бр. )
to issue a cheque – виписувати чек
to pay interest – виплачувати відсоток
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to lend money – позичати гроші
to lend money at 12 percent interest – дати позику під 12%
deposited money – гроші на рахунках вкладників, депоновані гроші
to earn interest – давати прибуток
depositor – вкладник
intermediary – посередник
to act as an intermediary for smb. – бути посередником для когось
savings pl. - заощадження
to make interest on one's savings – отримувати процент на свої

заощадження, отримувати прибуток на свої заощадження
borrower – кредитор
reservoir – резервуар, сховище
to loan – давати в позику
loanable money – позичені гроші
liquid – ліквідний, швидкореалізований
liquidity – ліквідністъ
to render useful – робити корисним
trust – довірчі майнові відносини
credit and debit – витрачання та прибуток

Exercises

Exercise 1. Read and translate the text.

Exercise 2. Answer the following questions.
1. What are banks closely concerned with and what was their original func-

tion?
2. In what way do banks cooperate with governments?
3. How do banks function now and what is their primary function?
4. Ноw does the bank make its main profit?
5. What is the liquidity of money?
6. What is trust for the banking system?

Exercise 3. Study the text and:
a) find in the text the terms which are used to describe banks operations.
b) pick out set expressions with the word "interest".
Translate them and use in the sentences of your own. c) find in the text word

combinations with the word "account" and explain their meanings. What other
meanings of this word do you know?

Exercise 4. Give English equivalents of the following:
1. витрачання та прибуток; 2. довірчі майнові відносини; 3. ліквідність;

4. позичені гроші; 5. кредитор; 6. посередник; 7. вкладник; 8. давати при-
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буток; 9. заощадження, нагромадження; 10. гроші на рахунку; 11. рахунок;
12. поточний банківський рахунок; 13. майно, власність; 14. опікун;
15. зберігання коштовностей в банківському сейфі; 16. розподіляти, асиг-
нувати; 17. забезпечувати капітал; 18. законний платіжний засіб;
19. випускати, пускати в обіг; 20. банкнота; 21. платити готівкою.

Exercise 5. Complete the sentences:
1. Banks are closely concerned with…
2. Banks often co-operate with governments in efforts to…
3. Banks are specialists in the business of…
4. Today the great banks of the world have many functions in addition to …
5. Banks normally receive money from their customer in two distinct

forms: ...
6. With a current account, a customer can ...
7. With a deposit account , a customer undertakes to ...
8. Interest is ...
9. The bank in turn lends the deposited money to …
10. This activity earns interest for the bank, and this interest is at a higher

rate than ....
11. In this way the bank ...

Exercise 6. Translate the following sentences into English in written form.
1. Банки, зв'язані з рухом грошей, що поступають в o6iг та вилучених з

нього.
2. Банки одержують гроші від своїх вкладників за двома формами: на

поточний рахунок та депозит.
3. Банк виплачує відсотки по депозитних рахунках, коли клієнт залишає

свої гроші в банку на визначений період часу.
4. Коли банк позичає гроші, то ця операція приносить банку прибуток.
5. Норма цього відсотка завжди вища ніж ті відсотки, які банк сплачує

своїм вкладникам.
6. Сьогодні головною функцією банку є посередництво між вкладника-

ми та кредиторами.
7. Банк є резервуаром позичених грошей з вхідними та вихідними із

цього грошовими рухами.
8. Банківська система будується на довірчих майнових відносинах.
9. Численні трастові акти утворюють систему, частиною якої є банкіри,

вкладники та кредитори.
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Spoken practice in American English
How to keep your money

In order to keep your money safely you can set up an account with a bank.
There are different types of accounts you can open. Most people open savings
accounts and checking accounts. You can have easy access to your money, that
is, you can withdraw and deposit it any time you want and keep it safely. Ser-
vice fees for the account, if any, are low. The difference is that a checking ac-
count does not usually earn you interest, i.e. it won't increase your money.

On the other hand, if you make a deposit in a savings account your money
will bring you interest. The annual interest rate varies from bank to bank and
from time to time but usually people deposit their money at 2 or 3 percent a
year. You only have to keep the minimum balance in your savings account. Oth-
erwise, the bank will charge you a penalty.

To set up a savings account, you need to show the bank teller your passport,
driver's licence or another form of identification. You also need to have a social
security number. You should be aware, however, that you can only open an ac-
count in an American bank in U.S. dollars. If you want to set up an; account at a
bank, you should bring your money or checks to the bank and the bank teller
will open the account for you. After that he or she will give your account num-
ber, a record of the amount you have deposited and, usually, an automatic teller
card.

You can easily withdraw your money from your account either from the
teller window or an automatic teller ("money") machine.

(K. Dibrova, D. Nossamen. "English for Moneyholders". SPb)

Learn the active vocabulary

automatic teller (money) machine – банкомат, банківський автомат
keep safely – зберігати
easy access – вільний доступ
i.e. (that is) – тобто
increase – збільшувати
vary – коливатися, хитатися
balance – остача, залишок
identification – засвідчення, посвідчення
social security number – номер соціального страхування
bank teller – працівник банку, касир
record of the amount you deposited – квитанція на вкладену вами суму
teller window – каса у банку
automatic teller card – картка для автоматичного зняття грошей
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Exercises

Exercise 1. answer the following questions.
1. What major types of accounts can you open with a bank?
2. Are service fees for the accounts high?
3. What is the difference between checking and savings accounts?
4. Do checking accounts usually earn interest?
5. How high is the annual interest rate?
6. What happens if the balance in your savings account falls below the mini-

mum?
7. What do you need to set up an account?
8. How can you withdraw money from your account?

Exercise 2. Agree or disagree. Give your reasons.
1. Checking accounts do not usually earn interest.
2. Service fees for checking accounts are high.
3. The difference between checking and saving accounts is that savings ac-

counts bring interest whereas checking accounts usually do not earn interest.
4. If you don't keep the minimum balance in your checking account, the bank

will charge you a penalty.
5. In order to set up an account with a bank you need to present your ID to

the bank teller.
6. You can open an account in an American bank in U.S. dollars or any other

currency.

Exercise 3. Make up a dialog using the following words and expressions.
to be interested in; to set up a checking account; to see an official identifica-

tion card with a photograph, passport or driver's licence; a social security num-
ber; to bounce a check, to use penalty; to be sure; to avoid penalties.

Exercise 4. Translate the text. Be ready to render it in English.
Якщо ви бажаєте зберегти та збільшити ваші гроші, ви можете: відкри-

ти рахунок у банку. Якщо у вас є поточний рахунок, ви можете укладати та
знімати ваші гроші з нього, коли побажаєте. Однак, якщо ви покладете.
ваші гроші на поточний рахунок, ви не будете одержувати відсотки. З ін-
шого боку  якщо ви укладете гроші на заощаджений рахунок, він збільшує
ваш внесок, тобто він принесе вам відсотки. Однак, треба знати, що ваш
банк оштрафує вас, якщо ви не будете тримати мінімального залишку на
своєму заощадженому рахунку. Відсоток по вкладах змінюється час від ча-
су. Зараз ви можете розмістити ваші гроші на заощаджений рахунок під 2
або 3 відсотки на рік. Кілька років тому річна відсоткова ставка була на 1
або 2 відсотка вище. Якщо ви побажаєте вкласти або зняти гроші зі свого
рахунку, ви можете зробити це за допомогою банкомату, або за допомогою
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каси у банку. Платня (плата) за обслуговування рахунків, якщо є, то неве-
лика.

Exercise 5. Ask as in the model.
Model: A. Didn't you meet him when you were in Boston?
B. Don't you know this man? He is the General Manager of: our company.
C. Isn't it interesting to look through the catalogues?
Prompts:
to go on business to France last month;
to contact Blake & Co yesterday;
to phone the White Star Hotel two days ago;
to know mу address;
to like hot coffee;
to translate from English;
to make a report at the conference;
to deliver the goods urgently;
to discuss business matters;
to modify one of these models;
to fly to New York;

Exercise 6. How could you express your surprise if your friend tells you that
he:

1. can't make a report at the conference;
2. doesn't want to phone you;
3. won't fly to New York;
4. doesn't know this man;
5. didn't see the new model of computer when he visited exhibition;
6. isn't interested in going on business to Spain;
7. isn't interested in listening to this journalist;
8. won't discuss business matters.

Exercise 7. Say and respond as in the model.
Model: - The Sales manager was looking through the catalogues at two yes-

terday.
- No, he wasn't looking through the catalogues at that time. He was writing

letters to our foreign partners.
Prompts: to receive American businessmen; to speak to the secretary; to

study the offer of Bell & Co; to clarify the delivery terms with Mr. Bell; to fly to
Canada; to read an urgent cable from GML
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Unit 8

From the history of banking

Amsterdam discoveries and the bank of England

For full view of banks and money the city to visit is Amsterdam. It is associ-
ated with not one but two of great developments in their history.

In 1609, money – hard, coined money – was abundant in Amsterdam. Eve-
rywhere in Europe men were taking the coins and sweating and clipping them,
thereby getting metal to make more of them. It was to the problem of quality
that the merchants of Amsterdam now addressed themselves. They created a
bank owned by city; the bank solved the problem of the quality of the coins by
going back to the system that antedated the invention of coinage. That was
weighing. A merchant brought his good and wretched coins to the bank, the
bank weighed them , and the weight of the pure metal was credited to his ac-
count. This deposit was a highly reliable form of money. A merchant could
transfer it to the account of another merchant. Payments through the bank com-
manded a premium.

Then came the second Amsterdam discovery. The deposits so created did not
need to be left idle in the bank. They could be lent. The bank then got interest.
The borrower then had a deposit that he could spend. But the original deposit
still stood to the credit of the original depositor. That too could be spent. Money,
spendable money had been created. The important thing, obviously, is that the
original depositor and the borrower must never come at the same time for their
deposits - their money. If they do, they cannot be paid.

In 1694, the Bank of England was formed; its founders subscribed the money
the King needed. In return, they were given the right to make loans to others
with newly issued notes backed by the King's promise to pay. The Bank became
an accomplished instrument for regulating the creation of money by lesser banks
– in placing limits on lending and consequent deposit expansion and note issue.
In London in the eighteenth century the goldsmiths made loans in notes against
the holdings of gold and silver coin. The Bank of England, when it received
these notes, returned them for collection in gold or silver. This required the
banks to maintain reasonable reserves of cash against their note issues. They
could not be reckless in the issue of notes as was Law. Later the Bank acquired
for itself a monopoly of note issue, first in London, then throughout the country.

The subordinate or commercial banks could still lend the funds of the deposi-
tors. This would mean deposits – money – for those who borrowed. And this
money creation could be carried to excess. The Bank of England developed a
method of preventing this. When the ordinary or common banks seemed too
generous with their loans, the Bank allowed some of their loans to run out or it
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sold some of the securities it held. This is the procedure now celebrated as open
market operations. The commercial banks could replace their depleted reserves
by borrowing from the Bank of England. But that could be restrained by raising
the rate of interest. This charge by the Bank of England came to be called the
Bank Rate, in the last century a mysterious and wonderful thing. In the United
States the Bank Rate is the rediscount rate or, latterly, the discount rate.

Such were the regulatory functions as developed by the Bank of England.
The Bank of England disciplined its subordinate banks by presenting their

notes systematically for collection in silver or gold. Thus it required them to
keep their loans and resulting deposits in some reasonably safe relationship to
their hard cash. This would be the basic function of an American central bank.

(J.K. Galbright "The Age of Uncertainty". Boston)

Learn the active vocabulary

to be aboundant – бути в достатку
to sweat – знімати золото з монет
to antedate – відбуватися, перебувати
wretched coin – неповноцінна монета
to command – приносити, давати
premium – премія, надбавка
idle money – бездіяльні гроші
to stand to the credit of the original depositor – бути записаним на

первинного вкладника
to subscribe – жертвувати гроші, субсидувати
an accomplished instrument – сформований апарат
goldsmith – ювелір, лихвар
holding – вклад, внесок
to make loans in notes against holdings of gold coin – давати позику в

банкнотах, забезпечених золотими монетами (під золото)
to return banknotes for collection in gold – обмінювати банкноти на золото
to run out – скорочувати позику
to deplete – виснажуватися, вичерпуватися
rate of interest – ставка відсотка
charge – грошове нарахування
The Bank Rate – облікова банківська ставка
discount rate – облікова ставка, обліковий процент, ставка дисконту
rediscount rate – переоблікова ставка

Exercises

Exercise 1. Read and translate the text.
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Exercise 2. Check your comprehension, answer the questions:
1.What role did Amsterdam play in the economic life of Europe at the begin-

ning of the 17th century?
2.Why did its role decline?
3.What was typical of coined money circulation in European countries at that

time?
4.How was the problem of coins quality solved by the Bank of Amsterdam?
5.How were deposits created?
6.What was necessary for a normal money circulation when banking was just

developing?
7.What was the principle difference between the Bank of England and those

of Amsterdam?
8.How did the Bank of England regulate the creation of money by lesser

banks?
9.What mechanism of regulating money circulation did the Bank of England

develop in the 18th century?
10.What changes in monetary regulation were introduced by the Bank later?

Exercise 3. Study the text and:
a) pick out word combinations with the word "rate". Translate them and use

in the sentences of your own;
b) find all the terms which you would use speaking about open market opera-

tions;
c) give the sense of the word combination "idle money".

Exercise 4. Give English equivalents of the following:
1. неповноцінні монети; 2. бездіяльні гpoшi; 3. вкладник; .4. ювелір, ли-

хвар; 5. виснажуватися; 6. відсоткова ставка; 7. переоблікова ставка;
8. нарахування (грошове); 9. облікова ставка; 10. поточний рахунок;
11. нагромадження; 12. витрата та прибуток; 13. законний платіжний зaciб
; 14. відсотки; 15. підтримати, забезпечити пaпepoвi гpoшi, валюту;
18. платіжне доручення; 17. oбiг грошей, капіталу.

Exercise 5. Complete the sentences:
1. For the full view of banks and money the city to ... .
2. Everywhere in Europe men taking the coins and sweating and clipping

them, thereby ... .
3. It was to the problem of quality that ... .
4. A merchant brought his good and wretched coins to the bank, the bank

weighed them, and ... .
5. This deposit was a ... .
6. The deposits so created did not need to ... .
7. In 1694 ... formed.
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8. The Bank became an accomplished instrument for ... .
9. The Bank of England, when received these notes, ... .
10.Later the Bank acquired for itself ... .
11.The Bank of England disciplined its subordinate banks by… .

U.S. Central bank. The history of establishing

A few banks existed in the United States during colonial days, but the first
real attempt at centralized banking occurred when the federal government char-
tered the First Bank of the United States in 1791. The primary functions of this
central bank were to provide commercial banks services for individuals and
business, to act as a banker's bank, to serve as a fiscal agent for the federal gov-
ernment, and to maintain some order in the banking business by exercising re-
straints on state banks. Political and business opposition to the bank led to the
defeat of its recharter in 1811. For the following 5 years only state banks ex-
isted.

In 1816, however, the Second Bank of the United States was chartered for a
20-year period. Although it was designed to perform functions similar to those
of the First Bank, it had more capital stock and operated on a broader scale. De-
spite its efficient operation, many people opposed the Second Bank. Some op-
ponents disliked the idea of central authority; others objected to its strict regula-
tions; others were alarmed by the fact that foreigners owned a certain amount of
the bank's stock; and still others thought the bank was unconstitutional. Political
tensions between the bank's officials and the presidential administration of An-
drew Jackson were instrumental in defeating its recharter in 1836.

Between 1836 and 1863 – an era known as the "wildcat banking period" –
there was no central authority in the U.S. banking system, and abusive banking
practices were prevalent. The National Banking Act of 1864 brought some order
to the chaos by creating a National Banking System. Its stringent requirements
and provisions for note security ended many unsound operations of private
commercial banks. The system had several noticeable weaknesses, however,
such as the perverse elasticity of the money supply, the gravitation of reserves
towards the money center, and the lack of assistance to the farm sector of the
economy because real estate could not be used as collateral for loans. After sev-
eral years of research and study of foreign central banks such as the Bank of
England and the Bank of France, lawmakers replaced the National Banking sys-
tem in 1913 with the Federal Reserve System by passing the Federal Reserve
Act. This established a central-type bank for the United States.

Learn the active vocabulary

to charter (Am) – закладати, заснувати, базувати на основі статуту
fiscal – Фіскальний, Фінансовий
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restraint – обмеження, стримування
capital stock – акціонерний капітал
to be instrumental (in doing smth.) – бути визначним, відігравати провідну

роль в opraнiзaцiї
"wildcat banking period" – період банківських спекуляцій, ризикованих

операцій
abusive banking practices – практика банківських зловживань.
prevalent – поширена, звичайна практика
note security – забезпечення банкнот
unsound – ненадійний
perverse elasticity – невірна, помилкова еластичність
the Federal Reserve System (or Fed.) – Федеральна Резервна Система

Exercises

Exercise 1. Say what you have learned from the text about:
1) the First Bank of the United States (1791) and the primary functions of

that central bank;
2) the Second Bank of the United States (1816);
3) political and business opposition to the Second Bank;
4) "wildcat banking period";
5) the Federal Reserve System establishing.

Exercise 2. Debate on the following topics
1. The "wildcat banking period" and the National Banking Act of 1864.
2. The history of central bank establishing in the United States and the Fed-

eral Reserve Act of 1913.

Exercise 3. Say and respond as in the model.
Model: - You have received a copy of this letter, haven't you?
- Yes, I have.
- When did you receive it?
- I received it last week.

Prompts: 1. to discuss the terms of payment with Mr. Blake;
2. to study the contract form of Brown & Co;
3. to fax the letter to our partners;
4. to phone Dunn & Co.
5. to make an appointment with the sales manager for Friday.

Exercise 4. Ask and answer as in the model.
Model: - Have you discussed the terms of payment and delivery yet?
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- We've already discussed the terms of payment but haven't discussed the
terms of delivery.

Prompts: 1) to look through the latest catalogues and quotations;
2) to receive cables from White & Co and Bell & Co;
3) to find the Telex number of Brown & Co and Smith & Co;
4) to be to Kiev and New York;
5) to sign contract with Smith & Co

Exercise 5. Ask disjunctive questions to the sentences.
1. Most of people use money every day.
2. All American currency today is in the form of paper money and coins.
3. Many commodities have served as money.
4. Coinage wasn't the invention of the Italians.
5. The U.S. Congress authorized the issue of paper money.
6. We'll clarify the details tomorrow.
7. Some opponents disliked the idea of central authority.
8. He didn't pay in cash for his house.
9. People usually buy expensive goods on financing.
10. This store doesn't accept credit cards.

Unit 9

The federal reserve system

The Federal Reserve System (or Fed) is a complex and intricate system com-
posed of a Board of Governors, a Federal Advisory Council, a Federal Open
Market Committee, 12 Reserve Banks, 25 branch banks, many member banks,
and several minor organizations. It is an instrument of the government and yet is
not owned by the government. Instead, it is owned by the member banks; how-
ever, its most important officials are appointed by the president of the United
States. Each body within the Fed has its own individual function, but the func-
tions of each body are interrelated.

The most important instrument of monetary management is the Federal Re-
serve open – market operations. Open-market operations are the Fed's continu-
ous purchases and sales of government securities on the open market, to affect
bank reserves. The securities used are primary U.S. Treasury bills (T-bills), with
a maturity of 1 year or less. Most banks hold government securities, and the Fed
can induce banks to sell or buy government securities by offering to buy them at
a premium price or to sell them at a discount.

A bank's ability to create money is affected by the amount of reserves it must
hold for its checkable deposits. An increase in the reserve requirement decreases
the bank's ability to increase the money supply, and vice versa. The Board of
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Governors of the Federal Reserve has the authority to determine, within limits,
the amount of reserves that banks must hold against checkable deposits. These
moneys as designated by the Fed, are referred to as required reserves. Any re-
serves over and above this amount that bank may have are excess reserves. Both
are important to the potential size of the money supply. The Fed may decrease
the reserve requirements during periods of low production, income, and em-
ployment, to increase the money supply and expand business activity.

The Fed can decrease the banks' ability to expand the money supply by rais-
ing the reserve requirement. If the Fed increases the reserve requirement from
10 per cent to 20 per cent, the banks will be short of required reserves. As a re-
sult, they must either increase their reserves or recall some of the loans out-
standing to bring their reserves up to 20 percent of their checkable deposits. The
action of the banks in recalling loans reduces their checkable deposits.

The Fed is an independent organization within the government, not apart
from it. As such, it exercises a considerable amount of autonomy. Because the
Fed is responsible only to Congress, it may or may not agree with the economic
policies of a given presidential administration. But since both have the same ob-
jectives (economic growth and high employment, along with a stable price
level), their actions usually complement each other.

The Fed bought securities in open-market conditions, lowered reserve re-
quirements, reduced the discount and Fed fund rates, and used moral suasion in
an attempt to increase the money supply during the 1990-1981 recession. Simi-
lar measures were taken in previous recessions.

During inflationary periods over the past three decades, the Fed has tried to
slow the growth of money supply by selling government securities, raising the
discount rate, and (at times) raising the reserve requirements. It has also at-
tempted moral suasion, especially through strong public testimony before Con-
gress, in an effort to combat inflation.

Although the Fed usually works hand-in-hand with the administration to sta-
bilize the level of economic activity and the price level, differences of opinion
do occur. The most recent instance of this was in 1990, when the annual rate of
economic growth fell below 2 per cent and the annual rate of inflation moved
above 5 percent. As the economy slowed, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Di-
rector of the Office of Management and Budget, the Chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers, and even the president made public statements asserting
that lower interest rates were needed to stimulate the economy. The Fed, how-
ever, steadfastly maintained its high interest rates at least into the fall of 1990 as
a means of combating the inflationary pressures that it felt were developing in
the economy.

(Based on Hailstones T.J. Op. cit., p.p. 164-181)
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Learn the active vocabulary

intricate – складний, заплутаний
Board of Governors – Нарада Kepiвникiв
Federal Advisory Council – Федеральна консультативна нарада
a member bank – банк – член Федеративної резервної системи
a Treasury bill (T-bill) – скарбницький вексель
maturity (of a bill) – строк (термін) викупу, погашення (векселя)
required reserves – запропоновані законом резерви
to sell at a discount – продавати нижче номінальної ціни
excess reserves – надлишкові резерви
reserve requirements – резервні вимоги Федеральної резервної системи

до банку
to recall a loan – вимагати погашения позики
an outstanding loan – несплачена, прострочена позика
moral suasion – моральне діяння
recession – спад (економічний)
public testimony – суспільна заява
the Office of Management and Budget – Адміністративне бюджетне

управління у складі Виконавчого управління Президента США
the Council of Economic Advisers – Нарада консультантів при Президенті

США

Exercises

Exercise 1. Read and translate the text.

Exercise 2. Check your comprehension, answer the questions:
1. What is the structure of the Federal Reserve System (Fed)?
2. Is the Fed an instrument of the government?
3. Is the Federal Reserve System owned by the government?
4. What can you say about the functions of each body within the Fed?
5. What is the most important instrument of monetary management?
6. How would you describe the Fed open-market operations?
7. What is the Fed responsible to?
8. In what way has the Fed tried to slow the growth of the money supply dur-

ing inflationary periods?
9. The Fed usually works hand-in-hand with the administration, doesn't it?
10. Do the differences of opinion occur or not? Give an example if any.

Exercise 3. Study the text and:
a) pick out word combinations with the word "reserve";
b) translate them and use in the sentences of your own;
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c) find all the terms which you would use speaking on T-bill;

Exercise 4. Give English equivalents of the following:
1. скарбницький вексель; 2. запропоновані законом резерви; 3. надлиш-

кові резерви; 4. резервні вимоги; 5. спад (економічний); 6. несплачена,
прострочена позика; 7. вимагати погашення позики; 8. відсотки; 9. бездія-
льні гроші; 10. нарахування (грошове); 11. обмінювати (погашати) банкно-
ти на золото; 12. фінансовий, фіскальний; 13. акціонерний капітал; 14. під-
писувати; 15. покривати.

Exercise 5. Complete the sentences:
1. The Federal Reserve System (Fed) is a complex and intricate system com-

posed of
2. The Fed is an instrument of the government and yet it ... .
3. The Fed's most important officials are ... .
4. Each body within the Fed has its own individual function, but ... .
5. The most important instrument of monetary management is… .
6. Open-market operations are the Fed's ... .
7. The securities used are primarily ... .
8. The Fed can decrease the bank's ability to expand ... .
9. Because the Fed is responsible only to Congress ... .
10. During inflationary periods over the past three decades, the Fed has tried

to slow the growth of the money supply by ... .
11.Although the Fed usually works hand-in hand with administration ... .
12.The most recent instance of this was… .

Crime in banking. Money washing

Washing money, once a Swiss speciality, was made a crime in that country in
1990. Switzerland's Federal Banking Commission has now published some be-
lated tips for bank employees on how to recognise dirty money on the move
when they see it. Grounds for suspicion unastonishingly include sudden activity
in a previously dormant account; cash being withdrawn soon after it is depos-
ited; dealings outside the usual pattern; transactions with no recognizable eco-
nomic motive; a customer's refusal to provide information, or provision of false
information.

Banks are told to check carefully when they are asked to open accounts with
more than $67,800 of cash or precious metals. Subsequent big transactions
should be scrutinized. Counter staff should question people without accounts
who produce suitcases full of bills that they want to change into other curren-
cies.

All this is fine, as long as banks do not then ignore what they find. In Swit-
zerland's biggest money-laundering scandal it emerged that Credit Suisse had
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been told by an internal audit committee that two Lebanese brothers were con-
ducting questionable business through their account. The bank did nothing about
it. In 1990 the brothers were jailed for laundering millions of drug-dollars. ("The
Economist")

Learn the active vocabulary

belated tips – запізнілі поради, відомості, інформація
grounds for suspicion – підстава для підозри
dormant account (inactive account) – пасивний, депозитний рахунок у

банку
dealings outside the usual pattern – незвичайні, нехарактерні види угод,

операцій
to scrutinize – ретельно перевіряти
to launder (to wash) money – відмивати гроші
Credit Suisse (in Zurich) – крупний банк (у Цюріху)
audit – аудит, перевірка, ревізія, аналіз фінансової діяльності
questionable business – сумнівний бізнес, підозрілі комерційні або

фінансові операції
drug – наркотик

Exercises

Ехercise 6. Say what you have learned from Text В about:
1) "a Swiss specialty";
2) the tips for bank employees published by Switzerland's Federal Banking

Commission;
3) grounds for suspicion in dirty money recognition;
4) preventive measures against crime in banking;
5) the biggest money-laundering scandal.

Exercise 7. Put the Infinitive in brackets in the Past Perfect Tens.
1) When I phoned him he (not / to come) to the office yet.
2) He (to return) from the meeting of stockholders when I arrived.
3) The rain began after we (to come) from the Institute.
4) The secretary (to translate) the contract before she typed it.
5) We (to discuss) business matters before the manager signed the contract.
6) He came back from the business trip after he (to do) everything.
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Unit 10

Granting a loan

Assume that farmer Charles Lindale needs $6,000 to buy seed and fertilizer
and to pay wages to laborers he must hire to work his farm. Assume further that
he does not have the cash he needs, so he goes to the only bank in his commu-
nity to borrow funds.

The bank loan officer tells Lindale that if he wants a loan, he must put up
collateral – property that is pledged by a borrower to protect the lender's invest-
ments. Lindale has equipment valued at $10,000, so he pledges this as collateral
for a $6,000 loan. To protect itself, a bank generally required collateral in excess
of the amount borrowed. If the loan is for 1 year, Lindale signs a note payable to
the bank stating that he will repay the $6,000 plus 12 percent interest ($720) at
the end of the year.

If the bank were to give Lindale $6,000 in currency, he could easily buy the
goods and services needed since people would accept the currency without ques-
tion. But if it were to do so, the bank would restrict its own ability to make loans
and thus to make profit in the form of interest income. Suppose that the bank has
$100,000 in cash reserves. If it lends all this money at 12 percent interest, it will
make only $12,000 per year in interest. This limitation led banks to search for a
more profitable method of lending money.

If Lindale comes to the bank today to borrow $6,000, the bank, instead of
giving him the loan in the form of cash, will grant the loan by creating a deriva-
tive deposit* for him. Lindale then writes checks against the created checkable
deposit. These checks, which are draft against the bank to pay the bearer a stipu-
lated amount, serve as money. People usually accept them in good faith in ex-
change for goods and services. Thus, the money supply increases to the extent of
checkable deposits created. Since the bank does not lend currency, it might seem
able to make an unlimited number of loans in the form of checkable deposits.
However, it has to keep sufficient cash on hand to provide for those who want to
redeem the checks. (T.J. Hailstone and F.V. Mastrianna "Basic Economics"
Ohio)

* A derivate deposit arises when you borrow money from the bank. It is so
named because the deposit derives from the loan. Instead of giving you cash, the
bank may open a checking account in your name for the amount of the loan.

Learn the active vocabulary

seed – насіння
fertilizer – добрива
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to borrow – позичати (у когось)
an officer – урядовець, службовець
loan – позика
to take out a loan from – позичати
collateral – забезпечення короткотермінового боргу, застава
to put up collateral – забезпечити заставу
to pledge – віддавати в заставу
lender – взаємодавець
loan – позика
to grant a loan – надати позику
to sign a note payable to the bank – підписати банку вексель до оплати
cash reserves – резерв готових грошей
derivative deposit – похідний депозит (створений за рахунок кредиту)
checkable deposit – чековий депозит, депозит, який можна вилучити за

допомогою чеків
draft – переказний (на банк) вексель
bearer – пред'явник
a stipulated amount – обумовлена сума
to redeem (cheques) – гасити, виплачувати чеки

Exercises

Exercise 1. Read and translate the text.

Exercise 2. Check your comprehensions, answer the questions:
1. What is the usual procedure in the bank for making a loan?
2. How does the bank protect itself?
3. What is collateral?
4. Why doesn't the bank give loans in currency?
5. What would happen if it did?
6. What is a more profitable method of lending money?
7. How does a derivate checkable deposit increase the money supply,

whereas a primary deposit does not?
8. Why does the bank have to keep sufficient cash on hand?

Exercise 3. Study the text A and:
a) give synonyms of the word "loan". Use them in the sentences of your own,
b) pick out the terms which are used in the text for describing the usual pro-

cedure of the bank when granting a loan;
c) explain the difference between "to create money" and "to make money;
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Exercise 4. Give English equivalents of the following:
1. позика; 2. позичати (у когось); 3. надати позику; 4. забезпечити заста-

ву; 5. позичати; 6. резерв готових грошей; 7. чековий депозит; 8. пред'яв-
ник; 9. погашати, виплачувати чеки; 10. кредитор; 11. заощадження;
12. підтримувати, забезпечити паперові гроші, валюту; 13. бездіяльні гро-
ші; 14. вклад; 15. платіжне доручення; 16. фінансовий, фіскальний;
17. відмивання грошей.

Exercise 5. Complete the sentences
1. Assume that farmer Charles Lindale doesn't have the cash he needs to buy

seed and fertilizer and to pay wages to laborers he must hire, so he ... .
2. The bank loan officer tells Lindale that if he wants a loan, he must ... .
3. To protect itself, a bank ... .
4. If the loan is for 1 year, Lindale signs a note payable to the bank stating

that he ... .
5. This limitation led banks to search for ... .
6. If  Lindale comes to the bank today to borrow $6,000, the bank, instead

of ... .
7. Since the bank doesn’t lend currency, it might seem able to make ... .
8. However, the bank has to keep ... .

Exercise 6. Translate the following sentences into English in written form:
1. Якщо ви бажаєте одержати банківську позику, то ви повинні забезпе-

чити заставу – власність, яка закладається споживачем, щоб забезпечити
інвестиції кредитора.

2. Захищаючи себе від ризику, банк звичайно вимагає заставу більшу,
ніж розмір позики.

3. Якщо позика береться на один рік, споживач видає вексель, в якому
зобов'язується виплатити до кінця року всю суму плюс відсотки на цю су-
му.

4. Замість надання споживачу позики у формі готових грошей, банк від-
криває йому чековий депозит.

5. Ці чеки банк обмінює пред'явнику на офіційну валюту.
6. Звичайно люди приймають чеки в обмін на товари та послуги.
7. Таким чином, пропонування грошей збільшується на обсяг грошової

маси, створеної чековим обігом.

Spoken practice in American English
How to start your own business

Mr. Jones made up his mind to start his own business in the retail trade. He
did not have enough money so he had to take out a loan from the bank. He used
his house as collateral for the loan and borrowed $3,000 at 5 percent annual in-
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terest. That meant that he would have to pay $150 as interest back to the bank
every year.

He bought a stock of CDs from a wholesale company at $10 a CD. The dif-
ference between the wholesale and the retail price on the same item is typically
25 percent, but Mr. Jones knew that CDs are always in great demand and he set
the price on the CDs at $14 per CD. His make-up from the wholesale price was
40 percent.

His goods sold well and during the first month he sold all the stock. He re-
paid 10 percent of his proceeds to the bank and used the rest to buy a new stock
of CDs at the same wholesale price per CD.

By the end of the second month, he sold two-thirds of the stock. He paid 10
percent of the money he made in sales to his bank and bought a stock of the
goods at the same price of $10 again.

He raised the price of CDs to $15 per item but then sold only 100 CDs. So,
he had to reduce the price of CDs by $2 and within the next four weeks he sold
the whole stock. He repaid 10 percent of his proceeds to the bank and continued
with his business.

(K. Dibrova, D. Nossamen. "English for Moneyholders". SPb)

Learn the active vocabulary

Make up one's mind – розв'язувати
own – власний
stock – партія
CD (compact disk) – компакт диск
sell (sold, sold) – продавати
at the price of – по ціні в
make-up from – націнка до
sell well – мати добрий збут
proceeds – виручка, виторг
be in demand – користуватися попитом
make in sales – одержувати від продажу
whole – цілком
raise the price by – підвищувати ціну
wholesale price – оптова ціна
reduce the price by -– знижувати ціну
retail price – роздрібна ціна
item – одиниця товару, штука
per item – за штуку
to take out a loan from – брати позику в/у
to pay bac–- віддавати, повертати

Exercise 7. Answer the following questions:
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1. What trade did Mr. Jones decide to start his business in?
2. Why did he have to take out the loan?
3. How much did he borrow?
4. What interest did he take out the loan at?
5. How much did he have to pay back to the bank as interest?
6. What kind of goods did he buy?
7. How much was his make-up from the wholesale price?
8. What did he do with the proceeds?
9. What part of the stock did he sell by the end of the second month?
10. Did he raise the price per item?
11. Why did he do so?
12. Why did Mr. Jones have to reduce the price?

Exercise 8. Translate the sentences:
1. У кого ти позичав ці гроші? – У нього.
2. У кого вони купують товари? – В оптовій компанії.
3.На скільки процентів вони знизили ціни? – На 5%.
4. В якому банку ти зберігаєш свої гроші? – В тому.
5. За якою ціною вони продають цю партію? – По 25 центів за штуку.
6. У кого він узяв цю позику? – В банку "Кемікел".
7. Під який відсотків ти поклав свої гроші? – Під 3%.
8. За якою ціною вони продають тобі цей товар? – За оптовою.
9. На скільки відсотків вони бажають підвищувати ціну? – На 20%.
10. За яким видом торгівлі вони спеціалізуються? – За роздрібною.
11. З якого рахунку ти зняв гроші? – З поточного.

Exercise 9. Act out the dialogs.
1. An interview: How I made my first million.
2. A piece of advice: Start in the retail trade.
3. A piece of advice: If you want to get started, open a stand near a metro sta-

tion, (a stand – ларьок)
4. Family business: You're a great cook, honey! Let's open a snack bar.
5. Family business: Me are both teachers. Let's set up a private school.
6. I'd like to take out a loan from your bank to start my own business. Here's

my business plan.

Exercise 10. Translate the text. Be ready to render it in English.

Як я почав своє власне діло

Я вирішив почати своє власне діло в роздрібній торгівлі, але не .мав до-
статньо грошей. Тому я вирішив узяти позику в банку. Я використав свій
будинок як заставу та одержав позику в $10,000 під 12% річних.
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Я закупив партію миючих засобів у оптовій компанії по $12 за пакуван-
ня (package). До кінця першого місяця я продав усю партію за ціною $18,
тобто з 25% націнкою до оптової ціни. Я повернув банку 102 мого виторгу
і купив нову партію миючих засобів, за цією ж оптовою ціною. Я підвищив
роздрібну ціну до $18 та продав дві третини партії.

10% грошей, які я одержав від продажу, я повернув банку і знов купив
партію цього товару по $12. Я знизив роздрібну ціну до $17 і до кінця мі-
сяця продав усю партію.

Exercise 11. Say and respond as in the model.
Model: - I work at the bank.
- And I thought you worked at the college.

Prompts: 1) to cost $100;
2) to go to the office by car;
3. to be going to send the shipping documents on Friday;
4. to buy computers from "HiTech" Company

Exercise 12. Say and respond as in the model.
Model: - The secretary sent a telex to Paris in the morning.
- I didn't know she had sent it in the morning.

Prompts: 1) to establish contacts with Christian Dior
2) to sign the contract with Smth S Co;
3) to place an order with Bond & Co
4) to sent a cable to the partners.

Exercise 13. Ask and respond as in the model:
Model: - The company manager will go on business to France in two weeks.
- And I thought he would go there this week.

Prompts: 1) to be back from business trip;
2) to fly to Las Vegas;
3) to start producing a new model;
4) to reduce the price.

Exercise 14. Translate the sentences
1. Я знаю, що ви почади діло у минулому році.
2. Ми були впевнені, що цей товар не буде користуватися попитом.
3. Ми одержали інформацію, що наші конкуренти піднімуть свої ціни.
4. Ми знаємо, що вони взяли позику в банку під 12% річних.
5. Він був упевнений, що поверне позику банку вчасно.
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6. Минулого тижня він виписав незабезпечений чек, і банк узяв з нього
штраф.

7. Він знав, що у його партнера на поточному рахунку немає грошей.
8 Наші конкуренти знали, що ми почали діло півроку тому.
9. Касир у банку сказав, що вони будуть сплачувати за ощадними раху-

нками на 1% більше.

Unit 11

Spoken practice in American English

Investments: Bonds

Investments are savings that are put to work to earn more money. For exam-
ple, money in a savings account is an investment because the savings account
earns interest. Depositing money in a savings account is an easy way to invest
money. Like savings accounts, bonds are an unconditional liability, that is, the
organization issuing bonds is liable to redeem the bonds and pay the interest
promised at the stated period.

When you buy a bond, you are lending money to the organization selling the
bond. You become its creditor. Interest is typically paid twice a year on most
bonds. Each bond has its face value printed on the front of the bond certificate.
The face value is the amount being borrowed by the seller of the bond. Interest
is paid to the investor on that amount. The face value is paid on the bond's re-
demption date.

Bonds issued by corporations are called corporate bonds. Bonds issued by
city and state governments are called municipal bonds. Municipal bonds have an
advantage over corporate bonds since the interest earned on the municipal bonds
may not be subject to federal income tax. However, the interest rate on munici-
pal bonds may not be as high as that earned on corporate bonds. On the other
hand, municipal bonds are usually the safer investment.

The safest investments in securities, especially for small investors, are federal
government savings bonds. There are several types of these bonds but the series
EE savings bonds are the most popular with customers. Series EE bonds can be
purchased for as little as $25 or as much as $5000. Savings bonds are bought at
a lower price than their face value. For example, series EE bonds are bought at
half their face value. A $50 Series EE bond costs $25. When the bond is re-
deemed at the end of the stated period, the government pays the face value. The
difference between the purchase price of $25 and the face value of $50 is inter-
est earned. A lower amount of interest is earned if these bonds are cashed before
the end of the stated time period, which for Series EE bonds is 10 years.

(K. Dibrova, D. Nosamen "English for Moneyholders" SPb)
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Learn the active vocabulary

investment in securities – вкладення грошей в цінні папери
invest in – укладати гроші
municipal bonds – муніципальні облігації
corporate bonds – промислові облігації
savings – заощадження
at half price – за півціни
purchase for – придбати на (за будь-яку ціну)
at face value – за номінальною вартістю
issue – випускати
redeem – погашати
at the stated period/date – в установлений термін
have an advantage over – мати перевагу перед/над
depending on/upon – в залежності від
regardless of – незалежно від
put to work – пускати в діло
unconditional liability – безумовне зобов'язання
is liable – зобов'язаний
on the front – на лицьовій стороні
seller – продавець
redemption date – дата погашення
be subject – підлягати
tax on – податок на
as little as – усього тільки
as much as – цілих
lend – позичати
state government – Уряд штату

Exercises

Exercise 1. Check your comprehension, answer the questions:
1. What is an investment?
2. Is money deposited in a checking account an investment?
3. What is a bond?
4. What does the term "unconditional liability" mean?
5. How often is interest on bonds paid?
6. What is the face value of the bond?
7. When can the face value of the bond be received?
8. What is the bond's redemption date?
9. What advantage do municipal bonds have over corporate ones?
10. Which bonds usually bring higher interest, corporate or municipal?
11. Which bonds are safer investments?
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12. What is the price range of Series EE bond?
13. What is interest on the bonds?

Exercise 2. Give English equivalents of the following:
1. погашати; 2. дата погашення; 3. випускати; 4. заощадження; 5. номі-

нальна вартість; 8. муніципальні облігації; 7. промислові облігації; 8. укла-
дення грошей в цінні папери; 9. за півціни; 10. Уряд штату; 11. позичати;
12. в установлений термін; 13. безумовне зобов'язання; 14. податок на;
15. продавець; 16. придбати; 17. покупець; 18. перевага; 19. незалежно від;
20. в залежності від.

Exercise 3. Organize the words into affirmative and negative sentences.
1. has, the, by 20%, months, purchase, the, 6, in, price of, risen, bonds, the,

last.
2. before, shouldn’t, stated, cashed, the bonds, the, have, period, we.
3. they, bonds, did, their, at, redeem, the, stated, period, not.
4. important, corporate, municipal, an, bonds, advantage, over, bonds, have.
5. have, shouldn't, all, invested, you, savings, your, bonds, in, these.
6. market conditions, on, securities, rate, the, the, these, on, changes, depend-

ing, interest.
7. have, amount, $1,000,000, issued, of, bonds, in, the, these, they.
8. safe, I, that, bonds, think, these, don't, are.
9. half, purchase, price, bonds, we, these, could, at.
10. purchase, we, have, bonds, should, of, those, bought, their, regardless,

price.
11. the, demand, changes, price, depending on, of, securities supply, and,

purchase.
12. knows, less, are, than, ones, knows, that, bonds, everybody, these, those,

safe.
13. in, sure, should, we, these, I'm not, whether, invest, bonds.

Exercise 4. Translate the sentences, use words and word-combinations from
the text above.

1. Капіталовкладення - це гроші, які вкладають у діло, щоб принести ще
гроші.

2. Укладення грошей на заощаджений рахунок – самий звичайний засіб
укладання грошей.

3. Облігація являє безумовне зобов'язання організації, яка випустила цю
облігацію.

4. Якщо організація випускає облігації, вона зобов'язана погасити їх в
установлений термін.

5. Кожна облігація має номінальну вартість, яка зазначена на сертифіка-
ті облігації.
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6. Дата погашення цих облігацій – 1 лютого.
7. Чи підлягають відсотки за цими облігаціями місцевому податку?
8. Він сказав, що відсоткова ставка за цими облігаціями всього 20%.
9. Номінальна вартість облігації – сума, яку організація, випускаюча об-

лігацію, зобов'язана повернути її покупцю.
10. Самі надійні облігації – це державні та муніципальні облігації.
11. Вони кажуть, що промислові облігації звичайно приносять більш

високі відсотки.

Exercise 5. Translate the sentences.
1. Я завжди вкладаю свої гроші в цінні папери.
2. Я вкладаю свої заощадження в цінні папери.
3. Багато корпорацій та урядів випускають цінні папери.
4. За кілька минулих років ваша корпорація випускає ці цінні папери з

номінальною вартістю в 100 доларів.
5. Ми часто беремо в них позику під забезпечення.
6. Ми беремо позику у цьому банку з того часу, як почали своє діло.
7. Ми завжди платимо відсотки вчасно.
8. Ми даємо їм позику на десять років, і вони завжди повертають її вча-

сно.
9. Продажна ціна цих облігацій зменшується останні місяці.
10. Якщо попит на облігації зростає, їх покупна ціна зростатиме неза-

лежно від їх номінальної вартості.

Exercise 6. Act out the dialogs using the given remarks as main ideas.
- I think the best way to use money is to invest it, that is, to buy safe bonds

and gradually earn more money.
- I think the best way to use money is to invest it in the things you like, that

is, to go shopping and spend it as fast as you can.

* * *
- If we buy those bonds, we'll earn 100% interest in 10 years.
- Does that mean I'll have to wait for 10 years till you buy me the gold ring

you promised?
***

- Investments in bonds are very safe and profitable. These municipal bonds
can earn 100% interest in two years.

- With this inflation rate, your interest will only be enough to buy a match
box.

Exercise 7. Translate the text. Be ready to render it in English:
Якщо у вас є гроші, ви можете витратити їх, покласти на рахунок у

банк, або вкласти їх. Ви можете вкласти їх у своє власне діло, або у цінні
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папери. Укладення в облігації – самий надійний спосіб укладення в цінні
папери. Облігації – це безумовне зобов'язання виплатити зайняту суму з
відсотками в установлений термін, тобто погасити їх.

Коли ви купуєте облігації, ви купуєте їх за номінальною ціною, яка за-
значена на сертифікаті цієї облігації. Якщо ви обнаявите ваші облігації до
установленого терміну, ви не одержите відсотків.

Самий надійний засіб вкладення в облігації – це державні та муніципа-
льні облігації. Державні та муніципальні облігації звичайно не приносять
високих відсотків, але вони дуже надійні. Промислові облігації можуть
принести вам більше відсотків, але вони менш надійні. Якщо компанія, яка
випустила облігації, розпадеться, ви можете не отримати свої гроші назад.

Exercise 8. Ask and answer as in the model.
Model; - Does your company do good business?
- Yes, many contracts are signed by our company every year.

Prompts: 1. to place orders;
2. to receive enquiries;
3. to conclude transactions;
4. to receive offers;
5. to establish business contacts.

Exercise 9. Ask and answer as in the model.
Model: - Have you signed the contract yet?
- Yes, it was signed two days ago.

Prompts: to make a reservation for the flight;
2. to discuss the terms of the contract;
3. to establish business relations with American companies.
4. to meet the insurance agent;
5. to pay the bill.

Exercise 10. Ask and answer as in the model.
Model: - When are you going to buy the bonds?
- They will be bought next Monday.

Prompts: 1. to clarify the details;
2. to test the computer;
3. to send the cable;
4. to arrange the exhibition of new samples;
5. to answer the partner's offer.

Exercise 11. Use the Passive Voice, saying why:
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1. you didn't send the copy to the partner;
2. the Buyers didn't accept the price;
3. you didn't look through the catalogues;
4. the secretary didn't type three copies of the letter;
5. you will not sign the contract tomorrow;
6. you will not pay the bill this week;
7. your company will not export the good next year;
8. the shipping company will not deliver the goods on time;

Exercise 12. Read the models:
Models: a) When was interest paid on these bonds? b) When were the bills

paid?
Ask your partner as in the models:

Prompts: 1. to obtain the information;
2. to fax the letter to the Insurance Company;
3. to translate the contract into English;
4. to publish the telex numbers in Telex Directory;
5. to receive the cables.

Exercise 13. Read the text. Pay attention to the Passive Voice frequent using
in the sentences.

Making money

The paper used for money is made out of cotton because this is strong. The
bills have to be difficult to copy, so they have a watermark and often a security
thread in them.

The Watermark. The watermark is made by making the paper thicker in some
places and thinner in others when it is still wet. Look out for them in other types
of paper too. You can see the watermark if you hold a note up to the light.

An artist designs a new bill. An engraver cuts the design into a sheet of steel.
This is used to make printing plates with many copies of the design on each one.

Printing. A machine presses the inked plates onto paper to make a sheet of
bills. It can make 9000 sheets an hour in up to eight colors.

The sheets are then cut into single bills and packed.
(From "How Things Are Made")
Learn the active vocabulary

cotton – бавовняна тканина
strong – міцний
bill – банкнота
watermark – водяний знак (на папері)
security thread – захисна лінія
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engraver – гравер
steel – сталь
ink – друкарська фарба
single – окремий

Unit 12

Investments: Stocks

Another way of investing money are stocks. Investing in stocks is quite dif-
ferent from investing in bonds. When you invest in bonds, you lend money.
When you invest in stocks, you become a part owner of a firm. If a business is
profitable, part of the profits may be distributed among the stockholders propor-
tionally to the number of stocks they own.

Stocks are popular with many people because they are attracted by the
chance of earning a high rate of return. But the risk of losing your savings in-
vested in stocks is usually greater with stocks than with bonds. Bonds are an un-
conditional liability whereas stocks are not. This means that a company must
pay its bondholders the rate of interest promised regardless of whether its busi-
ness has been profitable or not and before it can pay any dividends to stockhold-
ers.

The dividend rate on stock, however, changes up and down depending on
whether the company has been profitable or not. If there is not enough money
left to pay dividends, or if the general meeting of company on the proposal of
the Board of Directors decides to use the money earned for business expansion,
stockholders might get nothing back from their investment. On the other hand, if
the corporation does well and the Board of Directors declares dividends the
stockholders can get a lot of dividends.

There are two major classes of stocks issued by corporations, preferred and
common stocks. Preferred stock has priority over common stock in the payment
of dividends. A preferred stockholder, for example, is paid first if profits are
used to pay any stock dividends. The dividends paid to prefer stockholders are
usually limited to a certain rate, which is indicated on the stock certificate. Pre-
ferred stock is less risky than common stock.

Common stock provides ownership in a stock company and a share of its
profits. Common stockholders are eligible to vote at the general meetings to de-
termine the strategy of the company. On a show of hands every stockholder has
one vote and on a poll he has one vote for every stock he owns. Common stock,
however, has no stated dividend rate. Common stockholders only receive divi-
dends after preferred stockholders receive their share of dividends. Yet, if the
profits of a company are large the common stockholders may receive more in
dividends than preferred stockholders.
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In selecting stock to purchase, you need to determine for yourself which of
these factors are most important to your personal investment plan: safety, liquid-
ity, or rate of return? If you buy stocks of a company with good business record,
your investment can be very safe, i.e. you can be sure that the money you have
invested will be returned to you but the profit it earns might be low.

On the other hand, an investment can earn you a very high rate of return but
might not be liquid. In other words, if you need money right away you may find
it difficult to turn your investment into cash quickly. You should be aware that
no single investment can give you the highest possible rate of return and still be
very liquid and safe.

(K. Dibrova, D. Nossamen.. "English for Moneyholders". SPb)

Learn the active vocabulary

common stock (Am.) – звичайна акція
ordinary share (Br.) – звичайна акція
preferred stock (Аm.) – привілейована акція
preference share (Br.) – привілейована акція
Board of Directors – Нарада директорів
pay (out) dividends on – платити, виплачувати дивіденди по
receive N in dividends – одержувати N дивідендів
liquid – ліквідний
have a high/low rate of return – бути прибутковим/малоприбутковим
Market value – ринкова вартість
risky – ризикований
corporation - A/0 – з обмеженою відповідальністю
joint stock company – акціонерне товариство
common stockholder – власник звичайної акції
preferred stockholder – власник привілейованої акції
stated dividend rate on – Фіксована ставка дивіденда
at the general meeting of stockholders – на спільних зборах акціонерів
part owner – співвласник
on the proposal – за запропонуванням
be eligible to vote – мати право голосувати
a show of hands – відкрите голосування
a poll – закрите голосування
a share – частка, пай
business record – ділова репутація
business expansion – розширення справи

Exercises

Exercise 1. Check your comprehension, answer the questions.
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1. What are the main differences between bonds and stocks?
2. How are dividends distributed?
3. Why do people invest in stock?
4. What is the disadvantage of investing in stock compared with investing in

bonds?
5. Why is not stock an unconditional liability?
6. What does the rate of dividends depend on?
7. What happens if the company does not make profits?
6. What is the stated dividend rate?
9. What advantage do preferred stocks have over common stocks?
10 What right does common stock give to its holder?
11. How many votes does a stockholder have at the meetings of his com-

pany?
12. What is safety of an investment?
13. What is liquidity of an investment?
14. What is rate of return?

Exercise 2. Give English equivalents of the following
1. акція; 2. звичайна акція; 3. привілейована акція; 4. платити, виплачу-

вати дивіденди; 5. з обмеженою відповідальністю; 6. ризикований; 7. лікві-
дний; 8. бути прибутковим; 9. бути малоприбутковим; 10. ринкова вар-
тість; 11. власник акцій; 12. власник звичайної акції; 13. власник привіле-
йованої акції; 14. акціонерне товариство; 15. фіксована ставка дивіденду
по; 16. спільні збори акціонерів; 17. співвласник; 18. акціонер; 19. відкрите
голосування; 20. закрите голосування; 21. ділова репутація; 22. позика;
23. Нарада директорів; 24. укладення грошей; 25. інвестор; 26. прибуток;
27. облігація; 28. надійний та ліквідний; 29. мати право голосувати.

Exercise 3. Use American equivalents to complete the sentences.
1. They (вирішили) to set up а (акціонерне товариство) with the capital of

$10,000. 2. He said that he is not sure whether the (акціонери) will agree to use
all the profits for (розширення справи). 3. How much is the (фіксована ставка
дивіденда по) this stock? 4. (На спільних зборах) the (Нарада Директорів)
promised the (акціонерам) to pay dividends on both preferred and common
stocks. 5. The (Нарада директорів вирішила) to call the annual (спільні збори
акціонерів) for December 20. 6. The (фіксована ставка дивіденда по) the
common stock is 20% lower than the interest on these bonds. 7. I'm not quite
sure that preferred stocks are an unconditional liability of a (акціонерного
товариства), that is, whether it can avoid paying dividends on them or, not.
8. (Власники привілейованих акцій) receive а (фіксована ставка дивіденда)
but (власники звичайних акцій) can receive a higher rate of return if the com-
pany does well.
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Exercise 4. Translate the sentences:
1. Акції, які приносять фіксовану ставку дивіденду, називаються приві-

лейованими.
2. Ринкова вартість акцій, які вони випустили минулого року
падає вже кілька місяців.
3. Я припускаю не давати більше позики цій компанії, їх ділова репута-

ція зараз не дуже добра.
4. Я припускаю не втручатися у цей бізнес. Ризик загубити усі наші

гроші дуже великий.
5. Ти не пам'ятаєш, за якою ціною вони пропонують свій товар?
6. Я хотів би знати, чому Нарада директорів пропонує не виплачувати

дивіденди за звичайними акціями.
7. Вони кажуть, що відсотки, які виплачує їм банк, найбільші у місті.
8. Під який відсоток ти поклав гроші?
9. Акція, як вид укладення грошей, користується успіхом у визначного

відсотка вкладників.
10. 30% акцій їх компанії – це привілейовані акції.
11. Висока доходність та надійність цих акцій притягує багато дрібних

інвесторів.
12. Прибутки акціонерного товариства розподіляються пропорційно кі-

лькості акцій, якими володіє кожний акціонер.
13. Власники привілейованих акцій не мають права брати участь у го-

лосуванні на спільних зборах акціонерів.
14. Якщо ви укладаєте гроші в акції, ви не позичаєте свої гроші вашій

компанії, а стаєте її співвласником.
15. Кожний акціонер правомочний продати свої акції в будь-який час.
16. Імовірність заробити багато грошей на акціях звичайно вище ніж на

облігаціях.
17. Виплата дивідендів за звичайними акціями не є безумовним зобов'я-

занням акціонерного товариства.
18. Минулого тижня компанія оголосила про виплату дивідендів по

звичайних та привілейованих акціях.
19. Висока доходність цих акцій не означає, що вони надійні та ліквідні.
20. Обираючи, які акції або облігації купити, треба визначити, чи є вони

надійним укладенням грошей.
Exercise 5. Read and learn the dialog.

Dialog

- I always like to invest my savings in bonds.
- Why? I guess it's boring to invest in bonds and then wait for years until they

redeem them. Stocks are much more exiting.
- But stocks are risky.
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- Yes, they are, but you can gain a lot of money.
- Yes, but can lose a lot as well. With bonds, your original investment is in

very little danger.
- Well, but you don't stand to gain as much as with stocks. Have you ever in-

vested in stock?
- No, but my parents did, and they lost a lot of money in 1995. That's why I

avoid playing the stock market.
- I see. To be successful takes a combination of luck, skill and good advice. I

have been pretty lucky so far, and I have a good stockbroker. If you ever interest
in stocks you should call him. Some stocks are no more risky than some bonds,
you know.

- I see. Well, I'll think about it. I'm in a hurry - maybe I'll give you a call
later.

- OK. You have my number. Bye!
- Bye.
(K. Dibrova, D. Nossamen. "English for Money holders". SPb)

Exercise 6. Organize the words into affirmative, negative and interrogative
sentences.

1. paid out, the, yet, they, dividends, shocks, have not, on, these.
2. A very, these, have, high, safe, stocks, rate of, they, are not, return, but.
3. Did, in, on, stocks, dividends, how much, you, those, receive?
4. Value, of, rising, the, month, market, has been, these, stocks, by 5%,

every, since October.
5. A lower, preferred, common, a safer, stocks, have, return, than, ones, are,

but, they, rate of, investment.
6. Liquid, these, lower, they, stocks, and, of, return, but, have, a, rate, are,

safe.
7. The, dividends, this, general, stockholders, decided, out, year, meeting, of,

not, to, pay.
8. We, invest, decided, the, all, business, profits, to, expansion, in.
9. Rate, common, stated, do, stocks, not, have, a, dividend.
10. What, decide, the, of, on, this, Directors, did, question, Board?

Exercise 7. Act out the dialogs.
1. A broker and a client: which stocks to purchase?
2. You were constantly telling me that their stocks are absolutely safe. Do

you know that they declared bankruptcy?
3. When they pay dividends on our stocks we'll buy us a home in Paris –

That'll be the day!
4. We are ruined. They stopped dividend payments! – I knew as much!
a broker: an agent who negotiates contracts of purchase and sale for a fee or

commission; also: a dealer.
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Exercise 8. Translate the text. Be ready to render it in English.
Дивіденд – це частина чистого прибутку акціонерного товариства, яка

повинна бути розподілена серед акціонерів пропорційно кількості акцій,
якими вони володіють. Є два головних типа акцій; привілейовані та зви-
чайні акції. Привілейована акція не дає її власнику право голосу на зборах
акціонерів, але приносить фіксовану ставку дивіденда.

Власники звичайних акцій мають право голосу на зборах акціонерів
компанії, але виплата дивідендів по звичайних акціях не є безумовним
обов'язком компанії. Спільні збори акціонерів за пропозицією Наради ди-
ректорів можуть використовувати увесь прибуток на розширення вироб-
ництва. У цьому випадку власники звичайних акцій можливо ,не отрима-
ють дивідендів.

Виплата дивідендів за привілейованими акціями є обов'язком компанії.
Але якщо дивіденд по звичайних акціях перевищує фіксовану ставку диві-
денда, ставка дивіденди по привілейованих акціях повинна бути збільшена.

Рішення про розмір дивідендів за звичайними акціями приймається спі-
льними зборами акціонерів за пропозицією Наради директорів залежно від
фінансового стану акціонерного товариства.

Grammar Revision: The Passive Voice (The Present and Past Perfect
Tenses)

Exercise 9. Translate the dialogs. Pay attention to the use of the Passive
Voice.

A. - Where is today's mail?
- I haven't seen it. I think it hasn't been delivered yet.

B. - We signed the contract for computers with HiTech Company
 only two days ago.

- Did you? I thought the contract had been signed a week before.

Exercise 10. Ask and answer as in the model.
Model: - When did they complete the construction of the new
 hotel? - It had been completed by last June.

Prompts: l. to establish the commercial centre;
2. to build the new assembly shop;
3. to ship the good to Smith and Co;
4. to introduce the latest model of computer to the market.

Exercise 11. Say:
1. What has not been done at your office this week.
2. What has not been done by the end of office hours yesterday.
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3. What had not been done before you went on a business trip.

Exercise 12. Ask and answer as in the models
A. Models: - Has the equipment been delivered to Brown and Co? – It cer-

tainly has. It was delivered in May.

Prompts: 1. to settle the price problem with Green and Co;
2. to introduce the latest model of PC to the market;
3. to open the new commercial centre;
4. to test the new equipment.

B. Model: - Had accommodation been reserved for Mr. Hunt before
he left for London? – Yes, it had.

Prompts: l. to give any instructions;
2. to study the latest catalogues; 3. to send a telex; 4. to study the contract

form.

Exercise 13. Make up affirmative, negative or interrogative sentences using
the Passive Voice (Present and Past Perfect).

1. to sign the contract with Blake and Co;
2. to discuss all the terms of the contract; 3. to deliver the goods to Bell and

Co; 4. to send the exhibits to the international exhibition; 5. to complete the talks
with Brown and Co; 6. to advertise the good in the "Foreign Trade" journal.
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Part II
This part of the course is for intermediate and more advanced students who

need, or will soon need, to use English in their work. There are 6 units, each
centered around a different economics item, designed to involve students in a
variety of task-oriented "integrated activities". As there is no international stan-
dard form of English, we have incorporated both British and American usage
into the book.

Unit 1

Introduction to economics

What is Economics?
Central Questions in Economics
Text for retelling (Adam Smith, Father of Modern Economics)

The Price System
Text for retelling (How the price system determines the rate of economic

growth)

What is Economics?

According to one standard definition, economics is concerned with the way
resources are allocated among alternative uses to satisfy human wants. This
definition is fine, but it does not mean much unless we define what is meant by
human wants and by resources.

Human wants are things, services, goods, and circumstances that people de-
sire. Wants vary greatly among individuals and over time for the same individ-
ual. Besides the basic desires for food, shelter, and clothing, which must be ful-
filled to some extent if the human organism is to maintain its existence.

Resources are the things or services used to produce goods which then can be
used to satisfy wants. Economic resources are scarce, while free resources, such
as air, are so abundant that they can be obtained without charge. The test of
whether a resource is an economic resource or a free resource is price: economic
resources command a nonzero price, but free resources do not. Economic re-
sources can be classified into three categories: land (a shorthand expression for
natural resources, land includes minerals as well as plots of ground); labour
(human efforts both physical and mental); capital (buildings, equipment, inven-
tories, and other nonhuman producible resources that contribute to the produc-
tion, marketing and distribution of goods and services all fall within the econo-
mist’s definition of capital).
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Central questions in economics

Economists are particularly concerned with four basic questions regarding
the working of any economic system - ours or any other. These questions are:

1) What to produce?
a) Food (You have to have food)
b) Clothing
c) Housing (shelter)
2) How much or how many?
Geography may answer this question.
3) What method to use?
Handle, mechanic resources, robotacts; i.e. kind of labour.
There should be economic decision of the problem: government and private

business can work together. It's not easy, but it is possible.
4) Ноw to distribute? (Goods and services).
How to get it from A to B. A <-----> В
These questions lie at the core of economics, because they are directed at the

most fundamental characteristics of economic systems. They are problems of
choice.

Economists often distinguish between positive economics and normative
economics. Positive economics contains descriptive statements, propositions and
predictions about the world; whereas normative economics contains statements
about what ought to be, or about what a person, organization, or nation ought to
be. In normative economics, the results you get depend on your basic values and
preferences; in positive economics, the results are testable, at least in principle,
by an appeal to the fact.

(Edwin Mansfield, Economics, University of Pennsylvania)

Terms to understand
Human wants, economic resources, positive economics, normative econom-

ics.

Terms to memorize
Shelter, maintain, capital, marketing, choice, distribution, equipment, state-

ment, resource.

Glossary
Economics the study of how resources are allocated among alternative uses

to satisfy human wants.
Resources inputs used to produce goods and services.
Normative economics economic propositions about what ought
to be, or about what a person, organization, or nation ought to do.
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Opportunity cost the value of what certain resources could have produced
had they been used in the best alternative way; also called alternative cost.

Questions for Discussion
1. What do we mean by "efficient" economic system?
2. Why does poverty exist in the world today, and what can be done to abol-

ish it?
3. We described four basic questions that any economic system must answer.

Which of these questions is involved in following problem:
Should more of our nation's industry be used to produce food?

Grammar Review
1. Find sentences in the above text that contain the past participle of verbs

that are indicated below:
consider, mean, use, classify, direct, allocate, fulfill, obtain, concern.
2. Find sentences that contain modal verbs and translate them.
3. Word-formation. Give all possible forms of the word.

define, satisfy, economy, produce, govern, distribute, describe, organize,
state.

Text for retelling

Adam Smith, father of modern economics

Economics has influenced generations of statesmen, philosophers, and ordi-
nary citizens, and has played a significant role in shaping our society today.

To illustrate the importance of economic ideas, let's consider some of the
precepts of Adam Smith (1723 - 90), the man who is often called the father of
modern economics. Much of his masterpiece "The wealth of Nations" seems
trite today, because it has been absorbed so thoroughly into modern thought, but
it was not trite when it was written. On the contrary Smith's ideas were revolu-
tionary. He was among the first to describe how a free, competitive economy
can function – without central planning or government interference – to allocate
resources efficiently. He recognized the virtues of "invisible hand" that leads the
private interest of firms and individuals toward socially desirable ends, and he
was properly suspicious of firms that are sheltered from competition, since he
recognized the potentially undesirable effects on resource allocation. In addition
Smith was interested in the forces that determined the evolution of the economy
that is the forces determining the rate of growth of average income per person.
Smith felt that saving was good because it enabled society to invest in machin-
ery and other forms of capital. Accumulating more and more capital would, ac-
cording to Smith, allow output to grow. In addition, he emphasized the impor-
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tance of increased specialization and division of labour in bringing about eco-
nomic progress.

All in all, Smith's views were relatively optimistic, in keeping with the intel-
lectual climate of his time – the era of Voltaire, Franklin, and Jefferson, the Age
of the Enlightenment, when men believed so strongly in rationality. Leave mar-
kets alone, said Smith, and beware of firms with too much economic power and
government meddling. If this is done, there is no reason why considerable eco-
nomic progress cannot be achieved. Smith's work has been extended in a variety
of ways in the past 200 years. But his influence on modern society has been
enormous.

(Edwin Mansfield, Economics, University of Pennsylvania)

Extra discussion idea:

"Resources are scarce and once a decision is made to use them for one pur-
pose, they are no longer available for another. One opportunity cost of reading
an article, for example, is not simultaneously being able to read another article."

(Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, New York: Modern Library, 1937)

Explain, and relate to the question of how a student should allocate his time
among various course assignment.

Explain the meaning of the following word combinations:
standard definition; human wants; to maintain the existence of human organ-

ism; to satisfy wants; nonzero price; shorthand expression; human producible
resources.

Oral topics:
1) What is economics?
2) What determines what, how much, how is produced?
3) What is opportunity cost?

The price system

There are two sides of every market: the demand side and the supply side.
The demand side can be represented by the market demand curve, which almost
always slopes downward to the right and whose location depends on consumer
tastes, the number and income of consumers, and the price of other commodi-
ties.

The demand side can be represented by a market demand curve, which shows
the amount of the commodity buyers would like to purchase at various prices.
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The supply aid of market can be represented by the market supply curve,
which generally slopes upward to the right and whose location depends on tech-
nology and resource prices.

The equilibrium price and equilibrium quantity of the commodity are given
by the intersection of the market demand and supply curves. If conditions re-
main reasonably stable for a time, the actual price and quantity should move
close to the equilibrium price and quantity.

Changes in the position and shape of the demand curve – in response to
changes in consumer tastes, income, population, and prices of other commodi-
ties - result in changes in the equilibrium price and equilibrium output of a prod-
uct. Similarly, changes in the position and shape of the supply curve in response
to changes in technology and resource prices, among other things – also result in
changes in the equilibrium price and equilibrium output of a product.

To determine what goods and services society will produce, the price system
sets up incentives for firms to produce what consumers want. To the extent that
they produce what consumers want and are willing to pay for, firms reap profits;
to the extent that they don't, they experience losses.

The price system sets up strong incentives for firms to produce goods at
minimum cost. These incentives take the form of profits for firms that minimize
costs and losses for firms that operate at: relatively high costs.

To determine who gets what, the price system results in each person's receiv-
ing an income that depends on the quantity of resources he or she owns and the
prices that they command.

The price system establishes incentives for activities that result in increases
in a society's per capita income. For example it influences the amount of new
capital goods produced, as well as the amount society spends on educating its
labour force and improving its technology.

They are circular flows of money and products in a capitalist economy. In
product markets, firms provide products to consumers and receive money in re-
turn. In resource markets consumers provide resources to firms, and receive
money in return.

(Edwin Mansfield, Economics, University of Pennsylvania)

Terms to understand
Equilibrium price, equilibrium quantity, market demand, price system, capita

income.

Terms to memorize
Slope down; commodity; incentives; cost, loss, profit

Glossary
Market a group of firms and individuals that are in touch with each other in

order to buy or sell some good or service.
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Price system a system under which every good and service has a price, and
which in a purely capitalistic economy carries out the basic functions of an eco-
nomic system (determining what goods and services will be produced, how the
output will be produced, how much of it each person will receive, and what the
nation's growth of per capita income will be).

Actual price the price that counts in the real world. The actual price will ap-
proximate the equilibrium price.

Questions for discussion:
1) How the price system determines what is produced.
2) How the price system determines how goods are produced.
3) How the price system determines who gets what.
4) How the price system determines the rate of economic growth.

Grammar Review
1. Find all the examples of Participle II in the above text.
2. Find the verb-forms in the Simple and Perfect Tenses.

Text for retelling

How the price system determines the rate of economic growth

A nation's rate of increase of per capita income depends on the rate of growth
of its resources and the rate of increase of the efficiency with which they are
used. First, consider the rate of growth of society's resources. The price system
influences the amount society invests in educating, training, and upgrading its
labour resources. To a considerable extent, the amount invested in such resource
– augmenting activities is determined by the profitability of such investments,
which is determined in turn by the pattern of prices.

Next, consider the rate of increase of the efficiency with which a society's re-
sources are used. Clearly, this factor depends heavily on the rate of technologi-
cal change. If technology is advancing at a rapid rate, it should be possible to get
more and more out of a society's resources. The price system affects the rate of
technological change in a variety of ways: it influences the profitability of in-
vesting in research and development, the profitability of introducing new proc-
esses and products into соmmегсіаl practice, and the profitability of accepting
technological change – as well as the losses involved in spurning it.

The price system establishes strong incentives for firms to introduce new
technology. Any firm that can find a cheaper way to produce an existing product
or a way to produce a better product, will have a profitable jump on its competi-
tors. Until its competitors can do the same thing, this firm can reap higher profits
than it otherwise could. Of course, these higher profits will eventually be com-
peted away, as other firms begin to imitate this firm's innovation. But lots of
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money can be made in the period during which this firm has a lead over its com-
petitors. These profits are an important incentive for the introduction of new
technology.

(Edwin Mansfield, Economics, University of Pennsylvania)

Oral topics:
1. Actual price
2. The price system in action
3. Price ceilings and price supports
4. The circular flows of money and products.

 Do it with the help of figure below.

                     cost                                                 Money income

                               resources                        resources

                                 products                           products

                  receipts                                                Expenditures

Unit 2

Money and the economy

What is Money?
Money Matters
Methods of Payment in Foreign Trade
Extra Activity (Business Situations)
Money and the Economy

What is money?

We begin by defining money. At first, it may seem natural to define it by its
physical characteristics. You may be inclined to say that money consists of bills

Resource
markets

Product
markets

Business
firms

Consumers
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of a certain size and colour with certain words and symbols printed on them, as
well as coins of a certain type. But this definition would be too restrictive, since
money in other societies has consisted of a variety of things. Thus it seems bet-
ter to define money by its functions than by its physical characteristics. Like
beauty, money is as money does.

According to an ancient Roman "Money alone sets all the world in motion".
So, first, money acts as a medium of exchange. People exchange their goods

and services for something called money, and then use this money to buy the
goods and services they want. To see how important money is as a medium of
exchange, let's suppose that it did not exist. To exchange the goods and services
they produce for the goods and services they want to consume, people would re-
sort to barter, or direct exchange. Of course this would be a very cumbersome
procedure, since it would take lots of time and effort to locate and make individ-
ual bargains with each of these people.

Secondly, money acts as a standard of value.
It is the unit in which the prices of goods and services are measured. Money

prices tell us the rates at which goods and services can be exchanged.
Third, money acts as a store of value.
A person can hold on to money and use it to buy things later. You often hear

stories about people who have a lot of money under their mattresses or bury it in
their back yards. But even those of us who are less miserly use this function of
money, keep some in the bank to make future purchases.

Finally, it should be recognized that money is a social invention. It is easy to
assume that money has always existed, but this is not the case. But regardless of
its form or characteristics, anything that is a medium of exchange, a standard of
value, and a store of value is money. Money has value because people will ac-
cept it in payment for goods and services.

(Edwin Mansfield, Economics, University of Pennsylvania)

Terms to understand
Medium of exchange, standard of value, store of value, social invention.

Terms to memorize
Cumbersome procedure, individual bargains, recognize, regardless of, pur-

chase, payment.

Glossary
Money anything that serves as a medium exchange and a standard and store

of value; the unit in which the prices of goods and services are measured.
Consumer an individual or household that purchases the goods and services

produced by the economic system.
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Questions for Discussion
1. Money as a medium of exchange.
2. Money as a standard of value,
3. Money as a store of value.
4. Money is a social invention.

Money matters

Very often in business situations people have to talk about money with cli-
ents and customers and either physically handle money or perhaps deal with fig-
ures and money on paper. Particularly if you work in the accounts department of
a large firm you may have to send a customer a reminder because they have not
paid an invoice. Or you may have to fill in invoices for customer's orders. You
may even have to decide whether customers can have further credit and delay
paying their outstanding bills: this is called "credit assessment". If you are work-
ing in international trade you may need to be familiar with the different types of
payment that exist.

In most middle-sized and large firms there is an accounts department which
deals with the money paid out to clients for goods delivered and the money re-
ceived from customers for goods supplied.

The following table gives you a very general idea of the different activities
which involve money in an accounts department. Two of the most important
processes are paying customers and billing or controlling credit of customers. It
is normal to send a pro-forma invoice in advance when supplying goods to a
customer. In a situation in which the customer is known and reliable, firms may
send an invoice after the delivery.

(International Business English, Cambridge University Press)

Accounts-dealing with money coming in and going out from a firm

Purchasing: delivery notes :  in ← from customer
Invoices

cheques out → to customer
payments –
(you pay the invoice)

Sales: delivery note : in ←
internal

invoice out → to customer
credit notes

 payments -  in← from customer
cheques etc.
(you invoice the customer)
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Various types of payment may be encountered in international trade.
Some of the more common ones are discussed below.

Methods of payment in foreign trade

1. CWQ-Cash with order: This is uncommon since you are in effect extend-
ing credit to your supplier: in addition you run the risk that the goods will not be
dispatched in accordance with the contract terms. Nevertheless, provision for
partial advance payments in the form of deposits, or progress payments at vari-
ous stages of manufacture, is often included in the contract terms. The remainder
of the payment will usually be made by one of the methods described in the fol-
lowing section headed "Open Account".

2. Open Account: This is a simple agreement whereby you agree to pay for
the goods after you have received them, usually on a monthly basis. There are
various ways in which you can send money to your supplier under open account,
for example:

Cheque: This is usually the slowest method of payment and may result in
your supplier having to bear charges from his own bank and also from UK banks
since a cheque has be cleared through the international banking system before he
receives credit.

Bankers Draft: You can arrange for your bank to issue a draft on an overseas
bank in either sterling or foreign currency. You send this direct to your supplier
who pays it into his bank account.

Telegraphic Transfer: This is the fastest method of sending money abroad but
costs a little more than most other methods of transferring funds. If you wish,
the overseas bank can be instructed to advise your supplier immediately funds
arrive.

International Payment Order: These orders may be slower than telegraphic
transfers, but are slightly cheaper because there are no cable costs.

International Money Order: You post the money order to your supplier and
he receives immediate credit from his bank in the same way as with a draft. This
is a very cheap and simple way to make payment of relatively small amounts.

3. Documentary Bi11 of Exchange: This is a popular way of arranging pay-
ment and offers benefits for both you and your supplier. The main advantage is
that you are not required to make payment until your supplier has dispatched the
goods. The overseas bank will send the bill and documents to a bank in the UK
for "collection", the latter will notify you of the arrival of the documents and
will release them to you provided that if the bill is drawn at "sight" you pay him
amount of the bill in full when it is presented to you.

(International Business English, Cambridge University press)
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A partial Glossary of some of the terms:
Bills of exchange – documents containing an instruction usually to a bank to

pay a stated sum of money at a specified future date or on demand.
Drawn at sight, – a bill of exchange which is payable when the beneficiary

present it at the bank is said to be drawn at sight.
Revocable – a letter of credit etc. which is able to be cancelled.
Port of discharge – the port at which the cargo is unloaded etc.

Follow-up discussion
1. What are your own experiences of making foreign payments?
2. What methods do you use in your firm?
3. What methods do you never use and why?
4. What methods would you advise small companies in your country to use?

Why?

Extra Activity
Business situations: Please, show your reaction.

Your firm receives an invoice from a supplier, Mr. Robertson. You find he
has changed the method of payment. He wants you to pay by letter of credit in-
stead of by cheque. What do you say when you ring him up about this?

(Really, Mr. Robertson, we didn't at all expect/ we can't accept a change in/
You never informed us/ should have told us there was going to be changed. )

Your company have received a bill for a large sum of money. Your account
will not have sufficient money in it to pay by cheque. You ring the credit con-
troller of your supplier to ask to delay payment. What do you say to her?

Oral topics:
1. Retell the text "Money Matters"
2. Speak about methods of payment in foreign trade.

Unit 3

The Banking System

The Banking System
Text for retelling
(The Bank of America)
Sample dialogue
(In the bank)
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The Banking System

Banking is often viewed as a colorless, dull profession whose practitioners
are knee-deep in deposit slips and canceled checks. Yet despite these notions,
most people recognize the importance of the banks in our economy, perhaps be-
cause the banks deal in such an important and fascinating commodity money.
Most of the banks are state banks and there are commercial banks as well.

Commercial banks have two primary functions. First, they hold demand de-
posits and permit checks to be drawn on these deposits.

Second, banks lend money, to industrialists, merchants, home owners, and
other individuals and firms. Most of our money supply is not coin and paper cur-
rency, but bank money – demand (and other checkable)deposits. This money is
created by banks.

Although it is difficult to generalize about the operations of commercial
banks because they vary so much, certain principles and propositions generally
hold.

1. Banks generally make loans to both firms and individuals, and invest in
securities of state, local and federal government. The relationship between a
business firm and its bank is often a close and continuing one. The relationship
between an individual and his or her bank is much more casual, but banks like
consumer loans because they tend to be relatively profitable.

2. Banks, like other firms, are operated to make a profit. They don't do it by
producing and selling a good, like automobiles or steel. Instead, they perform
various services, including lending money, making investments, and so on.

3. Banks must constantly balance their desire for high returns from their
loans and investments against the requirement that these loans and investments
be safe and easily turned into cash.

Since a bank's yield a high interest rate, it is clear why a bank favour high re-
turns from its loans and investments.

The banking system as a whole can increase its demand deposits by an
amount equal to its excess reserves divided by legally required ratio of reserves
to deposits. Thus, if excess reserves in the banking system equal a certain
amount, the banking system as a whole can increase demand deposits by the
amount of the excess reserves divided by the legally required ratio of reserves to
deposits. We have assumed that the banks want to hold no excess reserves.
Since banks make profits by lending money and making investments, this as-
sumption is generally sensible. But when loans are risky and interest rates are
low, banks have been known to hold large excess reserves. Clearly, an injection
of excess reserves or a deficiency of reserves will not have their full, or maxi-
mum, effect on demand deposits if the banks do not lend and invest as much as
possible.

(Edwin Mansfield, Economics, University of Pennsylvania)
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Terms to understand
State bank, commercial bank, national bank, member bank, central bank.

Terms to memorize
Deposit, slip, cancel, security, local, supply, currency, coin, federal, invest,

interest, rate, loan, lend, casual, sell, assumption, profit.

Glossary
Central bank: a government – established agency that controls the supply of
money and supervises the country's commercial banks.
Member banks the commercial banks all of the national banks and many of
the larger state banks that belong to the Federal Reserve System.
National banks commercial banks chartered by the federal government.

Questions for Discussion
1. Banks do not create money. After all, they can only lend out money that

they receive from depositors. Comment and evaluate.
2. Demand deposits are increased by banks when they call in loans and sell

investments. Comment and evaluate.
3. Describe the way in which the banking system can create money if there is

a single monopoly bank in the nation.

Grammar review
Each of the following sentences contains verbal. Underline each of them.

Identify each verbal in order it appears and classify it as follows: G – gerund; P1
present participle; I – infinitive; P2 past participle;

1. Banking is often viewed as a colourless, dull profession.
2. The banks deal in such an important and fascinating commodity money.
3. They permit checks to be drawn on these deposits.
4. This money is created by banks.
5. The relationship between a business firm and its bank is often a close and

continuing one.
6. They tend to be relatively profitable.
7. Banks are operated to make a profit.
8. They don't do it by producing and selling a good.
9. They perform various services, including lending money, making invest-

ments, and so on.
10. We have assumed that the banks want to hold no excess reserves.
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Text for retelling

The bank of America

We can learn something about banking in the United States from the history
of a particular bank – the Bank of America, one of the nation's largest commer-
cial banks. In 1904, Amadeo Peter Gannini, a 34-year old son of Italian immi-
grant, founded the Bank of Italy in the Italian district of San Francisco.

Gannini showed the sort of entrepreneurial zeal in banking that would be ex-
pected from his previous track record. As an illustration, consider the following
example:

In 1906, the city of San Francisco was rocked by earthquake and swept by
fire. As the flames approached the little Bank of Italy, the young banker piled
his cash and securities into a horsedrawn wagon and took them to his home at
San Mateo, where he buried them into the garden; and while the ruins of the city
were still smoking he set up a desk in the open air, put up a sign over the desk
which read Bank of Italy, and began doing business again. Gannini's bank pros-
pered and grew. By the time he was 50, it had over 25 branches. This was the
fourth largest commercial bank in the country.

In 1930, Gannini's bank was renamed the Bank of America. In the next 50
years, the Bank of America grew and grew. By 1983, it had deposits of about $
90 billion, and was the largest commercial bank of the United States.

(Frederick Lewis Allen, The Lords of Creation, New York)

Oral topics:
1. How bank operates.
2. Commercial Banks
3. Member banks.

Sample dialogue

In the bank

A: When does the Bank close?
B: At 5 p.m. Do not be in a hurry. You've got plenty of time.
A: I'd like to open a checking account.
B: You are welcome. In a minute you'll have your checkbook.

Here it is.
A: Can I open a saving account with $100?
В: I'm sorry it's impossible. You may have credit card instead.
A: O.K. Should I fill out the form? And where should I sign?
B: That's the place. Thank you. You are always welcome.

***
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A: I have a number of questions to you:
First, I'd like to deposit this check. Second, can you cash this check? Then ...
B: Sorry for interruption, but do you have an account here?
A: Here is my checkbook.
Third, will you accept my check?
B: Do you have identification? We require two proofs of identity.
A: Yes, of course. But... I'll continue my list ...
Large bills, please. Oh, can you give me some small change?
.., Thanks a lot ... Then ...
Fourth, do you accept traveler's checks? ...
Please cash this traveler's check ...
And, at last, what papers do I have to fill out to get a credit card?

Unit 4

Market

Market Structure
Text for retelling
(Marketing)
(Sales)
Sample dialogue
(TV commercials)

Market structure

Many economists have come to the conclusion, based on their studies of the
working of markets, that certain kinds of market organization are better, from
society's point of view, than others. This is a much stronger statement than
merely saying, that market structure influences market behaviour.

Economists have generally found it useful to classify markets into four broad
types: perfect competition, monopoly, monopolistic competition, and oligopoly.
Each of these terms describes a particular type of market structure or organiza-
tion.

Perfect competition requires that the product of any seller be the same as the
product of any other seller, that no buyer or seller be able to influence the price
of the product, and that resources be able to switch readily from one use to an-
other.

Price and output under perfect competition are determined by the intersection
of the market supply and demand curves. In the market period, supply is fixed;
thus price plays the role of the allocating device. In the short run, price influ-
ences as well as rations the amount supplied.
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In a perfectly competitive economy, prices are the signals that are used to
guide the reallocation of resources in response to changes in consumer tastes,
technology, and other factors.

(Edwin Mansfield, Economics, University of Pennsylvania)

Terms to understand
Perfect competition, monopoly, monopolistic competition, oligopoly.

Terms to memorize
Society seller, buyer, price, output, run, intersection, supply, reallocation,

taste.

Glossary
Monopoly a market structure (such as those for public utilities) in which

there is only one seller of a product.
Monopolistic competition a market structure in which there are many sellers

of somewhat differentiated products, where entry is easy, and where there is no
collusion among sellers. Relating seems to have many of the characteristics of
monopolistic competition.

Oligopoly a market structure (such as those for autos and steel) in which
there are only a few sellers of products that can be either identical or differenti-
ated.

Questions for Discussion
One of the basic ideas in economics is as follows:
To determine the profit-maximizing output rate of a firm, compare the extra

revenue with the extra cost of each additional unit of output. If the extra revenue
(which equals the price in the case of perfect competition) is greater than the ex-
tra cost (which equals marginal cost), the extra unit should be produced; other-
wise, it should not be produced.

Give an example illustrating this idea.

Grammar Review
Be ready to translate the following blocks:
are better than others;
a particular stronger than merely saying;
a particular type of;
be the same as;
in the short run;
as well as;

Oral topics:
1. Market structure
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Text for retelling

Marketing

Underlying all marketing strategy is "The Marketing Concept" explained be-
low:

The Marketing Concept
(We must produce what people want, not what we want to produce)

√
This means that we Put The Customer First

(We organize the company so that this happens)
√

We Must Find Out What The Customer Wants
(We carry out market research)

√
We must SUPPLY exactly what the customer wants

√
We can do this by offering right Marketing Mix:

"The Four P's"= the right PRODUCT
at the right PRICE

available through the right channels of distribution: PLACE
presented in the right way: PROMOTION

Nowadays, all divisions of a company are urged to "Think Marketing".
To think marketing we must have a clear idea of:

√
What the customers need
What the customers want
What causes them to buy

What the product is to the customer: functional, technological,
economic + aesthetic, emotional, psychological aspects

√
"FEATURES" (what the product is)+"BENEFITS"

(which means that ...)
A company that believes in marketing is forward thinking and doesn't rest on

its past achievements: it must aware of its strengths and weaknesses as well as
the opportunities and threats it faces in the market.

More about "The Marketing Mix" and the "4P's"

Product = the goods or service that you are marketing.
The product is not just a collection of components, but includes its design,

quality and reliability. Products have a life-cycle, and forward-thinking compa-
nies are continually developing new products to replace products whose sales
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are declining and coming to the end of their lives. A "total product" includes the
image of the product as well its features and benefits. In marketing terms politi-
cal candidates and non-profit-making public services are also "products" that
people must be persuaded to "buy" and which have to be presented and pack-
aged attractively.

Price = making it easy for the customer to buy.
The marketing view of pricing takes account of the value of a product, its

quality, the ability of the customer to pay, the volume of sales required the level
of market saturation and the prices charged by the competition. Too low price
can reduce the number of sales just as significantly as too high a price. A low
price may increase sales but not as profitably as fixing a high, yet still popular,
price. As fixed costs stay fixed whatever the volume of sales, there is usually no
such thing as a "profit margin" on any single product.

Place = getting the product to the customer. Decisions have to be made about
the channels of distribution and delivery arrangements. Retail products may go
through various channels of distribution:

1. Producer -> sells directly to end users via own sales force direct response
advertising or direct mail (mail order)

2. Producer -> retailers -> end-users
3. Producer -> wholesalers/agents -> retailers -> end-users
4. Producer -> wholesalers -> directly to end-users
5. Producer -> multiple store groups (department stores)
mail order houses ~> end-users.
6. Producer -> market -> wholesalers -> retailers -> end-users
Each stage must add "value" to the product to justify the costs: the middle –

man is not normally someone who just takes his "cut" but someone whose own
sales force

and delivery system can make the product more easily and cost-effectively
available to the largest number of customers.

Promotion = presenting the product to the customer. Promotion involves
considering the packaging and presentation of the product, its image, the product
name, advertising and slogans, brochures, literature, price lists, after-sales ser-
vice and training, trade exhibitions or fairs, public relations, publicity, and per-
sonal selling, where the seller develops a relationship with the customer. Every
product must possess a "unique selling proposition" (USP) – features and bene-
fits that make it unlike any other product in its market. In promoting a product,
the attention of potential customer is attracted and an interest in the product
aroused, creating a desire for the product and encouraging customers to take
prompt action ("AIDA").

(International Business English, Cambridge University Press)
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Text for retelling

Sales

Some people believe that you have to be a special kind of person to sell a
product. But although it is clear that a successful sales rep does need special tal-
ents and an outgoing personality, many of the skills he uses are used by us all:
We build and maintain relationships with different kinds of people, we listen to
and take note of what they tell us and don't just enjoy the sound of our own
voices, and we explain things to them or discuss ideas with them.

A firm may depend on their own sales team and /or on the salesmanship of
their distributors, wholesalers or retailers. But any company needs to establish a
personal relationship with its major clients ("key accounts") and potential cus-
tomers ("prospects"). It is often said that people do business with people: a firm
doesn't just deal impersonally with another firm, but a person in the buying de-
partment receives personal visits from people representing the firm's suppliers
on a regular basis - or in the case of department stores or chain stores, a team of
buyers may travel around visiting suppliers.

Keeping sales people "on the road" is much more expensive than employing
them to work in the office and much of their time is spent unproductively travel-
ing. Telephone selling may use this time more productively but face-to-face
meeting and discussion is much more effective. Companies involved in the ex-
port trade often have a separate export sales force, whose travel and accommo-
dation expenses may be very high. Many firms appoint an overseas agent or dis-
tributor whose own sales force takes over responsibility for selling their prod-
ucts in another country. (International Business English, Cambridge University
Press)

Oral topics:
1. Marketing your own region:
a) analysing statistics;
b) strength and weakness of the product;
c) drafting an advertisement.
2. Questionnaire the students in order to find out their attitude to the region

and also their attitude to competing countries or regions.

Sample dialogue

TV commercials

A: In 1936, television broadcasts began with one channel.
B: In 1955, we got a second.
A: By 1982, we had a grand total of four.
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B: But now you can get up to 16 channels from Telecom Satellite Systems.
We can install a complete satellite system for under L900 and you'll receive
showing movies, sport, music, the arts, news – even a channel for kids. For fur-
ther information and в free site survey, call Telecom Satellite Systems on 01 446
4444. That's 44S 4444.

* * *
A: Morning.
B: Morning.
A: I'd like to buy selling spot, please.
B: A radio commercial, yes sir. What did you have in mind?
A: Well, something with plenty of oomph".
B: I see, "oomph".
A: Lots of noise and somebody shouting.
B: Well, how about this model?
A: Yes, sort of late 70s glam rock. I like that. I'll take it.
Radio Voice: Why buy w secondhand advertising idea when your agency

should be able to give you a brand new one? Radio advertising: it's only dull if
you are. It is even possible to come up with a better idea than using Smith and
Jones.

Unit 5

The nature of management

The Nature of Management
Managerial Defined
Management functions
Sample dialogue
(Life in the office)

The nature of management

Effective management is the key to a better world, but mismanagement
wastes resources and exposes to danger our well-being. Every manager, regard-
less of his or her level of responsibility, is either part of the solution or part of
the problem. The choice is yours, management or dismanagement.
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Social Environment Political environment

Economic Environment Technological Environment
Expanding Horizons

Management is the process of working with and through others to achieve
organizational objectives in a changing environment. Central to this process is
the effectiveness and efficient use of limited resources.

Five parts of this definition require closer examination: (1) working with and
through others, (2) organizational objectives, (3) effectiveness versus efficiency,
(4) limited resources and (5) changing environment.

(1) Management is a local process. For whatever collective purpose that indi-
viduals are brought together, managers are responsible for getting things done
by working with and through others.

(2) An objective is a target to be obtained. Organizations, like individuals are
usually more successful when their activities are guided by achievable objec-
tives. From an individual perspective, the scheduling of a student's course load
becomes more systematic and efficient when he or she sets on objective, such as
graduating with a specific degree by a given date. Although personal objectives
are typically within the reach of individual effort, organizational objectives re-
quire joint or collective action. Organizational objectives give purpose and di-
rection to the management process.

(3) Distinguishing between effectiveness and efficiency is much more than
an exercise in semantics. The relationship between these two terms is important,
and it presents managers with a never-ending dilemma. Effectiveness defines
achieving a stated objective (for example-effective way of killing a bothersome
fly). But given the reality of limited resources, effectiveness alone is not enough.
Efficiency enters the picture when the resources required to achieve an objective
are weighed against what was actually accomplished. The more favorable the

Controlling Planning

Leading

Decision Making

Monitoring

Organizing

Staffing

Communicating

Managing
For

Effectiveness
And

efficiency
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ratio benefits to costs, the greater the efficiency. Managers are responsible for
balancing effectiveness and efficiency. On the one hand, managers must be ef-
fective by getting the job done. But on the other hand, they need to be efficient
by containing costs as much as possible and concerning limited resources. Man-
agers who waste resources may get the job done but risk bankruptcy in the proc-
ess.

(4) We live in a world of scarcity (deficiency). The United States, for exam-
ple, with one-sixteenth of the world's population is currently consuming about
one-third of the world’s annual output of nonrenewable resources. Although ex-
perts and nonexperts alike may avoid the fact how long it will take to exhaust
our nonrenewable resources or come up with exotic new technological alterna-
tives, one bold fact remains. Our planet is becoming increasingly crowded.

(5) More and more, the world is characterized by rapid change. Managers
face the difficult task of preparing for and adapting to change rather than being
passively swept along by it. Futurist Alvin Toffler has isolated live major
sources of change likely to affect the practice of management: physical envi-
ronment, social environment, informational, political and moral environment.
Considering the variety of these sources of change, progressive managers will be
those who are aware of world events and trends outside their organizations.

Although nearly all aspects of modern life are touched at least indirectly by
the work of managers, many people do not really understand what the manage-
ment process is. Management is much more than familiar activity of telling em-
ployees what to do. Management is a complex and dynamic mixture of system-
atic techniques and common sense. As with any complex process, the key to
learning about management lies in dividing it into readily understood subproc-
esses. Currently, there are two different approaches to dividing the management
process for study and discussion. One approach is to separate management func-
tions. A second, more recent approach focuses on managerial roles:

Managerial functions are general administrative duties that need to be carried
out in all productive organizations.

Managerial roles are specific categories of managerial behavior. Stated an-
other way, roles are means and functions are the ends of the manager's job.

Managerial Functions

A brief overview of eight managerial functions will describe what managers
do:

Planning. Commonly referred to as the primary management function, plan-
ning is the formulation of future courses of action. Plans and the objectives on
which they are based give purpose and direction to the organization, its subunits,
and contributing individuals.
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Decision making. Managers choose among alternative courses of action
when they make decisions. Making the correct decision in today's complex
world is a major management act.

Organizing. Structural considerations such as the chain of command, division
of labour, and assignment of responsibility are part of the organizing function.
Careful organizing helps ensure the efficient use of human resources.

Staffing. Organizations are only as good as the people in them. Staffing con-
sists of recruiting, training and developing people who can contribute to the or-
ganized effort.

Communicating. Today's managers are responsible for communicating to
their employees the technical knowledge, instructions, rules, and information re-
quired to get the job done.

Motivating. An important aspect of management today is motivating indi-
viduals to pursue collective objectives by satisfying with meaningful work and
valued rewards.

Leading. Managers becоme leaders adapting their management style to the
demands of the situation.

Controlling. When managers compare desired results with actual results and
take the necessary corrective action, they are keeping things on through the con-
trol function.

(Robert Kreitner, Management, Arizona State University)

Terms to understand
Management, effectiveness, efficiency, managerial roles, managerial ability,

motivation to manage, small business, organizational productivity.

Terms to memorize
Manage - manager - management,
Control - controlling,
Environment, objectives,
Achieve - achievement - achievable
Schedule, exhaust, duties, staff-staffing.

Glossary
Management information system (MIS). - a computer-based network that in-

tegrates the collection, processing, and transmission of information.
Managerial ability - the demonstrated capacity to achieve organizational ob-

jectives both effectively and efficiently.
Small business - an independently owned and managed profit-seeking enter-

prise employing fewer than 100 persons.
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Questions for Discussion
1. Drawing on your own experience, can you recall any specific examples of

effective management and mismanagement?
2. In your opinion, what is the single most important aspect of the definition

of management? Why?
3. Are you interested in owning and managing your own business? Explain

why.
4. What is your experience with managers who are successful but not effec-

tive?
5. If you were the manager, what would you have done first? Why?

Grammar Review
1. Word-formation. Give all possible forms of the word.
Pattern: Comfort - comfortably, discomfort, comfortable, etc.
Manage, effect, organise, define, require, consider, plan, control, staff, de-

cide, motivate, communicate, lead, economy, response, solve.
2. Each of the following sentences contain verbals. Underline each one of

them. Identify each verbal in order it appears and classify it as follows: G - ger-
und, PI - present participle, PII - past participle, I - infinitive.

1. Management is the process of working with and through others to achieve
organizational objectives in a changing environment.

2. For whatever collective purpose that individuals are brought together,
managers are responsible for getting things done by working with and through
others.

3. An objective is a target to be obtained.
4. Effectiveness defines achieving a stated objective.
5. But given the reality of limited resources, effectiveness alone is not

enough.
6. Managers are responsible for balancing effectiveness and efficiency.
7. Managers must be effective by getting the job done.
8. They need to be efficient by containing costs as such as possible and con-

serving limited resources .
9. Our planet is becoming increasingly crowded.
10. One approach is to separate managerial functions.

Sample dialogue. For the reading activity, which is also preparation for the
conversation activity to come, students work in pairs. The main points are writ-
ten differently in the transcript.

Life in the office

A: First of all, when do people start work in American offices?
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B: Right, well the official work day starts at 9.00 am. This should really
mean 9 o'clock - not ten past or half past nine.

A: Would you say that people work very hard in offices in America?
B: Well I don't know about employees in your country. But some nations

have a philosophy that you work when the "boss" is around. And any time he's
not there, one can relax by reading the newspaper or whatever one likes doing in
a personal way.

A: And things are different in the States, you're saying?
B: Well, in Аmerіса one is being paid for your time. So employees are ex-

pected to find other work if their own desks are clear, or to help someone else
with his or her work.

But you never sit idle, or doing nothing.
A: Yes, as the saying goes: "Time is money?"
B: Exactly. Your employer "owns" your time while he is paying you for it.

That is precisely what "time is money" means. And anyway the boss doesn't ask
more of you than he is doing himself: he will probably work through the lunch
hour him-self and even take work home at night.

A: Oh, I see. The employee’s lunch hour should be taken within the period
allowed, unless you are officially discussing company business on a business
lunch. It's the same too with the end of the day. I mean work until the day offi-
cially ends at five o'clock, unless you are in an office where "flextime" is the ac-
cept practice.

B: Oh yes, sure. Flexible working hours - I know that that is very common in
Europe. But here in the U.S.A. it is still relatively new. Certainly there are a mil-
lion or so Americans on the system today. And the number is growing.

A: Could you say something about contracts of hiring in America, please?
B: Well, it's different in America from say Asia, perhaps Europe, too, I am

not sure. We are more democratic, I think. I know that in some countries people
relax when they have once got a job, because they know they will almost never
be fired - unless they do something awful,

A: You mean that your employer can just fire you in America?
 B: No, no, no. There are legal protections in the U.S.A. So employees cannot

be unjustly fired without good reason. Workers must do a good job, produce
well, and get along with their colleagues - or they can be "let go", as it is called.

A: From one day to the next, you mean?
B: Well it's rarely done without warning, but it is important to remember that

in the USA you are а member of a business firm and not a family. It makes a dif-
ference.

(Leo Jones & Richard Alexander, International Business English, Cambridge
University Press)
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Extra discussion ideas
1. Compare the situation with other situations or companies with which you

may be familiar in your country.
2. Is there a general philosophy in your country that workers and employees

should be involved as much as possible?
3. Do you feel that workers work better or more willingly, if they know the

objectives and the long-term plans of their managers?

Explain the meaning of the following word combinations:
Effective management; dismanagement; organizational objectives; changing

environment; limited resources; planning; discussion making; staffing motivat-
ing; communicating.

Write down a brief report concerning management and managers.

Oral topics:
1. The key to a better world.
2. Aspects of modern life.
3. Today's managers.

Unit 6

The Primary Management Function

The Primary Management Function
Planning ................
The Basic Planning
/Control Cycle ...........
Sample dialogue (Some Predictions) . . .
Controlling ..............
Text for retelling
(Internal Auditing in Japan) ......

The Primary Management Function:
Planning

Planning is defined as the process of preparing for change and coping with
uncertainty by formulating future courses of action. Because planning paves the
way for all downstream management functions by serving as a bridge between
the present and the future, it has been called the primary management function.
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With these trends in mind, we shall explain why planning is necessary. Why
plan? Two conceptual reasons supporting systematic planning by managers are
limited resources and an uncertain environment. Let's examine each.

Resource deficiency is an especially important consideration today because it
will be a major factor in our lives for the foreseeable future. As surprising as it
may sound, in view of the worldwide population explosion, even human re-
sources are limited. This is true because an uneducated or untrained person, or
one who lives too far away to commute to a particular job, can contribute little
to a productive organization or to the economy as a whole. There would be little
need for planning if material, financial, and human resources were unlimited.
Modern planners, in both private industry and government are challenged to
stretch our limited resources through intelligent planning.

It is often remarked that the only sure things in life are death and taxes. Al-
though this is a gloomily prospect, it does capture a key theme of modern life.

Plans
What, when

and how things
should be accom-
plished in view of
the organization’s
capabilities and
environment un-
certainties

Planning
Sets the stage
for all other
management
functions by
establishing
purpose and
direction

Staffing
 Filling jobs with appropriately
skilled people.

Organizing
Designing flexible authority and
responsibility networks.

Communication
Making sure individuals understand
and carry out their organizational
roles

Motivating and Leading
Getting individuals to pursuer

collective objectives through satis-
fying needs and expectations, be-
havior modification, work reform
and influence processes

Controlling,
Comparing actual performance.
with prior plans and taking neces-
sary corrective action.
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We are faced with a great deal of uncertainty. As a context of planning, let us
explore environmental uncertainty from two different perspectives: (1) types of
uncertainty and (2) organizational responses to environmental uncertainty.

A New York University management scholar has recently pointed out three
different types of environmental uncertainty.

State uncertainty occurs when the environment or a portion of the environ-
ment is considered unpredictable. A manager's attempt to predict the effects of
specific environmental changes or events on his/ her organization involves effect
uncertainty. Response uncertainty relates to being unable to predict the conse-
quences of a particular decision or organizational response. Each of the three
types of perceived uncertainty could affect the attitude and performance. Simi-
larly, managers are affected by their different perceptions of environmental fac-
tors.

Planning is an ever-present feature of modern life, although there is no uni-
versal approach. Virtually, everyone is a planner, at least in the informal sense.
Plans are truly the working documents by which we manage our business. A
plan is a specific, documented intention consisting of an objective and an action
statement. Properly conceived plans tell what, when and how something is to be
done.

Successive levels of plans are made by top, middle and lower management.

The Managerial Pyramid

Levels of planning Planning Horizons

Strategic planning
One to Ten Years

Intermediate Planning
Six Month to Two Years

Operating Planning
One week to one
Year

Top Management: Chief Executive Officer – Chief Executive of Division
Heads, President, Vice President, General manager.

(Robert Kreitner, Management, Arizona State University)

Top
Management

Middle Management
Functional Managers

Product Line Managers
Department Heads

Lower Management
Unit Managers

Supervisors, Foremen
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The basic Planning/control Cycle

Planning Control

Improve Future Plans

Correct Deviation
In Plans Being
Carried Out

Plans are formulated and executed as part of a more encompassing plan-
ning/control cycle.

(Robert Kreitner, Management, Arizona State University)

Terms to understand
Planning Plan
State uncertainty Strategic planning
Effect uncertainty Intermediate planning
Response uncertainty Operational planning

Terms to memorize
Primary, accomplish, flexible authority, pave the way, skilled people, pursue,

forsee, downstream management function, explore, perceive encompass.

Glossary
Planning horizon - The time that elapses between the formulation and the

execution of a planned activity.
Staffing - Human resources planning, acquisition, and development aimed at

providing the talent necessary for organizational success.
Communication - The transfer of information and understanding from one

person to another person.
Motivation to manage - One's desire to be a manager which can be measured

with Miner's psychometric instrument.
Strategic planning - The process of determining how to pursue the organiza-

tion's long-term goals with the resources expected to be available.
Intermediate planning - The process of determining the contributions that

subunits can make with allocated resources.

A
Formulate Plans

D
Take Corrective

Action

B
Carry out Plans

C
Compare Preliminary and
Final Results with Plans
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Operational planning - The process of determining how specific tasks can
best be accomplished on time with available resources.

Objective - A specific commitment to achieve a measurable result within a
given time frame.

Problem - The difference between an actual state of affairs and a desired state
of affairs.

Questions for Discussion
1. Why is planning the primary management function and why is it particu-

larly important today?
2. What kinds of state, effect, and response uncertainty can you detect in your

present life?
3. Can you write five good objectives for things you intend to accomplish in

the next six months?
4. Why is it important to establish priorities when planning?
5. What is the relationship between planning and control?

Grammar Review
Write "A" for active voice; "P" for passive voice.

1. Planning is defined as the process of preparing for change and copying
with uncertainty by formulating future courses of action.

2. It has been called the primary management function.
3. We shall explain why planning is necessary.
4. It will be а major factor in our lives.
5. There would be little need for planning if material and human resources

were unlimited.
6. It is often remarked that only sure things in life are death and taxes.
7. Managers are affected by their different perceptions of environment fac-

tors.
8. Planning is an ever - present feature of modern life.
9. Plans are truly the working documents.
10. Properly conceived plans tell what, when and how something is to be

done.
11. We are faced with a great deal of uncertainty.
12. He has recently pointed out three types of uncertainty.
13. This is a gloomy prospect, it does capture a key theme of modern life.
14. The environment or a portion of environment is considered unpredictable.

Sample dialogue
Students make notes and finally they write a sentence giving their own view

on each prediction.
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Some Predictions

A: What do you think might happen in the business world in the next 20
years or so?

E: Um... There'll be no more telexes businesses will only use fax and elec-
tronic mail.

C: Mm... office cleaning will be done by robots.
В: Well, there will be much more unemployment.
C: Well, I think, people will have to retrain for new skills every ten years.
В: I think robots will replace production workers.
C: Computers will replace clerical workers.
В: People will buy their food from home.
C: There'll be less need for transport, as people will work from home.
В: Most consumer advertising will be delivered directly to the home.
C: Well, business travel will be replaced by live video meetings, there won't

be any need to go to see the client any more.
(Leo Jones and Richard Alexander, International Business English, Cam-

bridge University Press)

Extra discussion ideas
1. Types of forecasts:

(1) Event outcome forecast
(2) Event timing forecast
(3) Time series forecast

Distribute the questions below among these types accordingly.
What will happen when a given event occurs?
When will a given event occur?
What value will a series of periodic data have at a given point in time?

2. What may top management strategists be interested in? (concerning fore-
casting).

3. Try to formulate strategic plans for your own business.

Explain the meaning of the following word combinations:
Resource deficiency; state uncertainty; effect uncertainty; response uncer-

tainty; top management; lower management.

Oral topics:
1. Plans and planning
2. Levels of planning
3. The basic planning/control cycle.
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Controlling

The separation of planning and control is more a conceptual convenience
than a reflection of actual managerial practice.

Planning and control are cornerstones of the management process. Control
complements planning by introducing corrective action as events unfold. The
word control suggests the operations of checking, testing, regulation, verifica-
tion, or adjustment. As a management function, control is the process of taking
the necessary corrective action to ensure that the organization's mission and ob-
jectives are accomplished as effectively and efficiently as possible. The purpose
of the control function is always the same: get the job done despite environ-
mental, organizational, and behavioural obstacles and uncertainties.

Notice that there are two types of control, feed forward control and feedback
control. Feed forward control – the only way managers can exercise control ef-
fectively is to see the problems coming in time to do something about them.

Feedback control is gathering information about a completed activity, evalu-
ating that information, and taking steps to improve similar activities in the fu-
ture. This kind of control is beneficial because it permits managers to use infor-
mation on past performance to bring future performance into line with planned
objectives and acceptable standards.

Control systems in well-managed organizations are attuned to social, politi-
cal/ legal, economic, and technological realities. A good planning/control system
enables management to identify and respond in a timely and effective manner to
situations that threaten the organization's survival. Organizational crises and
employee theft are two serious threats that require systematic control. The four
key elements of a crisis management program are: conduct a crisis audit; formu-
late contingency plans; create a crisis management team; and perfect the pro-
gram through practice.

(Robert Kreitner, Management, Arizona State University)

Terms to understand
Control
Feed forward Control
Feedback control
Crisis management

Terms to memorize
Cornerstones, theft, threat, audit, contingency, threaten.

Glossary
Control - The process of taking the necessary corrective action to ensure that

organizational objectives are accomplished as effectively and efficiently as pos-
sible.
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Budget - A formal financial projection.
Social audit - A commitment to systematic assessment of and reporting on

some meaningful, definable domain of a company's activities that have social
impact.

Authority - The right to direct the actions of other.
Flexible budget - A budgeting technique using standardized costs that allows

managers to exercise feed forward control over the expenditure of funds.

Questions for Discussion
1. How do planning and control functions work together?
2. In your opinion, which type of control – feed forward or feedback - is

more desirable to an organization.
3. Do you agree with the claim that tomorrow's managers are not cost-

conscious? How about yourself? Explain.
4. Why is cash management especially important today?
5. In your experience, how bad is the problem of employee theft? What needs

to be done to control it?

Grammar Review
Write S for simple tense; C for progressive tense; P for perfect tense.
1. Planning and control are cornerstones of the management process.
2. Control is the process of taking the necessary corrective action.
3. Feedback control is gathering information about a completed activity.
4. Long before the process reached the top, control adjustments had been

made.
5. If this adjustment leads to a default rate that eats up the additional profits,

then the credit criteria will have to be tightened a bit through yet another round
of feedback control.

6. Because not all employees perform equally, some sort of performance
evaluation is required to find out who has done what.

7. Control was found to be focused almost exclusively on operations and
short-term financial performance.

Text for retelling

General auditing in Japan

There appears to be almost a consensus among Japanese managers that the
need for audit, especially internal audit within the Japanese firm, is far less than
it is for Western companies. The nature of the Japanese people is frequently
identified as the most important reason for this difference. The Japanese are an
insular, homogeneous people. Traditionally, they are an agrarian society and
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throughout their history have shared very scarce natural resources of land and
water in order to survive.

Many managers believe that their workers do work honestly, efficiently, and
effectively to reach the primary goal of the company,

This is the reason why some managers insist that audit 'is not necessary for
their organization. This reason lies in a basic desire of many managers to avoid
any analysis or evaluation of their actions that would result in criticism by hav-
ing a direct confrontation with auditors. The Japanese are tried to avoid "loss of
face".

(Arthur R Kagle, Audit Needs of the Japanese Corporation)

Oral topics:
1. A degradation of service.
2. Employee dissatisfaction.
3. Idle facilities and personnel.
4. Financial Control.
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Part III
This part is intended to practice the skills of advanced learners to read and

comprehend series of authentic texts based on the subject: Economics.
It consists of 16 units with 16 texts containing words and word-combinations

commonly used in Economic contexts, and grammar structures characteristic of
the texts on the Subject.

Specific terminological and linguistic competence is reached through reading
and comprehension of the number of texts. Control of skills is performed by
questions to the texts, implying understanding of their essence and speech habits
are developed by monologue or dialogue activities based on the topics of points
for discussion, suggested in each unit.

Before each text we give a list of words and word-combinations with transla-
tion into Ukrainian, aimed for both making understanding easier and increasing
students terminological competence.

Unit 1

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
mention - згадувати
income - прибуток
income distribution - розподіл прибутку
provide - забезпечувати
national defence - національний захист
firefighting service - протипожежна служба
transfer payments - переносити рахунки, платежі
require - потребувати
expenditure - затрати (витрати)
borrowing - брати в борг
debt - борг
revenue - річний прибуток
allocate - розміщувати
ensure - забезпечувати
scale - вага, розмір
sufficient - достатній
target - мішень, ціль
scarce (resources) - рідкісний, недостатній (ресурси)

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combination given above.
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The role of Government

1. Having mentioned the effect of government tax policy on the income dis-
tribution, we now examine in greater detail the role of government in society. In
every society governments provide such services as national defence, police,
firefighting services, and the administration of justice. In addition, governments
make transfer payments to some members of society.

2. Transfer payments are payments made to individuals without requiring the
provision of any service in return. Examples are social security, retirement pen-
sions, unemployment benefits, and in some countries, food stamps. Government
expenditure, whether on the provision of goods and services (defence, police) or
on transfer payments, is chiefly financed by imposing taxes, although some
(small) residual component may be financed by government borrowing.

3. Table 1.1. compares the role of the government in four countries. In each
case, we look at four measures of government spending as a percentage of na-
tional income: spending on the direct provision of goods and services for the
public, transfer payments, interest on the national debt, and total spending. Italy
is a "big-government" country. Its government spending is large and it needs to
raise correspondingly large tax revenues. In contrast, Japan has a much smaller
government sector and needs to raise correspondingly less tax revenue. These
differences in the scale of government activity relative to national income reflect
differences in the way different countries allocate their resources among com-
peting uses.

Table 1.1.
Government spending as a percentage of national income in 1985

Country Purchase of
goods and ser-

vices, %

Transfer
payments,

%

Debt
interest,

%
Total

%
UK 23.0 17.2 5.1 46.3

Japan 14.9 12.7 4.6 32.2
USA 20.0 12.2 4.8 37.1
Italy 27.0 23.0 9.2 59.4

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, 1986

4. Government spend part of their revenue on particular goods and services
such as tanks, schools, and public safety. They directly affect what is produced.
Japan's low share of government spending on goods and services in Table 1.1.
reflects the very low level of Japanese spending on defence. Governments affect
for whom output is produced through their tax and transfer payments. By taxing
the rich and making transfers to the poor the government ensures that the poor
are allocated more of what is produced than would otherwise be the case; and
the rich get correspondingly less.
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5. The government also affects how goods are produced, for example through
the regulations it imposes. Managers of factories and mines must obey safety re-
quirements even where these are costly to implement, firms are prevented from
freely polluting the atmosphere and rivers, offices and factories are banned in
attractive residential parts of the city.

6. The scale of government activities in the modern economy is highly con-
troversial. In the UK the government takes nearly 40 per cent of national income
in taxes. Some governments take a larger share, others a smaller share. Different
shares will certainly affect the questions what, how, and for whom, but some
people believe that a large government sector makes economy inefficient, reduc-
ing the number of goods that can be produced and eventually allocated to con-
sumer.

7. It is commonly asserted that high tax rates reduce the incentive to work. If
half of all we earn goes to the government, we might prefer to work fewer hours
a week and spend more time in the garden or watching television. That's one
possibility, but there is another one: if workers have in mind a target after-tax
income, for example to have at least sufficient to afford a foreign holiday every
year, they will have to work more hours to meet this target when taxes are
higher. Whether on balance high taxes make people work more or less remains
an open question. Welfare payments and unemployment benefit are more likely
to reduce incentives to work since they actually contribute to target income. If
large-scale government activity will affect not only what, how, and for whom
goods are produced, but also how much is produced by the economy as whole.

8. This discussion of the role of the government is central to the process by
which society allocates its scarce resources. It also raises a question. Is it inevi-
table that the government plays an important role in the process by which soci-
ety decided how to allocate resources between competing demands? This ques-
tion lies at the heart of economics, and we return to it shortly when we examine
the role of markets in economics life.

9. First, however, we must refine our notion of scarce resources. To do so,
we introduce a useful tool of economic analysis, the production possibility fron-
tier.

III. Find the terms, corresponding the following:

* money, paid to people without asking for service in return;
* money paid to people when they stop working;
* money paid to people who have no work;
* money received by government from taxation
* money a worker keeps after paying taxes.

Points for discussion
1. The role of government in the income distribution.
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2. The scale of government activities in the modern economy.
3. Types of money people are to pay or receive in society.

Unit 2

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
market - ринок
buyer - покупець
seller - продавець
goods - товари
stock market - фондовий ринок
remote control - контроль на відстані
household - домашнє господарство
adjustment of prices - регулювання цін
demand - потребування, попит
viewpoint - точка зору
rent - аренда, платня
wage - заробітна платня
to sell at a profit - продати з прибутком
part-time-job – работа з частковою зайнятістю
cost - ціна
running a cafe - керувати (мати) кафе
purchase - покупка, куплена річ
wholesale market - оптовий ринок
cheap - дешевий
expensive – дорогий

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:

The role of market

1. Markets bring together buyers and sellers of goods and services. In some
cases, such as a local fruit stall, buyers and sellers meet physically. In other
cases, such as the stock market, business can be transacted over the telephone,
almost by remote control. We need not go into these details. Instead, we use a
general definition of markets.

2. A market is a shorthand expression for the process by which household
decision about consumption of alternative goods, firms’ decision about what and
how to produce, and workers' decisions about how much and for whom to work
are all reconciled by adjustment of prices.
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3. Prices of goods and of resources, such as labour, machinery and land, ad-
just to ensure that scarce resources are used to produce those goods and services
that society demands.

4. Much of economics is devoted to the study of how markets and prices en-
able society to solve the problems of what, how, and for whom to produce. Sup-
pose you buy a hamburger for your lunch. What does this have to do with mar-
kets and prices? You chose the cafe because it was fast, convenient and cheap.
Given your desire to eat, and your limited resources, the low hamburger price
told you that this was a good way to satisfy your appetite. You probably prefer
steak but that is more expensive. The price of steak is high enough to ensure that
society answers the "for whom" question about lunchtime steaks in favour of
someone else.

5. Now think about the seller's viewpoint. The cafe owner is in the business
because, given the price of hamburger meat, the rent and the wages that must be
paid, it is still possible to sell hamburgers at a profit. If rents were higher, it
might be more profitable to sell hamburgers in a cheaper area or to switch to
luxury lunches for rich executives on expense accounts. The student behind the
counter is working there because it is a suitable part-time job which pays a bit of
money. If the wage were much lower it would hardly be worth working at all.
Conversely, the job is unskilled and there are plenty of students looking for such
work, so owners of cafes do not have to offer very high wages.

6. Prices are guiding your decision to buy a hamburger, the owner's decision
to sell hamburgers, and the student's decision to take the job. Society is allocat-
ing resources -meat, buildings, and labour - into hamburger production through
the price system. If nobody liked hamburgers, the owner could not sell enough
at a price that covered the costs of running the cafe and society would devote no
resources to hamburgers production. People’s desire to eat hamburgers guides
resources into hamburger production. However, if cattle contracted a disease,
thereby reducing the economy's ability to produce meat product, competition to
purchase more scarce supplies of beef would bid up the price of beef, hamburger
producers would be forced to raise prices, and consumers would buy more
cheese sandwiches for lunch. Adjustments in prices would encourage society to
reallocate resources to reflect the increased scarify of cattle.

7. There were several markets involved in your purchase of a hamburger.
You and the cafe owner were part of the market for lunches. The student behind
the counter was part of the local labour market. The cafe owner was part of local
wholesale meat market and the local market for rented buildings. These descrip-
tions of markets are not very precise. Were you part of the market for lunches,
the market for prepared food, or the market for sandwiches to which you would
have turned if hamburgers had been more expensive? That is why we have
adopted a very general definition of markets which emphasizes that they are ar-
rangements through which prices influence the allocation of scarce resources.
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III. Answer the following questions:
1. Whom do markets bring together?
2. How are household decisions of what to buy reconciled?
3. Why do prices adjust?
4. What problems do markets and prices solve for society?

IV. Explain the terms (See paragraphs 5-6):
rent, profit, expense account, part-time job.

V. Points for discussion:
1. Markets and prices enable society to solve economic problems.
2. The owners' viewpoint on running business.
3. Types of markets involved into making household decision.

Unit 3

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
distinguish - відрізняти
positive economics - позитивна економіка
negative economics - негативна економіка
aim - ціль
consumption – споживання
predict - передбачати
circumstances - обставини
political persuasions - політичні переконання
objective truth - об'єктивна істина

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:

Positive and normative economics

1. In studying economics it is important to distinguish two branches of the
subject. The first is known as "positive economics" the second as "normative
economics".

Positive economics deals with objective or scientific explanations of the
working of the economy.

The аіm of "positive economic" is to explain how society makes decision
about consumption, production, and exchange of goods. The purpose of this in-
vestigation is twofold to satisfy our curiosity about why the economy works as it
does, and to have some basis for predicting how the economy will respond to
changes in circumstances. Normative economics is very different.
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Normative economics offer precisions or recommendations based on personal
value judgements.

In positive economics, we hope to act as detached scientists. Whatever our
political persuasion, whatever our view about what we would like to happen or
what we would regard as "a good thing", in the instance we have to be con-
cerned with how the world actually works. At this stage, there is no scope for
personal value judgements. We are concerned with propositions of the form if
this is changed then that will happen. In this regard, positive economics is simi-
lar to the natural sciences such as physics, geology, or astronomy.

2. Here are some examples of positive economics in action. Economists of
widely differing political persuasions would agree that, when the government
imposes a tax on a good, the price of that good will rise. The normative question
of whether this price rise is desirable is entirely distinct. Similarly, there would
be substantial agreement that the following proportion of positive economics is
correct: favourable weather conditions will increase wheat output, reduce the
price of wheat, and increase the consumption of wheat. Many propositions in
positive economics would command widespread agreement among professional
economists.

3. Of course, as in any other science, there are unresolved questions where
disagreement remains. These disagreements are at the frontiers of economics.
Research in progress will resolve some of these issues but new issues will arise
and provide scope for further research.

4. Although competent and comprehensive research can in principle resolve
many of the outstanding issues in positive economics, no corresponding claim
can be made about the resolution of disagreement in normative economics.
Normative economics is based on subjective value judgements, not on the search
for any objective truth.

The following statement combines positive and normative economics: "The
elderly have very high medical expenses compared with the rest of the popula-
tion, and the government should subsidize health bills of the aged." The first part
of the proposition - the claim that the aged have relatively high medical bills - is
a statement in positive economics. It is a statement about how the world works,
and we can imagine a research programme that could determine whether or not
it is correct. Broadly speaking, this assertion happens to be correct. The second
part of the proposition - the recommendation about what the government should
do could never be "proved" to be correct or false by any scientific research in-
vestigation. It is simply a subjective value judgement based on feeling of the
person making the statement. Many people might happen to share this subjective
judgement, for example those people who believe that all citizens alive today
should be able purchase roughly equal amounts of luxury and recreational goods
after paying for necessities of life. But other people might reasonably disagree.
You might believe that it is more important devote society's scarce resources to
improving the environment.
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5. There is no way that economics can be used to show that one of these
normative judgements is correct and the other is wrong. It all depends on the
preferences or priorities of the individual or the society that has to make this
choice. But that does not mean that economics can throw no light on normative
issues. We can use positive economics to spell out the detailed implications of
making the choice one way or the other. For example, we might be able to show
that failure to subsidize the medical bills of the elderly leads middle-aged people
to seek a lot of unnecessary medical check-ups in an attempt to detect diseases
before their treatment becomes expensive. Society might have to devote a great
deal of resources to providing check-up facilities, leaving less resources avail-
able than had been supposed to devote to improving the environment. Positive
economics can be used to clarify the menu of options from which society must
eventually make its normative choice.

III. Answer the following questions:
1. What is positive economics?
2. What is normative economics?
3. What is the basis of normative economics?

IV. Points for discussion:
1. Differences between positive and normative economics.
2. The importance of positive economics.

Unit 4

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
branch – галузь
labour - праця
monetary – грошовий
urban – міський
approach – підхід
commodity - товар
equilibrium – рівновага
to tend - мати тенденцію
phenomenon – явище
to neglect – нехтувати
interaction – взаємодія

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:
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Microeconomics and Macroeconomics

1. Many economists specialize in a particular branch of the subject. For ex-
ample, there are labour economists, energy economists, monetary economists,
and international economists. What distinguishes these economists is the seg-
ment of economic life in which they are interested. Labour economics deals with
problems of the labour market as viewed by firms, workers, and society as a
whole. Urban economics deals with city problems: land use, transport conges-
tion and housing: However, we need not classify branches of economics accord-
ing to the area of economic life in which we ask the standard questions what,
how, and for whom. We can classify branches of economic according to the ap-
proach or methodology that is used. The very broad division of approaches into
microeconomic and macroeconomic cuts across the large number of subject
grouping cited above. (Microeconomics analysis offers a detailed treatment of
individual decision about particular commodities). For example, we might study
why individual households prefer cars to bicycles and how producers decide
whether to produce cars or bicycles. We can then aggregate the behaviour of all
households and all firms to discuss total car purchases and total car production.
Within a market economy we can discuss the market for cars. Comparing this
with the market for bicycles, we may be able to explain the relative price of cars
and bicycles and the relative output of these two goods. The sophisticated
branch of microeconomics known as general equilibrium theory extends this
approach to its logical conclusion. It studies simultaneously every market for
every commodity. From this it is hoped that we can understand the complete
pattern consumption, production, and exchange in the whole economy at a point
in time.

If you think this sounds very complicated you are correct. It is. For many
purposes, the analysis becomes so complicated that we tend to lose track of the
phenomena in which we were interested. The interesting task for economics, a
task that retains an element of art in economic science, is to devise judicious
simplifications which keep the analysis manageable without distorting reality
too much. It is here that mісrоесоnomists and macroeconomists proceed down
different avenues. Microeconomists tend to offer a detailed treatment of one as-
pect of economic behaviour but ignore interactions with the rest of the economy
in order to preserve the simplicity of the analysis. A microeconomic analysis of
miners' wages would emphasize the characteristics of miners and the ability of
mine owners to pay. It would largely neglect chain of indirect effects to which a
rise in miners' wages might give rise. For example, car workers might use
precedent of the miners pay increase to secure higher wages in the car industry,
thus being able to afford larger houses which burned more coal in heating sys-
tems. When microeconomic analysis ignores such indirectly induced effects it is
said to be partial analysis.
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In some instances, indirect effects may not be too important and it will make
sense for economists to devote their effort to very detailed analysis of particular
industries or activities. In other circumstances, the indirect effects are too impor-
tant to be swept under the carpet and alternative simplification must be found.
Macroeconomics emphasizes the interactions in the economy as a whole it de-
liberately simplifies individual building blocks of the analysis in order to retain
manageable analysis of the complete interaction of the economy.

III. Answer the following questions:
1. How can economists be classified?
2. What does the general equilibrium theory examine?
3. What does partial analysis ignore?
4. What can keep an analysis manageable?

IV. Points for discussion:
1. Microeconomic analysis.
2. Macroeconomics.
3. General equilibrium theory.
4. Economics needs simplification.

Unit 5

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
tools of economic analysis - засоби економічного аналізу
topic - тема
overall - загальний
trend - тенденція
penalize - показувати
emphasis - акцент
user – користувач
 manageable – pls,ybq lj rthsdybwndf
 to be congested - бути перенаселеним
coincidence – збіг

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:

Tools of economic analysis

1. Positive economics analysis issues relating to the description of the past
and the prediction of the future. It tries to explain why the oil price shock led to
a switch to smaller cars and whether this trend will continue. Normative eco-
nomics analysis issues relating to society's value judgements. Should society try
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to conserve scarce and expensive oil by raising the tax on petrol even though
this will penalise car users still further?

2. In this chapter the emphasis is not on learning economics but on mastering
the tools of the trade. To analyse economic issues we use both models and data.

A model or theory makes a series of simplifying assumption from which it
deduces how people will behave. It is a deliberate simplification of reality.

Models are frameworks for organising the way we think about a problem.
They simplify by omitting some details of the real world to concentrate on the
essentials. From this manageable picture of realty we develop our analysis of
how the economy works.

3. An economist uses a model in the way a traveller uses a map. A map of
London misses out many features of the real world – traffic lights, roundabouts,
the exact width of streets – but if you study it carefully you can get a good pic-
ture of how the traffic is likely to flow and what will be the best route to take.
This simplified picture is easy to follow, yet helps you understand real world
behaviour when you must drive through the city in the rush hour.

4. The data or facts interact with models in two ways. First, the data help us
quantify the relationships to which our theoretical models draw attention. It may
be insufficient to work out that all bridges across the Thames are likely to be
congested. To choose the best route we need to know how long we would have
to queue at each bridge. We need some facts. The model is useful because it tells
us which facts are likely to be the most important. Bridges are more likely to be
congested than six-lane motorways.

5. Second, the data help us to test our models. Like all careful scientists,
economists must check that their theories square with relevant facts.

Here the crucial word is relevant. It is this that prevents a chimpanzee or a
computer sifting through all the facts in the world to establish the single defini-
tively correct theory. For example, it turns out that the number of Scottish dys-
entery deaths is closely related to the actual inflation rate in the UK over many
decades. In this a factual coincidence or the key to a theory of inflation in the
UK? The facts alert us to the need to ponder this question, but we can make a
decision only by recourse to logical reasoning.

6. In this instance, since we can find no theoretical or logical connection, we
regard the close factual relationship between Scottish dysentery deaths and UK
inflation as a coincidence that should be ignored. Without any logical underpin-
ning, the empirical connection will break down sooner or later. Paying attention
to this spurious relationship in the data neither increases our understanding of
the economy nor increases our confidence in predicting the future.

7. The blend of models and data is thus a subtle one. The data may alert us to
logical relationships we had previously overlooked. And whatever theory we
wish to maintain should certainly be checked against the facts. But only theo-
retical reasoning can guide an intelligent assessment of what evidence should be
regarded as being of reasonable relevance.
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8. To introduce the tools of the trade we begin with the representation of
economic data in tables, charts, and figures (diagrams). Then we show how an
economist might approach the development of a theoretical model of an eco-
nomic relationship. Finally, we discuss how actual data might be used to test the
theory that has been developed.

III. Answer the following questions:
1. What do we use to analyse economic issues?
2. What is a model?

IV. Points for discussion:
1. What a model does.
2. How an economist use a model.
3. How data interact with models.

Unit 6

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
retail price index - індекс роздрібних цін
news media - засоби масової інформації
typical bundle of goods - типова корзина споживача
percentage increase - збільшення відсоткa

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:

The retail price index and other indices

1. In the UK the most famous price index is the retail price index (RPI). An-
nounced monthly, and closely watched by the news media economic commenta-
tors, the RPI is an index of prices of goods purchased by a typical household. It
includes everything from food and housing to entertainment. The RPI is used to
measure changes in the cost of living, the money that must be spent to purchase
the typical bundle of goods consumed by a representative household. The per-
centage increase in the RPI over 12 months, comparing say, its value in Septem-
ber 1987, with its value in September 1986, is the most widespread definition of
the inflation rate in the UK.

2. The RPI is constructed in two stages. First, index numbers are calculated
for each of the main categories of commodities purchased by households. For
example, the index of food prices averages the price of individual foods such as
coffee, bread and milk. Again, the relative weights reflect the relative impor-
tance of the different commodities. Then the RPI is constructed by taking a
weighted average of the different commodity groupings. Table 6.1. shows the
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weights used and the main commodity groupings. A 10 per cent rise in food
prices will change the RPI more than 10 per cent rise in tobacco prices because
food has a much larger weight than tobacco.

Other examples of indices are the index of wages in manufacturing, a
weighted average of wages in manufacturing industries, and the Financial Times
30 share index, a weighted average of the share prices of 30 of Britain's largest
companies. Nor need the use of index numbers be confined to the prices of
goods, labour, or corporate shares. The index of industrial

Table 6.1.
Item Weight

Food
Transport and vehicles
Housing
Clothing and footwear
Alcohol
Miscellaneous goods
Services
Durable household goods
Fuel and light
Restaurant meals
Tobacco

0,190
0,156
0,153
0,075
0,075
0,077
0,062
0,065
0,065
0,045
0,037

Source CSO, Monthly Digest of Statistics

production is a weighted average of the quantity of goods produced by Brit-
ish industry. However, the procedure by which index numbers are calculated is
always the same. We choose a base date and set the index equal to 100 at that
date. Where the index refers to more than one commodity, we have to choose
weights by which to average across the different commodities that the index de-
scribes.

III. Answer the following questions:
1. What is RPI?
2. How is RPI constructed?
3. What other indices do you know?

IV. Points for discussion:
1. The most famous price index in the UK.
2. The ways of calculating index numbers.
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Unit 7

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
controversy - протиріччя
fare - платня за проїзд
extra revenue - додатковий прибуток
disastrous losses - катастрофічні втрати
simplified picture - спрощена картина
equation - рівняння
neglect - нехтувати
argue - сперечатися
compete – конкурувати
demand - попит
theory of demand - теорія попиту
reduce – знижати
relative to - відносно до ...
remain unaltered - залишатись незмінним
bare-bones model - базова модель
quantity - кількість
error – помилка

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:

Economic models

1. Now for an example of economics in action. In the early 1980s there was a
controversy over the "Fares Fair" policy of cutting bus and tube fares in London.
Some people thought low fares would increase passengers and bring in extra
revenue for London Transport, which runs the bus and tube services. Other
thought that low fares would lead to disastrous losses in running London Trans-
port. Eventually the matter was referred to the courts. Suppose you had been a
consultant brought in to analyse the relationship between tube fares and revenue
from running the tube: how would you have analysed the problem?

2. To organize our thinking, or - as economists describe it - to build a model,
we require a simplified picture of reality which picks out the most important
elements of the problem. We begin with the simple equation.

Total fare collection = fare x number of passengers (1)

In this stark form, equation (1) emphasizes, and thus organizes our thoughts
around, two factors: the fare and the number of passengers. London Transport
directly controls the fare, but can influence the number of passengers only
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through the fare that is set. (Cleaner stations and better service might also en-
courage passengers, but we neglect these effects for the moment.)

3. It might be argued that the number of passengers is determined by habit,
convenience, and. tradition, and is therefore completely unresponsive to changes
in fares. This is not the view or model of traveller behaviour that an economist
would initially adopt. It is possible to travel by car, bus, taxi, or tube, and deci-
sions about mode of transport are likely to be sensitive to the relative costs of
the competing alternatives. Thus in equation (1) we must not view the number of
passengers as fixed but develop a "theory" or "model" (we use these terms inter-
changeably) of what determines the number of passengers. We must model the
demand for tube journeys.

4. In later chapters we study the theory of demand in detail. Applying a little
common sense, we can probably work out the most important elements straight
away. First, the fare itself matters. Other things equal, higher tube fares reduce
the quantity of tube journeys demanded. Of course what matters is the price of
the tube relative to the price of other means of transport - cars, buses, and taxis.
If their prices remain constant, lower tube fares will encourage tube passengers.
Rises in the price of these other means of transport will also encourage tube pas-
sengers even though tube fares remain unaltered.

5. We now have a bare-bones model of the demand for tube journeys. We
summarize this model in the formal statement:

Quantity of tube journeys demand =
= f(tube fare, taxi fare, petrol price, bus fare ...)

This statement reads as follows: The quantity of tube fares "depends on", or
"is a function of", the tube fare, the taxi fare, petrol prices, bus fares, and some
other things. The notation f( ) is just a shorthand for "depends on all the things
listed inside the brackets". In equation (2) we have named explicitly the most
important determinants of the demand for tube journeys. The row of dots re-
minds us that we have omitted some possible determinants to simplify our
analysis.

For example, tube demand probably depends on the temperature. It gets very
uncomfortable in the underground when it is very hot. Since the purpose of our
model is to study changes in the number of tube passengers, it will probably be
all right to neglect the weather provided weather conditions are broadly the same
every year.

6. To answer our original question, it is not sufficient to know the factors on
which the demand for tube journeys depends. We need to know how the number
of passengers varies with each of the factors we have identified in our model.
Other things equal, we assume that an increase in tube fares will reduce tube
passengers and that an increase in the price of any of the competing modes of
transport will increase tube passengers. To make real progress, we shall some-
how have to quantify each of these separate effects. Then, given predictions for
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bus and taxi fares and the price of petrol, we would be able to use our model to
predict the number of tube passengers who would travel at each possible tube
fare that might be set by London Transport. Multiplying the fare per journey by
the predicted corresponding number of journeys demanded at this fare, we could
then predict London transport revenue given any decision about the level of tube
fares.

7. Writing down a model is a safe way of forcing ourselves to look for all the
relevant effects, to worry about which effects must be taken into account and
which are minor and can probably be ignored in answering the question we have
set ourselves. Without writing down a model, we might have forgotten about the
influence of bus fares on tube journeys, an omission that might have led to seri-
ous errors in trying to understand and forecast revenue raised from tube fares.

III. Answer the following questions:
1. Why is it necessary to build a model?
2. What influences demand?
3. What is the importance of a model?

IV. Points for discussion:
1. The importance of a model.
2. The factors necessary for the economists to state demand.

Unit 8

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
market - ринок
Stock Exchange - фондова біржа
intermediaries - проміжні ланки
on behalf of clients - на користь клієнтів
quantity - кількість
exceed - перевищувати, перебільшyвaти
essential features - основні риси
demand - попит
supply - пропозиція
assume - припускати
reduce -зменшити
recognise - впізнавати
demand - schedule - схема попиту

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and ward-
combinations, given above:
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The market

We defined markets in a very general way as arrangements though which
prices guide resource allocation. We now adopt a narrower definition.

A market is a set of arrangements by which buyers and sellers are in contact
to exchange goods or services.

Some markets (shops and fruit stalls) physically bring together the buyer and
seller. Other markets (the London Stock Exchange) operate chiefly through in-
termediaries (stockbrokers) who transact business on behalf of clients. In su-
permarkets, sellers choose the price, stock the shelves, and leave customers to
choose whether or not to make a purchase. Antique auctions force buyers to bid
against each other with the seller taking a passive role.

2. Although superficially different, these markets perform the same economic
function. They determine prices that ensure that quantity people wish to buy
equals the quantity people wish to sell. Price and quantity cannot be considered
separately. In establishing that the price of a Rolls Royce is ten times the price
of a small Ford, the market for motor cars simultaneously ensures that produc-
tion and sales of small Fords will greatly exceed the production and sales of
Rolls Royces. These prices guide society in choosing what, how, and for whom
to purchase.

3. To understand this process more fully, we require а model of a typical
market. The essential features on which such a model must concentrate are de-
mand, the behaviour of buyers, and supply, the behaviour of sellers. It will then
be possible to study the interaction of these forces to see how a market works in
practice.

4. Demand is the quantity of a good buyers wish to purchase at each conceiv-
able price. Thus demand is not a particular quantity, such as six .bars of choco-
late, but rather a full description of the quantity of chocolate the buyer would
purchase at each and every price which might be charge. The first column of
Table 8.1. shows a range of prices for bars of chocolate. The second column
shows the quantities that might be demanded at these prices. Even when choco-
late is free, only a finite amount will be wanted. People get sick from eating too
much chocolate. As the price of chocolate rises, the quantity demanded falls,
other things equal. We have assumed that nobody will buy any chocolate when
the price is more than $0.40 per bar. Taken together columns (1) and (2) de-
scribe the demand for chocolate as a function of its price.

Again, supply is not a particular quantity but a complete description of the
quantity that sellers would like to sell at each and every possible price. The third
column of Table 8.1 shows how much chocolate sellers wish to sell at each
price. Chocolate cannot be produced for nothing. Nobody would wish to supply
if they receive a zero price. In our example, it takes a price of at least $0.20 per
bar before there is any incentive to supply chocolate. At higher prices it becomes
increasingly lucrative to supply chocolate bars and there is a corresponding in-
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crease in the quantity of bars that would be supplied. Taken together column (1)
and (3) describe the supply of chocolate bars as a function of their price.

Table 8.1.
The demand for supply of chocolate

Price
($ /bar)

Demand
(million bars/year)

Supply
(million bars/year)

(1) (2) (3)
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70

160
200
120
80
40
0
0
0

0
0

40
80
120
160
200
240

Supply is the quantity of a good sellers wish to sell at each conceivable
price.

5. Notice the distinction between demand and the quantity demanded. De-
mand describes the behaviour of buyers at every price. At a particular price such
as $0.30, there is a particular quantity demanded, namely 80 million bars/ year.
The term quantity demanded makes sense only in relation to a particular price. A
similar distinction applies to supply and quantity supplied.

6. In everyday language, we would say that when the demand for football
tickets exceeds their supply some people will not into the ground. Economists
must be more precise. At the price charged for tickets, the quantity demanded
exceeded the quantity supplied. Although the size of the ground sets an upper
limit on the quantity of tickets that can be supplied, a higher ticket price would
have reduce the quantity demanded perhaps leaving empty space in the ground.
Yet there has been no change in demand, the schedule describing how many
people want admission at each possible ticket price. The quantity demanded has
changed because the price has changed.

7. As in our discussion of tube fares in the previous chapter, we must recog-
nize that the demand schedule relating price and quantity demanded and the
supply schedule relating price and quantity supplied are each constructed on the
assumption of "other things equal". In the demand for tube tickets, the "other
things" were the cost of alternative modes of transport. In the demand for foot-
ball tickets one of "other things" that is important is whether or not the game is
being shown on television. If it is, the quantity of tickets demanded at each and
every price will be lower than if the game is not televised. To understand how a
market works we must first explain why demand and supply are, what they are.
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(Is the game on television? Has the ground capacity been extended by building a
new stand?) Then we must examine how the price adjusts to balance the quanti-
ties supplied and demanded, given the underlying supply and demand schedules
relating quantity to price.

8. Let us think again about the market for chocolate described in Table 8.1.
Other things equal, the lower the price of chocolate, the higher the quantity sup-
plied. A campaign by dentists warning of the effect of chocolate on tooth decay,
or a fall in household incomes, would change the "other things" relevant to the
demand for chocolate. Either of these changes would reduce the demand for
chocolate, reducing the quantities demanded at each price. Cheaper cocoa beans,
or technical advances in packaging chocolate bars, would change the "other
things" relevant to the supply of chocolate bars. They would tend to increase the
supply of chocolate bars increasing the quantity supplied at each possible price.

III. Answer the following questions:
1. What is a market?
2. What are the functions of different markets?
3. What is demand?
4. What is supply?

IV. Points for discussion:
1. A market in general sense.
2. Demand.
3. Supply.
4. Demand and quantity demanded.

Unit 9

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
price responsiveness - відгук цін
slope - нахил
demand curve - крива попиту
argue - сперечатися
price cut - зниження цін
similarly - так само
price elasticity - гнучкість цін
extra sale - додатковий продаж

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:
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The Price responsiveness of demand

1. The downward slope of the demand curve shows that quantity demanded
increases as the price of a good falls. Frequently we need to know by how much
the quantity demanded will increase. Table 9.1. presents some hypothetical
numbers for the relation between ticket price and quantity demanded, other
things equal. Figure 9.1. plots the demand curve, which happens to be straight
line in this example.

2. How should we measure the responsiveness of the quantity of tickets de-
manded to the price of tickets? One obvious measure is the slope of the demand
curve. Each price cut of LI leads to 8000 extra ticket sales per game. Suppose,
however, that we wish to compare the price responsiveness of football ticket
sales with the price responsiveness of the quantity of cars demanded: clearly, LI
is a trivial cut in the price of a car and will have a negligible effect on the quan-
tity of cars demanded.

Table 9.1.
The Demand for football tickets

Price (L/ticket)
Quantity for tickets
demanded (thou-

sands/game)
12.50
10.00
7.50
5.00
2.50

0

0
20
40
60
80
100

Figure 9.1.The demand for football tickets.
For given prices of related goods and consumer incomes, higher ticket prices

reduce the quantity of tickets demanded.
We argued that when commodities are measured in different units it is often

best to examine the percentage change, which is unit free. This suggests that we
think about the effect of a 1 per cent price cut on the quantity of cars and foot-
ball demanded. Similarly, it is not the absolute number of cars or tickets we
should examine but the percentage change in quantity demanded. Not only does
this solve the problem of comparing, things measured in different quantity
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Price (L)
 12.50*

   *
 10.00-       *

             *
 7.50-    *

 *
 5.00-    *

                                  *
 2.50-    *

                                            *
 0 20 40  60 80 100

Quantity of tickets

units, it also takes account of the size of the market. Presumably an extra sale
of 8000 tickets is more important when ticket sales are 4000 than when they
number 40 000.

4. Thus we reach the definition of the price elasticity of demand, which
economists use to measure responsiveness to price changes.

The price elasticity of demand is the percentage change in the quantity of
good demanded divided by the corresponding percentage change in its price.

Although we shall shortly introduce other demand elasticities – the cross
price elasticity and the income elasticity – the (own) price elasticity is perhaps
the most frequently used of the three. Whenever economists speak of the de-
mand elasticity they mean the price elasticity of demand as we have defined it
above.

5. If a 1 per cent price increase reduces the quantity demanded by 2 per cent,
the demand elasticity is – 2. Because the quantity falls 2 percent, we express this
as a change of -2 per cent, then divide by the price change of 1 per cent (a price
rise) to obtain -2. If a price fall of 4 per cent increases the quantity demanded by
2 per cent, the demand elasticity is -1, since the quantity change of 2 per cent is
divided by the price change of -4 per cent. Since demand curves slope down, we
are either dividing a positive percentage change in quantity (a quantity rise) by a
negative percentage change in price (a price fall), or dividing a negative per-
centage change in quantity (a quantity fall) by a positive percentage change (a
price rise). The price elasticity of demand tells us about movements along a de-
mand curve and the demand elasticity must be a negative number.

IV. Points for discussion:
1. Demand, price responsiveness of demand.
2. Price elasticity of demand.
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Unit 10

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
consumer choice - вибір споживача
environment - навколишнє середовище
budget constraint - обмеження бюджету
depict - описувати
crucial role - вирішальна роль

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:

The theory of consumer choice

1. The model has four elements which describe both the consumer and the
market environment:

1) The given income that the consumer can send;
2) The prices at which goods can be bought;
3) The consumer's tastes, which rank different combinations or bundles of

goods according to the satisfaction they yield the consumer;
4) The behavioural assumption that consumers do the best they can for them-

selves. Of the possible consumption bundles that can be purchased out of a
given income, the consumer picks the bundle that maximizes his or her own sat-
isfaction.

2. Each of these elements in the model requires detailed discussion.
3. The Budget Constraint. Together, elements (1) and (2) define the con-

sumer's budget constraint.
The budget constraint describes the different bundles that the consumer can

afford.
Which bundles are feasible, or can be afforded on two factors: the consumer's

income and the prices of different goods.
4. Consider a student with a weekly budget (income, allowance, or grant) of

L50 which can be spent on meals or films. (When there are more than two
goods, we can think of "films" as standing for "all goods other than
meals".)Each meal costs L5 and each film L10. What combination of meals and
films can the student afford to buy? Completely going without films, the student
can spend L50 on 10 meals at L5 each. Completely going without meals, the
student can buy 5 cinema tickets at L10 each. Between these two extremes lies a
range of combinations of meals and films that together cost exactly L50. These
combinations are called the budget constraint.

5. Thus, the budget constraint shows the maximum affordable quantity of one
good given the quantity of the other good that is being purchased. (We assume
that all income is spent on goods. There is no saving.) Table 10.1 shows the
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budget constraint for the student in our example. Each row of the table shows an
affordable consumption bundle. For example, row 4 shows that 6 meals (costing
L30) and 2 films (costing L20) use up all available income. Other rows are cal-
culated in the same way.

Table 10.1
Alternative affordable consumption basket

Quantity
of meals
(Qm)

Spending on
meals
(L5xQm)

Quantity of
films

Qf

Spending on
films
(L10xQf)

0
2
4
6
8

10

0
10
20
30
40
50

5
4
3
2
1
0

50
40
30
20
10
0

6. Table 10.1. shows the trade-off the student must make between meals and
films. Higher quantities of meals require lower quantities of films. For a given
income, the budget constraint shows how much of one good must be sacrificed
to obtain larger quantities of the other good. It is because there is a trade-off that
the student must make a choice between meals and films.

7. The budget line. It is useful to depict the budget constraint of Table 10.1.
as a budget line. Plotting the date of Table 10.1, the budget line in Figure 10.1.
again shows the maximum combinations of meals and films that the student can
purchase out of available income.

8. The position and shape of the budget line are determined by its end points
A and F, which have a simple economic interpretation. Point A shows the
maximum quantity of films (5) that the budget will purchase if the student goes
without meals: L50 buys at most 5 tickets at L10 each, point F shows that L50
buys at most 10 meals at L5 each if the student goes without films. The budget
line joins up points A and F. Intermediate points on the line such as В and C
show more balanced purchases of meals and films.

9. The budget line is a convenient way to examine the trade-off between
meals and films. The slope of the budget line indicates how many meals must be
sacrificed to get another film. Moving from point F to point E reduces the quan-
tity of meals from 10 to 8 but increases the quantity of films from 0 to 1. This
trade-off between meals and films is constant along the budget line. Giving up
two meals at L5 each always provides the extra L10 to buy an additional cinema
ticket.

10. We now see the crucial role of prices. It is because film tickets cost twice
as much as meals that two meals must be sacrificed to purchase another film
ticket. If films cost three times as much as meals it would be necessary to sacri-
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fice three meals to pay for one extra film. The slope of the budget line depends
only on the ratio of the prices of the two goods. The slope of a line is the change
in the vertical distance divided by the corresponding change in the horizontal
distance. In Figure 10.1. the slope of the budget line is – 1/2. A positive change
of 1 film must be divided by the corresponding negative change of – 2 meals.

11. This example illustrates the general rule
Slope of the budget line = ~ Рн/Pv (I)
where Рн is the price of the good whose quantity is measured on the horizon-

tal axis and Pv is the price of the good whose quantity is measured on the verti-
cal axis. In our example, the price of meals Рн is L5 and the price of films Pv
L10. Formula (1) confirms that the slope of the budget line is -1/2 and the minus
sign reminds us that there is a trade-off. We have to give up one good to get
more of the other good.

12. Thus, the two end-points of the budget line (hire, A and F) show how
much of each good the budget will buy if the other good is not purchased at all.
The slope of the budget line joining these end-points, depends only on the rela-
tive prices of the two goods.

13. Any point above the budget line (such as G in Figure 10.1.) is unafford-
able. The budget line shows the maximum quantity of one good that can be af-
forded, given the quantity purchased of the other good and given the budget
available for spending. Given an income of L50, the point G is out of reach
since it requires L25 to buy 5 meals and L50 to buy 5 cinema tickets. Points
such as K, which lie inside the budget line, leave some income unspent. The
point K requires L10 for meals and L20 for films leaving L20 unspent. The stu-
dent could use this L20 to buy 4 extra meals ( moving from K to D without sac-
rificing films) or buy 2 extra film tickets (moving from K to В without sacrific-
ing meals). Only on the budget line is there a trade-off where the student must
choose between films and meals.

Figure 10.1 The budget line.
The budget line shows the maximum combinations of goods that the con-

sumer can afford, given income and the prevailing prices. Points such as В and
C, on the budget line AF, use up the entire consumer budget. Points such as G,
above the budget line, are unaffordable. Points such as K, inside the budget line,
would allow additional consumption of at least one good.
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III. Answer the following questions:
1. What does the model of consumer behaviour do?
2. What are the four elements of the model?
3. What is budget constraint?

IV. Points for discussion:
1. Consumer choice.
2. Budget constraints.
3. The importance of prices.

Unit 11

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
revenue - річний прибуток
income - прибуток
profit - інтерес
expenses - витрати
hire people - наймати людей
net income - базовий прибуток
to calculate profits - розраховувати (інтерес) прибуток
tax - налог
bill - рахунок
depreciation - амортизація
durable goods - товари довгочасного використання
cash – готівка

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:
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Revenues, costs and profits

1. A firm's revenue is the amount it earns by selling goods or services in a
given period such as a year. The firm's costs are the expenses incurred in pro-
ducing goods or services during the period. Profits are the excess of revenues
over costs. Thus we can write:

Profits - revenue - cost (1)
Although these ideas are simple, in practice the calculation of revenues,

costs, and profits for a large business is complicated. Otherwise we would not
need so many accountants. We begin with a simple example.

2. Rent-a-Person is a firm that hires people whom it then rents out to other
firms that need temporary workers. Rent-a-Person charges L1O per hour per
worker but pays its workers only L7 per hour. During 1987 it rented 100 000
hours of labour. Business expenses, including leasing an office, buying advertis-
ing space, and paying telephone bills, came to L200 000. Figure 11.1. shows the
income statement or profit-and-loss account for І987. Profits or net income be-
fore taxes were L100 000. Taxes to central government (corporation tax) plus
taxes to local government (rates assessed on some of property the firm owned)
came to L25 000. Rent-a-Person's after-tax profits in 1987 were L75 000.

3. Now we can discuss some of the complications in calculating profits.

Figure 11.1. Rent-a-Person Income Statement For Year
Ending 31 December 1987

Revenue LI 000 000
(100 000 hours rented out at LIO per hour)

Deduct expenses (costs)
Wages paid to people rented out L700 000
Advertising 50 000
Office rent 50 000
Wages for office worker  80 000
Other office expenses 20 000

900 000

Net income (profits) before taxes L100 000
Taxes paid 25 000

Net income (profit) after taxes L75 000
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4. Outstanding Bills. People do not always pay their bills immediately. At the
end of 1987, Rent-a-Person has not been paid for all the workers it hired out dur-
ing the year. On the other hand, it has not paid its telephone bill for December.
From an economic viewpoint, the right definition of revenues and costs relates
to the activities carried out during the year whether or not payments have yet
been made.

5. This distinction between economic revenues and costs and actual receipts
and payments raises the important concept of cash flow.

A firm's cash flow is the net amount of money actually received during the
period.

Profitable firms may still have a poor cash flow, for example when customers
are slow to pay their bills.

6. Part of the problem of running a business is that cash flow at the beginning
is bound to be slow. Set up costs must be incurred before revenues start to flow
in. That is why firms need financial capital to start the business. If the business
prospers, revenues will build up eventually there will be a healthy cash inflow.

7. Capital- and Depreciation. Physical capital is the machinery, equipment,
and buildings used in production.

Rent-a-Person owns little physical capital. Instead, it rents office space,
typewriters, and desks. In practice, businesses frequently buy physical capital.
Economists use "capital" to denote goods not entirely used up in the production
process during the period. Buildings and lorries are capital because they can be
used again in next year. Electricity is not a capital good because it is used up en-
tirely during the period. Economists also use the terms "durable goods" or
"physical assets" to describe capital goods.

8. How should the cost of a capital good such as typewriters be treated in cal-
culating profits and costs? The essential idea is that it is the cost of using, rather
than buying a piece of capital equipment that should be treated as part of the
firm's costs within the year. If Rent-a-Person leases all its capital equipment, its
costs include merely the rentals paid in leasing capital goods.

9. Suppose however that Rent-a-Person buys eight typewriters at the begin-
ning of the year for L1000 each. It should not count L8000 as the cost of type-
writers in calculating costs and profits for that year. Rather, the cost should be
calculated as the reduction in the value of the typewriters over the year. Suppose
the wear-and-tear on the typewriters over the year has reduced their value from
L1000 to L700 each. The economic cost of the use of eight typewriters over the
year is L2400 (8xL300). This amount of depreciation is the cost during the year.

Depreciation is the loss in value resulting from the use of machinery during
the period.

The cost during the period of using a capital good is the depreciation or loss
of value of that good, not its purchase price.

10. The existence of depreciation again leads to a difference between eco-
nomic profits and cash flow. When a capital good is first purchased there is a
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large cash outflow, much larger than the depreciation cost of using the good dur-
ing the first year. Profits may be high but cash flow low. However, in subse-
quent years the firm makes no further cash outlay, having already paid for the
capital goods, but must still calculate depreciation as an economic cost since the
resale value of goods is reduced still further. Cash flow will now be higher than
economic profit.

11. The consequence of treating depreciation rather than purchase price as
the true economic cost is thus to spread the initial cost over the life of the capital
good; but that is not the reason for undertaking the calculation in this way. Rent-
a-Person could always have sold its typewriters for L5600 after one year, re-
stricting its costs to L2400. The fact that the firm chose to keep them for reuse in
the next year indicates the latter strategy is even more profitable. Hence the true
economic cost of using the typewriters in the first year can be at most L2400.

III. Answer the following questions:
1. What is a revenue?
2. How can we calculate profits?
3. What is depreciation?

IV. Points for discussion:
1. Revenues, costs, profits.
2. Capital and depreciation.
3. Economic profits and cash flow.

Unit 12

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
earnings - заощадження
share - акція
shareholder - акціонер
balance sheet - балансовий звіт
bank loan - банківський займ
accountant - бухгалтер
economist - економіст
income statement - налoгова декларація
adjustment – регулювання

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:
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Earnings

1. Finally, we must consider what the firm does with its profits after taxes. It
can pay them out to shareholders as dividends, or keep them in the firm as re-
tained earnings.

Retained earnings are the part of after-tax profits that is ploughed back into
the business rather than paid out to shareholders as dividends.

Retained earning affect the balance sheet. If they are kept as cash or used to
purchase new equipment, they increase the asset side of the balance sheet. Al-
ternatively, they may be used to reduce the firm's liabilities, for example by re-
paying the bank loan. Either way, the firm's net worth is increased.

2. Opportunity Cost and Accounting Costs. The income statement and the
balance sheet of a company provide a useful guide to how that company is do-
ing. We have already hinted that economists and accountants do not always take
the same view of costs and profits. Whereas the accountant is chiefly interested
in describing the actual receipts and payments of a company, the economist is
chiefly interested in the role of costs and profits as determinants of the firm's
supply decision, the allocation of resources to particular activities. Accounting
methods can be seriously misleading in two ways.

3. Economists identify the cost of using a resource not as the payment actu-
ally made but as its opportunity cost.

Opportunity cost is the amount lost by not using the resource (labour or capi-
tal) in its best alternative use.

To show that this is the right measure of costs, given the questions econo-
mists wish to study, we give two examples.

4. Any persons working in their own businesses should take into account the
cost of their own labour time spent in the business. A self-employed sole trader
might draw up an income statement such as Figure 11.1, find that profits were L
20 000 per annum, and conclude that this business was a good thing. But this
conclusion neglects the opportunity cost of individual labour, the money that
could have earned by working elsewhere. If that individual could have earned a
salary of L25 000 working for someone else, being self-employed is actually
losing the person L5000 per annum even though the business is making an ac-
counting profit of L20 000. If we wish to understand the incentives that the mar-
ket provides to guide people towards particular occupations, we must use the
economic concept of opportunity cost, not the accounting concept of actual
payments. Including the opportunity cost of L25 000 in the income statement
would quickly convince the individual that the business was not such a good
idea.

5. The second place where opportunity cost must be counted is with respect
to capital. Somebody has put up the money to start the business. In calculating
accounting profits, no cost is attached to the use of owned (as opposed to bor-
rowed) financial capital. This financial capital could have been used elsewhere,
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in an interest-bearing bank account or perhaps to buy shares in a different com-
pany. The opportunity cost of that financial capital is included in the economic
costs of the business but not its accounting costs. For example, if the owners
could have earned a return of 10 per cent elsewhere, the opportunity cost of their
funds is 10 per cent times the money they put up. If, after deducting this cost,
the business still makes a profit, economists call this "supernormal profit".

Supernormal profit is the profit over and above the return which the owners
could have earned by lending their money elsewhere at the market rate of inter-
est.

Supernormal profits provide the true economic indicator of how well the
owners are doing by tying up their funds in the business. Supernormal profits,
not accounting profits, are the measure that will explain the incentive to shift re-
sources into or out of a business.

6. These are two most important adjustments between accounting and eco-
nomic notions of costs and profits. In other cases there may be minor differences
– for example, since it is hard to calculate the resale value of a second-hand fac-
tory, economic and accounting approaches to depreciation may vary slightly. In
many cases the two approaches are the same – for example, the wages paid by
farmers to students for help in picking crops are not only an accounting cost but
an economic cost. Without making these payments, farmers would not been able
to attract temporary student labour resources to the activity of crop picking.

Figure 12.1. summarizes the two most important adjustments that must be
made to accounting costs and profits to get economic measures of costs and
profits.

Figure 12.1. Accounting and opportunity costs: two important adjust-
ments. Economic costs represent the opportunity costs of resources used in pro-
duction. Accounting costs include most economic costs but are likely to omit
costs of the owner's time and the opportunity cost of financial capital used in the
firm. Economic (supernormal) profit deducts the right measure of economic
costs from revenues.
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Accounting: Income State

Revenues L80 000
Costs 50 000
Accounting profit L30 000

Opportunity Costs: Income Statement

Revenues L80 000
Costs:
  Accounting costs L50 000
  Cost of owner's time 25 000
  Opportunity cost of
 financial capital (L30 000)
 used in firm, at 10% 3 000 L78 000

 Economic profit (supernormal) L2 000

III. Answer the following questions:
1. What is retained profit?
2. How does retained profit affect the balance sheet?
3. What is the difference between interests of accountants and economists?

IV. Points for discussion:
1. Retained earning and their importance.
2. Opportunity cost.
3. Supernormal profit.

Unit 13

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
overall picture - загальна картина
distinction - розрізнення
deliberate simplification - спеціальне спрощення
competitiveness - конкуренція, суперництво
unemployment - безробіття
labour force - трудові сили

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention, to the words and word-
combinations, given above:
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The overall picture

1. Macroeconomics is the study of economy as a whole. Macroeconomics is
concerned not with the details – the price of cigarettes relative to the price of
bread, or the output of cars relative to the output of steel – but with the overall
picture. In part 4 we shall study issues such as the determination of the total out-
put of the economy, the aggregate level of unemployment, and the rate of infla-
tion or growth of prices of goods and services as a whole.

2. The distinction between microeconomics and macroeconomics is more
than the difference between economics in the small and economics in the large,
which the Greek prefixes micro and macro suggest. The purpose of the analysis
is also different.

3. A model is a deliberate simplification to enable us to pick out the key ele-
ments of a problem and think about them clearly. Although we could study the
whole economy by piecing together our microeconomic analysis of each and
every market, the resulting model would be so cumbersome that it would be
hard to keep track of all the economic forces at work. Microeconomics and mac-
roeconomics take different approaches to keep the analysis manageable.

4. Microeconomics places the emphasis on a detailed understanding of par-
ticular markets. To achieve this amount of detail or magnification, many of the
interactions with other markets are suppressed. In saying that a tax on cars re-
duces the equilibrium quantity of cars we ignore the question of what the gov-
ernment does with the tax revenue. If the government has to borrow less money,
it is possible that interest rates and the exchange rate will fall and that improved
international competitiveness of UK car producers will actually increase the
equilibrium output of cars in the UK.

5. Microeconomics is a bit like looking at a horse race through a pair of bin-
oculars. It is great for details, but sometimes we get a clearer picture of the
whole race by using the naked eye. Because macroeconomics is concerned pri-
marily with the interaction of different parts of economy, it relies on a different
simplification to keep the analysis manageable. Macroeconomics simplifies the
building blocks in order to focus on how they fit together and influence one an-
other.

6. Macroeconomics is concerned with broad aggregates such as the total de-
mand for goods by households or the total spending on machinery and buildings
by firm. As in watching the horse race through the naked eye, our notion of the
individual details is more blurred but we can give our full attention to the whole
picture. We are more likely to notice the horse sneaking up the rails.

7. The issue. We now introduce some of the main issues in macroeconomics.
We pose a series of questions which form the theme of the analysis.

8. Inflation. The annual inflation rate is the percentage increase per annum in
the average price of goods and services. In Chapter 2 we introduced the retail
price index (RPI), a weighted average of the prices households pay for goods
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and services. The percentage annual growth in the RPI is the most commonly
used measure of inflation in the UK.

9. What causes inflation? The money supply? Trade Unions? Why do people
mind so much about inflation? Does inflation cause unemployment? These are
among the questions we shall seek to answer.

10. Unemployment. Unemployment is a measure of the number of people
registered as looking for work but without a job. The unemployment rate is the
percentage of the labour force that is unemployed. The labour force is the num-
ber of people working or looking for work. It excludes all those, from rich land-
owners to heroin addicts, who are neither working nor looking for work.

11. Unemployment is now high. Why has it increased so much in the 1980s?
Are workers pricing themselves out of job by greedy wage claims? Is high un-
employment necessary to keep inflation under control, or could the government
create more jobs?

12. Output and Growth. Real gross national product (real GNP) measures the
total income of the economy. It tells us the quantity of goods and services the
economy as a whole can afford to purchase. It is closely related to the total out-
put of the economy. Increases in real GNP are called economic growth.

13. What determines the level of real GNP? Does unemployment mean that
real GNP is lower than it might be? Why do some countries grow faster than
others?

14. Macroeconomic Policy. Almost every day the newspaper and television
refer to the problems of inflation, unemployment, and slow growth. These issues
are widely discussed; they help determine the outcome of elections, and make
some people interested in learning more about macroeconomics.

15. The government has a variety of policy measures through which it can try
to affect the performance of the economy as a whole. It levies taxes, commis-
sions spending, influences the money supply, interest rates, and the exchange
rate, and it sets targets for the output and prices of nationalized industries.

16. What the government can and should do is the subject of lively debate
both within the field of economics and in the country at large. As usual, it is im-
portant to distinguish between positive issues relating to how the economy
works and normative issues relating to priorities or value judgements. In the en-
suring chapters we try to make clear which aspects of policy debate refer to dif-
fering beliefs about how the economy works and which aspects refer to differ-
ences in priorities or value judgements.

III. Points for discussion:
1. Macroeconomics.
2. Microeconomics.
3. Inflation, how to measure it?
4. Unemployment.
5. Output and Growth.
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Unit 14

I. Read and remember the following words and word-combinations:
means of payment - засоби платні
unit of account - одиниця розрахунку

II. Read and translate the text, paying attention to the words and word-
combinations, given above:

Money and its functions

1. Although the crucial feature of money is its acceptance as the means of
payment or medium of exchange, money has three other functions. It serves as a
unit of account, as a store of value, and as a standard of deferred payment. We
discuss each of the four functions of money in turn.

2. The medium of Exchange. Money, the medium of exchange, is used in one
half of almost all exchange. Workers exchange labour services for money. Peo-
ple buy or sell goods in exchange for money. We accept money not to consume
it directly but because it can subsequently be used to buy things we do wish to
consume. Money is the medium through which people exchange goods and ser-
vices.

3. To see that society benefits from a medium of exchange, imagine a barter
economy or swapped for other goods.

A barter economy has no medium of exchange. Goods are traded directly or
swapped for other goods.

In a barter economy, the seller and the buyer each must want something the
order has to offer. Each person is simultaneously a seller and a buyer. In order to
see a film, you must hand over in exchange a good or service that the cinema
manager wants. There has to be a double coincidence of wants. You have to find
a cinema where the manager wants you have to offer in exchange.

4. Trading is very expensive in a barter economy. People must spend a lot of
time and effort finding others with whom they can make mutually satisfactory
swaps. Since time and effort are scarce resources, a barter economy is wasteful.
The use of money - any commodity generally accepted in payment for goods,
services, and debts - makes the trading process simpler and more efficient.

5. Other Functions of Money. The unit of account is the unit in which prices
are quoted and account are kept.

In Britain prices are quoted in pounds sterling; in France, in French francs. It
is usually convenient to use the units in which the medium of exchange is meas-
ured as the unit of account as well. However there are exceptions. During the
rapid German inflation of 1922-23 when prices in marks were changing very
quickly, German shopkeepers found it more convenient to use dollars as the unit
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of account. Prices were quoted in dollars even though payment was made in
marks, the German medium of exchange.

6. Money is a store of value because it can be used to make purchases in the
future.

To be accepted in exchange, money has to be a store of value. Nobody would
accept money as payment for goods supplied today if the money was going to be
worthless when they tried to buy goods with it tomorrow. But money is neither
the only nor necessarily the best store of value. Houses, stamp collections, and
interest-bearing bank accounts all serve as stores of value. Since money pays no
interests and its real purchasing power is eroded by inflation, there are almost
certainly better ways to store value.

7. Finally, money serves as a standard of deferred payment or a unit of ac-
count over time. When you borrow, the amount to be repaid next year is meas-
ured in pounds sterling. Although convenient, this is not an essential function of
money. UK citizens can get bank loans specifying in dollars the amount that
must be repaid next year. Thus the key feature of money is its use as a medium
of exchange. For this, it must act as a store of value as well. And it is usually,
through not invariably, convenient to make money the unit of account and stan-
dard of deferred payment as well.

8. Different Kinds of Money, In prisoner-of-war camp, cigarettes served as
money. In the nineteenth century money was mainly gold and silver coins.
These are examples of commodity money, ordinary goods with industrial uses
(gold) and consumption uses (cigarettes) which also serves as a medium of ex-
change. To use a commodity money, society must either cut back on other uses
of that commodity or devote scarce resources to producing additional quantities
of the commodity. But there are less expensive ways for society to produce
money.

A token money is a means of payment whose value or purchasing power as
money greatly exceeds its cost of production or value in uses other than as
money.

A L10 note is worth far more as money than as a 3x6 inch piece of high-
quality paper. Similarly, the monetary value of moot coins exceeds the amount
you would get by melting them down and selling off the metals they contain. By
collectively agreeing to use token money, society economizes on the scarce re-
sources required to produce money as a medium of exchange. Since the manu-
facturing costs are tiny, why doesn't everyone make L10 notes?

9. The essential condition for the survival of token money is the restriction of
the right to supply it. Private production is illegal.

10. Society enforces the use of token money by making it legal tender. The
law says it must be accepted as а means of payment.

11. In modern economies, token money is supplemented by IOU money.
An IOU money is a medium of exchange based on the debt of a private firm

or individual.
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A bank deposit is IOU money because it is a debt of the bank. When you
have a bank deposit the bank owes you money. You can write a cheque to your-
self or a third party and the bank is obliged to pay whenever the cheque is pre-
sented. Bank deposits are a medium of exchange because they are generally ac-
cepted as payment.

III. Points for discussion:
1. Functions of money.
2. Barter economics.
3. Money as a unit of account.
4. Money as a store of value.
5. Different kinds of money.

Unit 15

1. Read the following text, try to understand it:

Modern banking

1. The goldsmith bankers were an early example of a financial intermediary.
A financial intermediary is an institution that specializes in bringing lenders

and borrowers together.
A commercial bank borrows money from the public, crediting them with a

deposit. The deposit is a liability of the bank. It is money owed to depositors. In
turn the bank lends money to firms, households, or governments wishing to bor-
row.

2. Banks are not the only financial intermediaries. Insurance companies, pen-
sion funds, and building societies also take money in order to relend it. The cru-
cial feature of banks is that some of their liabilities are used as a means of pay-
ment, and are therefore part of the money stock.

3. Commercial banks are financial intermediaries with a government licence
to make loans and issue deposits, including deposits against which cheques can
be written.

We begin by looking at the present-day UK banking system. Although the
details vary from country to country, the general principle is much the same eve-
rywhere.

4. In the UK, the commercial banking system comprises about 600 registered
banks, the National Girobank operating through post offices, and about a dozen
trustee saving banks. Much the most important single group is the London clear-
ing banks. The clearing banks are so named because they have a central clearing
house for handling payments by cheque.
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A clearing system is a set of arrangements in which debts between banks are
settled by adding up all the transactions in a given period and paying only the
net amounts needed to balance inter-bank accounts.

Suppose you bank with Barclays but visit a supermarket that banks with
Lloyds. To pay for your shopping you write a cheque against your deposit at
Barklays. The supermarket pays this cheque into account at Lloyds. In turn,
Lloyds presents the cheque to Barklays which will credit Lloyds' account at
Barklays and debit your account at Barklays by an equivalent amount. Because
you purchased goods from a supermarket using a different bank, a transfer of
funds between the two banks is required. Crediting or debiting one bank's ac-
count at another bank is the simplest way account at another bank is the simplest
way to achieve this.

5. However on the same day someone else, call her Joan Groover, is probably
writing a cheque on a Lloyd's deposit account to pay for some stereo equipment
from a shop banking with Barklays. The stereo shop, pays the cheque into its
Barklays' account, increasing its deposit. Barklays then pay the cheque into ac-
count at Lloyds where Ms Groover's account is simultaneously debited. Now the
transfer flows from Lloyds to Barklays.

6. Although in both cases the cheque writer's account is debited and the
cheque recipient's account is credited, it does not make sense for the two banks
to make two separate inter-bank transactions between themselves. The clearing
system calculates the net flows between the member clearing banks and these are
the settlements that they make between themselves. Thus the system of clearing
cheques represents another way society reduces the costs of making transac-
tions.

7. The Balance Sheet of the London Clearing Banks. Table 15.2. shows the
balance sheet of the London clearing banks. Although more complex, it is not
fundamentally different from the balance sheet of the goldsmith-banker shown
in Table 15.1. We begin by discussing the asset side of the balance sheet.

8. Cash assets are notes and coin in the banks' vaults just as the goldsmiths
held gold in their vaults. However, modern banks' cash assets also include their
cash reserves deposited with the Bank of England. The Bank of England (usu-
ally known as the Bank) is the central bank or banker to the commercial banks.

9. Apart from cash, the other entries on the asset side of the balance sheet
show money that has been lent out or used to purchase interest-earning assets.
The second item, bills and market loans, shows short-term lending in liquid as-
sets.

Liquidity refers to the speed and the certainty with which an asset can be
converted back into money, whenever the asset-holders desire. Money itself is
thus the most liquid asset of all.

10. The third item, advances, shows lending to households and firms. A firm
that has borrowed to see it through a sticky period may not be able to repay
whenever the bank demands. Thus, although advances represent the major share
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of clearing bank lending, they are not very liquid forms of bank lending. The
fourth item, securities, shows bank purchases of interest-bearing long-term fi-
nancial assets. These can be government bonds or industrial shares. Although
these assets are traded daily on the stock exchange, so in principle these securi-
ties can be cashed in any time the bank wishes, their price fluctuates from day to
day. Banks cannot be certain how much they will get when they sell out. Hence
financial investment in securities is also illiquid.

11. The final two items on the asset side of Table 15.2. show lending in for-
eign currencies and miscellaneous bank assets whose details need not concern
us. Total assets of the London clearing banks in May 1986 were L200.1 billion.
We now examine how the equivalent liabilities were made up.

Table 15.1.
Balance sheet of London banks. May 1986

Assets Lb Liabilities Lb
Sterling:                      Cash

Bills and
Market loans

Advances
Securities

Lending in other currencies
Miscellaneous asset

Total Assets

2.9

34.7
83.0
9.4
54.6
15.5

200.1

Sterling:         Sight deposits
Time deposits

CDs (certificates
Deposit)

Deposits in other currencies
Miscellaneous liabilities

Total Liabilities

54.1
59.9

8.1

46.2
31.8

200.1

12. Deposits are chiefly of two kinds: sight deposits and time deposits.
Whereas sight deposits can be withdrawn on sight whenever the depositor
wishes, a minimum period of notification must be given before time deposits
can be withdrawn. Sight deposits are the bank accounts against which we write
cheques, thereby running down our deposits without giving the bank any prior
warning. Whereas most banks do not pay interest on sight deposits or chequing
accounts, they can afford to pay interest on time deposits. Since they have noti-
fication of any withdrawals, they have plenty of time to sell off some of their
high interest investments or call in some of their high interest loans in order to
have the money to pay out depositors.

13. Certificates of deposit (CDs) are an extreme form of time deposits where
the bank borrows from the public for a specified time period and knows exactly
when the loan must be repaid. The final liability items in Table 15.1 show de-
posits in foreign currencies and miscellaneous liabilities such as cheques in
process of clearance.

II. Give title to each paragraph of the text basing on the essence of it.
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III. Points for discussion:
1. The role of banks.
2. Commercial banks.
3. The clearing system.

Unit 16

I. Read the following text, try to understand it:

The bank and the money supply

1. In this section we study the ways in which a central bank can affect the
supply of money in the economy. The narrowest measure MI of the money sup-
ply іs currency in circulation outside the banking system plus the sight deposits
of commercial banks against which the private sector can write cheques. Thus
the money supply is partly a liability of the Bank (currency in private circula-
tion) and partly a liability of commercial banks (chequing accounts of general
public).

2. In the last chapter we introduced the monetary base, the currency supplied
by the Bank both to the commercial banks and to private circulation, and the
money multiplier, the extent to which the money supply is a multiple of the
monetary base. We saw that the money multiplier was larger the smaller the
cash reserve ratio of commercial banks and the smaller the private sector's de-
sired ratio of cash to bank deposits.

3. We now describe the three most important instruments through which the
Bank might seek to affect the money supply: reserve requirements, the discount
rate, and open market operations.

4. Reserve Requirements. A required reserve ratio is a minimum ratio of
cash reserves to deposits that the central bank requires commercial banks to
hold.

If a reserve requirement is in force, commercial banks can hold more than the
required cash reserves but they cannot hold less. If their cash falls below the re-
quired amount, they must immediately borrow cash, usually from the central
bank, to restore their required reserve ratio.

5. Suppose the commercial banking system has LI million in cash and for
strictly commercial purposes would normally maintain cash reserves equal to 5
per cent of sight deposits. Since sight deposits will be 20 times cash reserves, the
banking system will create L20 million of sight deposits against its LI million
cash reserves. Suppose the Bank now imposes a reserve requirement that banks
must hold cash reserves of at least 10 per cent of sight deposits. Now banks can
create only L10 million sight deposits against their cash reserves of LlO million.

6. Thus, when the central bank imposes a reserve requirement in excess of
the reserve ratio that prudent banks would anyway have maintained, the effect is
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to reduce the creation of bank deposits, reduce the value of the money multi-
plier, and reduce the money supply for any given monetary base. Similarly,
when a particular reserve requirement is already in force, any increase in the re-
serve requirement will reduce the money supply.

7. When the central bank imposes a reserve requirement in excess of the re-
serves that banks would otherwise have wished to hold, the banks are creating
fewer deposits and undertaking less lending than they would really like. Thus a
reserve requirement acts like a tax on banks by forcing them to hold a higher
fraction of their total assets as bank reserves and a lower fraction as loans earn-
ing high interest rates. Can the banks do anything about it?

8. Although there are profitable lending opportunities, the banks can take ad-
vantage of them only if they can increase their cash reserves. In principle, they
could try to borrow cash from the central bank. If the point of a reserve require-
ment is to reduce the money supply, the central bank will be reluctant to lend
banks the cash they want to make additional loans, increase deposits, and ex-
pand the money supply. With lucrative lending opportunities around, the banks
may be able to induce the private sector to exchange cash in circulation for bank
deposits. Banks can offer more generous interest rates on time deposits or stay
open later to encourage people to make greater use of chequing facilities. By at-
tracting more cash from the general public, banks may then be able to restore
former levels of deposit lending, though there is then the danger that the central
bank will raise the reserve requirement still higher.

9. One form of reserve requirement that has been especially popular in the
UK is the use of special deposits. Commercial banks were required to deposit
some of their cash reserves in a special deposit at the Bank, and this money
could not be counted as part of the banks' cash reserves in meeting their reserve
requirements. Varying the amount required as special deposits gave the Bank
another lever for controlling deposit creation by the banking system and the size
of the money multiplier.

10. The Discount Rate. The second instrument of monetary control available
to the central bank is the discount rate.

The discount rate is the interest rate that the Bank charges when the commer-
cial banks want to borrow money. When the discount rate was an important part
of monetary control in the UK it used to be known as the Bank Rate, or Mini-
mum Lending Rate (MLR).

11. Suppose banks think the minimum safe ratio of cash to deposits is 10 per
cent. For the purposes of this argument it does not matter whether this figure is a
commercial judgement or a required ratio imposed by the Bank. On any particu-
lar day, banks are likely to have a bit of cash in hand. Say their cash reserves are
12 per cent of deposits. How far dare they let their cash reserves fall towards the
minimum level of 10 per cent?

12. Banks have to balance the interest rate they will get on extra lending with
the dangers and costs involved if there is a sudden flood of withdrawals which
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push their cash reserves below the critical 10 per cent figure. This is where the
discount rate comes in. Suppose market interest rates are 8 per cent and the cen-
tral bank makes it known it is prepared to lend to commercial banks at 8 per
cent. Commercial banks may as well lend up to the hilt and drive their cash re-
serves down to the minimum 10 per cent of deposits. The banks are lending at 8
per cent and, if the worst comes to the worst and they are short of cash, they can
always borrow from the Bank at 8 per cent. Banks cannot lose by lending as
much as possible.

13. Suppose however that the Bank announces that, although market interest
rates are 8 per cent, it will lend to commercial banks only at the penalty rate of
10 per cent. Now a bank with cash reserves of 12 per cent may conclude that it
is not worth making the extra loans at 8 per cent interest that would drive its
cash reserves down to the minimum of 10 per cent of deposits. There is too high
a risk that sudden withdrawals will then force the bank to borrow from the Bank
at 10 per cent interest. It will have lost money by making these extra loans. It
makes more sense to hold some excess cash reserves against the possibility of a
sudden withdrawal.

14. Thus, by setting the discount rate at a penalty level in excess of the gen-
eral level of interest rates, the Bank can induce commercial banks voluntarily to
hold additional cash reserves. Since bank deposits now become a lower multiple
of banks' cash reserves, the money multiplier is reduced and the money supply is
lower for any given level of monetary base.

II. Give title to each paragraph of the text.

III. Points for discussion:
1. The monetary base.
2. Required reserved ratio.
3. Special deposit.
4. The discount rate.
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Appendix 1

Guide to grammar

Study the following

Verb "to be" in Indefinite Active

Present Past Future
am
Is
are

Was

Were

shall be

will be

Write the following sentences in the Past, Future Indefinite, adding the ad-
verbial Modifier of time (at 5 o'clock, yesterday, tomorrow, next week, last
month, next year), if it is necessary.

1. Victor is free in the evening. 2. John is in America. 3. I am very busy. 4.
She is at the lecture. 5. The child is 10 years old. 8. This work is interesting. 7.
The expedition is in Africa. 8. The new film is long. 9. My mother is at home.
10. The workers are at the factory. 11. The children are at school. 12. The stu-
dents are at the institute.

Verb "to have" in indefinite Active

Present Past Future
have
has

Had shall have
will have

Write the following sentences in Past Indefinite, Future Indefinite.
Model: He has a car.
a) He had a car.
b) He will have a car.
1. They have a big house in the country. 2. My friend has many interesting

books. 3. His mother has a nice garden. 4. She has a good map of London. 5. We
have a good dog. 6. I have a beautiful picture. 7. These students have five ex-
aminations. 8. His parents have comfortable flat. 9. John has good work.
10. These pupils have four lessons every day.
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Present Past Future
I
you          work
we
they
he, she     works

I
you          worked
he, she     went
we
they

I
we   shall work
you
he, she     will work
they

Do

I
we
you
they
Mary and Tom

Does
he
she
Mary

like

English?
winter?
London?
our Institute?
this poem?
to skate?
to read English
books?

I
we
you
they
Mary and Tom

do not
(don’t)

he
she
Mary

Does not
(doesn’t)

like

German.
our study.
winter.

to skate.
to go out in the eve-
ning.

Study the Following

General questions in Indirect speech

I
we
you
they
Mary and Tom

ask If
(whether)

the weather is fine
Mary speaks English
father is free on Sunday
Tom likes to play chess
the children can skate
well.

Special questions in indirect speech

He
My friend
Our teacher

asks(me)

where my parents live.
why I am late.
where my father
works.
what newspaper I read.
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Imperative sentences in indirect speech

He
She
Father

asks me
tells me

to wait for him.
to do it at once.

You
They
The girls

ask me
tell me

not to go there alone.
got to stay there any
longer.

I. Use the following questions in indirect speech according to the given
model. Make all the necessary changes.

Model: The teacher asks: "Do you know any English words?"
The teacher asks if we know any English words.

1. Tom asks: "Do you know English well?" 2. She asks: "Do you like to
skate?" 3. My friends ask: "Are you free on Sunday?" 4. The student asks:
"Have you any English books at home?" 5. She asks: "Do you want to read this
book?" 6. The teacher asks: "Are there any mistakes in spelling on the Black-
board?" 7. The teacher asks me: "Do you know any poem by heart?" 8. Mary
asks me: "Do you know many English words?" 8. Betty asks Tom "Must you go
to the Institute today?"

II. Give the following sentences in indirect speech, make the necessary
changes:

1. My father says: "Why don't you read English newspapers?" 2. Maggy
says: "Why are you looking at me in that way?" 3. My teacher says: "You've got
a number of mistakes in your translation." 4. She says: "What are you going to
be when you leave the institute?" 5. I say: "I'm sure I am going to be a teacher."
6. My cousin says: "When are you coming to see us?" 7. She says: "1 like the
poem. I am going to learn it by heart. 8. Mother says: "Don't be late for dinner."
9. They say: "Don't stay here any longer. It is getting dark." 10. The child says:
"What are you doing?" 11. The teacher says: "Find the Thames on the map,
Popova."
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Study the following

Personal and Possessive Pronouns

nominative
case

objective
case

Conjoint
form

Absolute
form

I
He
she
it

we
you
they

me
him
her
it
us

you
them

my
his
her
its
our
your
their

mine
his
hers
its

ours
yours
theirs

Replace the words in italics by personal Pronouns in objective case.
1. Read these books at home. 2. Show your sister this map. 3. Give this boy

some red apples. 4. Tell your teacher about your flat. 5. Tell your friends about
the plant. 6. Read the new words, please. 7. Begin reading the text. 8. Put your
bag here. 9. Read your daughter this book.

Degrees of Comparison of Adjectives :
Positive Comparative Superlative

I long
easy

longer
easier

(the) longest
(the) easiest

II Interesting more interesting (the) most in-
teresting

III

good
bad
 much, many
little

better
worse
more
less

(the) best
(the) worst
(the) most
(the) least

Note. My flat is as large as yours.
My flat is not so large as yours.
My flat is not as large as yours.

Give the degrees of comparison of the following adjectives:

short, tall, large, nice, long, big, red, high, dirty, fast, easy, good, bad, much,
many, few, little, busy, near, far, old, late, thin, thick, comfortable, interesting,
difficult, narrow.
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Rewrite the following sentences changing as...as into not so...as or not
as...as

1. She is as young as you are. 2. He is as clever as his father is. 3. I am as
tired as you are. 4. My mother is as old as yours. 5. This book is as interesting as
that one. 6. These dictations are as bad as those one. 7. My father is as tall as
yours. 8. His daughter is as beautiful as his wife. 9. My room is as light as yours.
10. This new house is as big as the old one. 11. This boy is as clever as that one.

Study the following

Continuous Tenses Active and Passive Affirmative Form

Active Passive
to be + Participle I to be + Being + Participle II

Present They are discussing a new plan
now

A new plan is being discussed
now.

Past They were discussing a new
plan when we came.

A new plan was being dis-
cussed when we came.

Future They will be discussing  a new
plan tomorrow at  five o'clock.

Continuous Tenses Active and Passive Negative Form

Active Passive

Present They are not discussing
 a new plan now.

A new plan is not being
 discussed now.

Past
They were not discussing a
new plan when we came.

A new plan was not being dis-
cussed when we came.

Future
They will not be discussing a
new plan tomorrow at  five
o'clock.

Continuous Tenses Active and Passive Affricative Form

Active Passive

Present  Are they discussing a new plan
now?

 Is a new plan being discussed
now?

Past
 Were they discussing a new
plan when we саmе?

 Was a new plan being dis-
cussed when we camе?

Future
 Will they be discussing
 a new plan tomorrow at
 five o'clock?
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I. Translate the following sentences, pay attention to the use of the tenses
She prepares her lessons She is preparing her lessons
in the evening every day. now.
She prepared her lessons She was preparing her lessons
well yesterday. when we came to see her.
She is tired, she will She will be preparing her
prepare her lessons lessons all the evening
tomorrow. tomorrow.
The work is done well every The work is being done now
day. and soon it will be finished.
The work was done two days The work was being done all
ago. the day yesterday.
The work will be done next
week.

Study the following

Perfect Tenses (Active and Passive) Affirmative Form

Active Passive
to have + Participle II to have +Been+ Participle II

Present He has received a letter. The letter has been received.

Past He had received a letter by
the evening yesterday.

The letter had been received by
the evening yesterday.

Future
 He will have received a letter
by the evening tomorrow.

The letter will have been re-
ceived by the evening tomor-
row.

Interrogative Form

Active Passive
Present Has he received a letter? Has the letter been received?

Past Had he received a letter by
the evening yesterday?

Had the letter been received by
the evening yesterday?

Future
Will he have received a letter
by the evening  tomorrow?

Will the letter have been re-
ceived by the evening  tomor-
row?
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Negative Form

Active Passive

Present He has not received a letter. The letter has not been re-
ceived.

Past
He had not received a letter
by the evening yesterday.

The letter had not been re-
ceived by the evening yester-
day.

Future
He will not have received a
letter by the evening tomor-
row.

The letter will not have been
received by the evening  to-
morrow.

Contracted Forms

We've received – We haven't received
He's received – He hasn't received
I. Translate the following sentences, pay attention to using of the tenses
He came by car yesterday. He has just come by car.
They did not go to Kiev last They have never been to Kiev.
year.
I knew him in 1970. I have known him since 1970.
They were learning the new They had already learnt
English words when I came into the new English words when
the room. I came into the room.
We shall finish the work We shall have finished the
tomorrow. work tomorrow by 5 o'clock.
The experiment was completed The experiment had been
two days ago. completed by the end of last

month.
Her plants are changed every Her plants have been
day. already changed.

II. Answer the following questions:
1. Have you ever got a bad mark at the examination? 2. Have you ever been

to London? 3. Have you ever gone traveling? 4. Have you ever read an English
book in the original? 5. Have you ever failled in an examination? 8. Have you
ever skated? 7. Have you ever studied French? 8. How many times have you
used the laboratory this week? 9. Have you seen your friend today? 10. What
cities of our country have you visited? 11. What films have you seen this
month?
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III. Analyse the use of the Perfect Forms. Translate the sentences into
Ukrainian or Russian.

a) 1. I can't get into the room. I have lost my key. 2. My sister has been to the
Crimea this year. 3 "Have you been here long?" "Yes, I have been here for more
than an hour." 4. I have known him since childhood. 5. She has seen him today
and has told him everything. 6. "Have you written the letter?" "Yes, I have."
"When did you write it?" "I wrote it yesterday."

b) 1. I was sure I had never seen that man before. 2. No one had finished his
work by the appointed time. 3. When we reached the house the windows were
dark as everybody had not been in.

c) 1. Don't come for the article at 8 o'clock. We shall not have finished it by
that time. 2. I'm sure we shall have prepared everything when you return.

IV Change the following sentences into interrogative and negative:
1. I have left my copy-book at home. 2. They have finished their work in

time. 3. I have heard much about this play. 4. You have done this exercise well.
5. He has lived abroad for a long time. 6. He had translated the text by 5 o'clock.
7. She will have passed the exam by the end of the week.

V. Oral drill. Ask questions following the pattern:
Pattern:
Teacher: Comrade B, ask comrade A if he has brought the book. Comrade B:

Comrade A, have you brought the book?
Teacher: Comrade B, ask ...

him if he has got the article he needs,
them if they have ever been to London,
the students if they have read much on the subject,
her if she has heard of him since he left.
her if she has seen him since that day.
your friend if he has known her for a long time,
them if they have been here long.

Study the following

Modal verbs and their equivalents

necessity
physical ability
permission

- must, should, to have to, to be to
- can, to be able to
- may, to be allowed to
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Can
a)

I
He (she)

We
You
They

Can
(cannot, can't)

write it in transcription.
read louder.
write exercise 5.
read English.

b)

Can

I
He (She)

We
You
They

 write it in transcription?
 read louder?
 write exercise 5?
 read English?

May
a)

I
He (she)

We
You
They

May
(may not )

take the exercise-book.
stay at home.
take the head-phones.

b)

May

I
He (She)

We
You
They

take the exercise-book?
stay at home?
take the head-phones?

e.g. May I stay at home?
- Do, please. Yes, you may.
- I am afraid not. No, you mustn’t.

Must
a)

I
He (She)

We
You
They

Must
(must not)

 forget it.
 listen to him.
 read this book.
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b)

Must

I
He (She)

We
You
They

repeat the nouns?
read this book?
translate the story?

e.g. Must I read this book?
- Yes, you must.
- No, you needn't.

Write the interrogative and negative forms of the following sentences:
1. She can spell the noun correctly. 2. You may take your exercise-book.

3. He can write this in translation. 4. There are some mistakes in her dictation.
5. My sister has got two interesting magazines. 6. Doctor Sandford is busy in his
study.

Fill in the missing modal verbs:
1. You ... go out today. It's too cold. 2. ... I take your fountain-pen? Do,

please. 3. We ... not carry the bookcase upstairs. It is too heavy. 4. When ... you
come to see us? - I ... come only tomorrow. 5. Shall I write a letter to him? - No,
you ..., it is not necessary. 6. Mary ... finish the work at once. 7. ... you cut some-
thing without a knife? 8. Peter ... return the book to the library. We all want to
read it. 8. Why ... not you understand it? It is so easy. 10. ... we do the exercise
at once? 11. ... you pronounce this sound?

Study the following

The Passive Voice

to be + Participle II

The book

is
was
will be
has been
had been
will have been
is being
was being

written.

I. Give the passive Forms of the following infinitives:
a) Present, Past, Future Indefinite;

The article – to be translated
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The house – to be built.
The concert – to be arranged

b) Present, Past Continuous:
The questions – to be discussed.
The work – to be done.
The students – to be examined.

c) Present, Past, Future Perfect:
The district – to be explored.
The meeting – to be held.
The profession – to be chosen.

II. Compare the following pairs of sentences and translate them.
1. The teacher asks the students many questions. The students are asked

many questions. 2. He told them an interesting story. He was told an interesting
story. 3. She visited her friends. She was visited by her friends. 4 I shall give a
good book. I shall be given a good book. 5. The rector will receive you at 3
o’clock. You will be received on Wednesday. 6. They will show us a new film
tomorrow. They will be shown a new film tomorrow.

Study the following

The Gerund
The Gerund is non- finite form which has verbal features and has also nomi-

nal (noun) features.
Objective verbs have four forms of the gerund.

Indefinite Passive
writing being written
Perfect Perfect Passive
having written having been written

Subjective verbs have only two forms of the gerund. They have no passive
forms:

Indefinite Passive
standing -
Perfect  Perfect Passive
having stood -

Note: There is a tendency at present to avoid using the Perfect forms of the
gerund.
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I. Give all the forms of the gerund. Name the form:
to read; to attract; to surprise; to walk; to discover; to sit.

II. Translate the following sentences, pay attention to the Gerund:
1. Reading English technical magazines is important for an engineer. 2. It is

no use speaking to her. 3. І remember attending his lectures on history. 4. He
remembers having added. 5. They finished installing the apparatus only on Sat-
urday. 6. The strange man stopped following me. 7. They began making the ex-
periment in May. 8. After failing in the examination in January he had to take it
again in February. 9. After graduating from the Institute he worked in the Far
North. 10. At the meeting they discussed different ways of improving their
work. 11. The organizers of the conference were informed of his refusing to take
part in it. 12. We were informed of new results being obtained at the laboratory.
13. I remember his having been interested in language in his childhood.

Study the following

The Syntactical functions of the Gerund

Function Example
1. The Subject 1. Smoking is not allowed here.
2. The Predicative 2. His hobby is driving a car.
3. The Direct Object 3. The car needs repairing.
4. The Prepositional
object

4. They spoke about their traveling to the North.

5. The Attribute 5. There are different ways of obtaining this substance.
6. The Adverbial
Modifier

6. After receiving good results they stopped experi-
ments.

Study the following

Infinitive
Active Passive

Indefinite
Continuous
Perfect

 to write
 to be writing
 to have written

 to be written
 to be being written
 to have been written

I. Translate the sentences observing the forms of the infinitives:

He is (was) glad

 to help his friend
 to be helped
 to have helped his friend
 to have been helped
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II. Practise the forms of the infinitives (to be done orally):
a) to have written
to rise, to advertise. to lay, to choose;
b) to have been written
to build, to fix, to raise, to sell;
c) to be writing
to weep, to read, to translate, to ask;
d) to have been writing
to walk, to speak, to sit
e) to be written
to devote, to hold, to interrupt;

III. Translate the sentences, in which the infinitive is used:
a) as subject
To read English is a great pleasure.
b) as predicative
His task was to complete the work in time.
c) as object
When did you learn to skate? He likes to read English.
d) as attribute
She was the first to come.
The film to be shown at the Institute to-day is very impressive.
e) as adverbial modifier
You must hurry (so as) not to be late.
Has he come to apologize?
He is clever enough to understand it.

IV. State the function of the infinitive
1. To live in London in November is to know what fog means. 2. To know all

is to forgive all. 3. It is difficult for me to believe the news. 4. It is necessary for
you to apologize. 5. It was impossible to invite them both. 6. To tell her the
news now is to kill her.

Study the following

1. Objective with the Infinitive
(complex object)

A. Subject + verb predicate + object + Infinitive
I know him to study English.

B. Subject + verb predicate + object+ Infinitive
I see her without to sing at the concert.
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hear
feel
watch
notice
make (примусити)

I. Translate the following sentences, pay attention to objective with the
infinitive:

A. 1. He wanted us to visit the art exhibition. 2. I expect you to tell me eve-
rything. 3. I suppose her to be about 50. 4. The teacher does not consider him to
be a good student. 5. The engineer expected the work to be done in time. 6. We
know him to have graduated from the Institute two years ago. 7. Everybody
knows him to be writing a new book. 8. We thought him to have taken part in
their experiment. 9. Did you want the plan to be improved?

В. She felt somebody look at her. 2. We heard him come in and close the
door behind him. 3. Nobody noticed her leave the room. 4. I heard him mention
.my sister's name. 5. Many people like to watch the sun rise. 6. She saw her son
fall. 7. The students heard the bell ring. 8. You can't make me believe that all
these stories are true.

2. The Subjective Infinitive Construction
(Complex Subject)

Subject    +    verb predicate + Infinitive
The delegation is reported to come on Monday.
They seem to know the subject well.

I. Translate the following sentences, pay attention to subjective Infinitive
Construction:

1. The lecture was said to be very interesting. 2. The members of the commit-
tee are reported to come to an agreement. 3. The English delegation is believed
to come at the end of the month. 4. She seems to know English and French.
5. He proved to be a good engineer. 6. This school is considered to be the best in
the town. 7. The weather appears to be improving. 8. She seems to be waiting
for you. 9. Lake Baikal is said to be the deepest in the world. 10. This picture
proved to be the best at the exhibition. 11. These two scientists happened to
work at the same problem.
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Study the following

Participle

The Participle is a non-finite form which has certain verbal features and the
syntactical functions of adjectival or adverbial character

Participle I Participle II
Active PassiveIndefinite asking Being asked Infinitive + ed asked

Perfect having asked having been
asked Special form gone

1. (When) translating the article he came across certain difficulties .
2. Having translated the article he handed it to the teacher.
3. (Being) translated very carelessly the article was difficult to read.
4. Having been translated the article was sent to the editor.
5. The girl translating the article at the desk, turned round and asked for help.
6. The articles translated by (mr., comrade) Klimov will soon be published.
7. The article being translated now will appear in the papers tomorrow morn-

ing.

I. Practise the forms of the Participle:
1. being written 2. having written
    conduct offer     pass fasten
    use arrange     fill do

3. having been written 4. written
    choose wear     shake raise
    find mention     prove find

    drive save

II. Translate these sentences in which Participle I is used as adverbial modi-
fier.

A.
1. We used to walk about Kyiv admiring its architecture and ancient monu-

ments.
2. Listening to his arguments I found myself agreeing with his views.
3. (When) reading the book I came across a number of unfamiliar words.
B.
1. Having written a few words on a sheet of paper, he folded it and passed to

the neighbour.
2. Not having been written in time, the article was not accepted by the editor.
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III. Translate the sentences in which the participle is used as attribute.

A.
1. What a pleasant exciting scene: a sheet of ice covered with figures moving
gaily, falling, rising again.

B.
1. His written test is far from good.

C.
1. The question being discussed now, is of a great importance.

Study the following

The Absolute Participle Construction
I  Subject + Participle  Subject + predicate

 The work being finished  they went home
II  Subject + predicate  Subject + predicate

 The new method was tried  better results being obtained.

I. Translate the following sentences, pay attention to the Absolute Parti-
ciple Construction

1. Some hydroelectric stations having been built on big rivers, many villages
and towns were electrified. 2. The working day being over, the city transport
was overcrowded. 3, They all went away, he remaining at home. 4. All the prob-
lems having been solved, they stopped the discussion. 5. Nobody being on the
highway, he was driving his car very fast. 6. The experiment having been made,
everybody was interested in the results.

Study the following

Conditional sentences

I. If I have time (tomorrow), I shall go to see that film.

II. a) If I had time (today, tomorrow), I should go to see that film.
b) If I had time (yesterday), I should have gone to see that film.

I. Translate the following sentences, pay attention to conditional sen-
tences

1. If I come home early, I shall be able to write my report today.
2. If he were at the Institute now, he would help us to translate the article.
3. If you had come to the Institute meeting yesterday, you would have met

with a well-known English writer.
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4. You will get good results if you apply this method of calculation.
5. If he had taken a taxi, he would have come in time.
6. If it had not been so late now, I should have gone to the country.
7. The design would be ready by the end of the year if they supplied us with

all the necessary equipment.

II.
Model A. If I see him tomorrow, I shall tell him about the meeting.
If I saw him tomorrow , I should tell him about the meeting.

1. If they find the exact meaning of this word, they will understand the sen-
tence easily.

2. If he works much at his English he will pass his exam well.
3. If I get a good dictionary, I shall translate this text.
4. If we receive the documents tomorrow, we shall start loading the lorries on

Monday.
5. If the student observes the rules, he will not make mistakes.
6.If you help me, I shall repair the engine in an hour.

Model B: If I see him, I shall tell him about the meeting. If I had seen him
yesterday, I should have told him about the meeting.

1. If you go there by plane, you will come in time for the conference.
2. If I know the time of his arrival, I shall meet him at the station.
3. If the builders do not work hard, the canal will not be opened in time.
4. If the students are more careful, they will not break the new apparatus.

Table of the interrogative sentences

Statement
She  is studying in her room

now.
This boy  Can speak English.
His friend will return on Monday
This article was published in yesterday

newspaper.
They  have finished their work.
He studies quite well.
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General Question
Is she studying in her room

now?
Can this boy speak English?
Will his friend return on Monday?
Was this article pub-

lished
in yesterday
newspaper?

Have  They  finished  their work?
Does  he study quite well?

Special Question
Where is  She studying?
What Lan-
guage

can this boy speak?

When  will his friend return?
Where was  this article published?
What  have They finished ?
How  does he study?

Special Question to Subject
who is studying in her room

now?
Who can speak English?
Whose
friend

will return on Monday?

What was published in yesterday
newspaper?

What article  was published in yesterday
newspaper?

Who have
(has)

 finished  their work?

Who studies quite well?
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Appendix 2

Mini – Test 1

1. Choose the correct word in the following sentences.
1. He doesn't have (many/much) money.
2. She bought (that/those) cards last night.
3. There are (less/fewer) students in this room than in the next room.
4. There is (too much/to many) bad news on television tonight.
5. This is (too many/too much) information to learn.
6. A (few/little) people left early.
7. Would you like (less/fewer) coffee than this?

2. Choose either the simple present or present progressive in the fol-
lowing sentences.

1. The committee members ... (examine) the material now.
2. He … (practise) computer every day.
3. The president ... (try) to contact his advisors now.
4. The secretary ... (type) the letter now.
5. Only the secretary ... (type) the letters.
6. The bank ... (open) at 8:00 a.m.
7. He ... (try) to open a current account in this bank now.

3. Use either the present perfect or the simple past in the following
sentences.

1. John ... (write) his report last night.
2. Bob ... (see) the document before.
3. Jane ... (read) the newspaper already.
4. Mr. Johnson ... (work) in the same place for thirty-five years and he is not

planning to retire yet.
5. Betty ... (call) her employer yesterday.
6. He ... (be) to California three times.
7. He ... (travel) round the world.

4. Choose the correct form of the verb in parentheses in the following
sentences.

1. John, along with twenty friends, (is/are) planning a party.
2. The picture of the soldiers (bring/brings) back many memories.
3. The quality of these recordings (is/are) not very good.
4. The use of credit cards in place of cash (have/has) increased rapidly in re-

cent years.
5. Advertisements on television (is/are) becoming more competitive than

ever before.
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6. Living expenses in this country, as well as in many others, (is/are) at an
all-time high.

7. Mr. Jones, accompanied by several members of the committee, (have/has)
proposed some changes of the rules.

5. Choose the correct form of the verb in parentheses in the following
sentences.

1. The manager decided (accepting/to accept) the paper.
2. They appreciate (to have/having) this information.
3. We found it very difficult (reaching/to reach) a decision.
4. Ted hopes (to finish/finishing) his thesis this year.
5. He demands (to know/knowing) what is going on.
6. She is looking forward (to return/returning) to her country.

6. Finish these sentences by adding a tag question with the correct
form of the verb and the subject pronoun.

1. You're going to bank tomorrow, ... ?
2. She signed the petition, ... ?
3. He will be attending the university in September, ... ?
4. She hasn't been studying English for two years, ... ?
5. You can't sign this document, ... ?
6. There aren't any credit cards left, ... ?
7. You and I talked with the professor yesterday, ... ?

7. Supply the correct form of the verb.
1. He has an early appointment, and so ... I.
2. She has already written her report, and so ... her friends.
3. She «on ' t be going to the conference, and her colleagues ... either.
4. I’m not interested in reading that book, and so ... she.
5. That scientist isn't too happy with the project, and neither ... her supervi-

sors.

Mini – Test 2

You are to identify the one underlined word or phrase which is not
correct.

1. Because, they had spent too many time considering the new contract, the
students lost the opportunity to lease the apartment.

2. The next important question we have to decide is when do we have to
submit the proposal.

3. After George had returned to his house he was reading a book.
4. The manager has finished working on the report last night, and now she

will begin to write the other proposal.
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5. It has been a long time since, we have talked to John, isn’t it?
6. People respected George Washington because he was a honest man, and he

turned out to be one of our greatest military leaders.
7. Kate is studying law at her university and so does John.
8. The company has so little money that it can't hardly operate anymore.
9. Us Students would rather not attend night classes in the summer, but we

often have to.
10. Mary and her sister studied economy last year, and so does Jean.
11. The government has decided voting on the resolution now rather than

next month.
12. The professor is thinking to go to the conference on economics next

month.
13. It was him who came running into the classroom with the news
14. Pete had already saw that musical before he read the reviews about it.
15. He isn't driving to the convention in March, and neither they are.

Mini – Test 3

1. Supply the correct form of the verb for each of the following sen-
tences.

1. He would give you the money if he ... (have) it.
2. She would call you immediately if she ... (need) help.
3. If she wins the prize, it will be because she ... (write) very well.
4. Mike wished that the editors ... (permit) him to copy some of their mate-

rial.
5. If he ... (decide) earlier, he could have left on the afternoon flight.
6. Had we known your address, we ... (write) you a letter.
7. If they had known him, they ... (talk) to him.

2. Choose the correct form.
1. The boss speaks (fluent/ fluently) French.
2. The workers speak Spanish (fluent/fluently).
3. We must figure our income tax returns (accurate/ accurately).
4. The plane will arrive (soon/soonly).
5. That is an (intense/intensely) essay.
6. He had an accident because he was driving too (fast/fastly).
7. Paul protested (calm/calmly) about the new proposals.

3. Supply than, as, in each of the following sentences.
1. The Empire State Building is taller ... the Statue of Liberty.
2. California is farther from New York ... Pennsylvania.
3. That report is less impressive ... the government's.
4. His assignment is different ... mine.
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5. Dave writes much more realistically ... his professor.
6. John and his friends left ... soon as the professor had finished his lecture.
7. His job is ... important … his friend's.

Mini – Test 4

You are to identify the one underlined word or phrase which is not
correct.

1. We had better to review this chapter carefully because we will have some
questions on it on our test tomorrow.

2. Ted had so interesting and creative plans that everyone wanted to work on
his committee.

3. If John would have studied German in college, he would not have found
the scientific terminology so difficult to understand.

4. I have to depositing this money in my checking account or else the check I
just wrote will bounce.

5. Our English professor would like us spending more time in the laboratory
practicing our pronunciation.

6. Our new television came with a ninety-days warranty on all electrical
components.

7. The director felt badly about not giving Mary the position that she had
sought with his company.

8. The political candidate talked as if she has already been elected to the
presidency.

9. Among us students are many foreigners who attend languages classes at
the south campus.

10. That product that you bought at the lower price is the more inferior to the
one that we sell at a slightly higher price.
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Appendix 3

Countries of the World and Their Money Units

Country Money Unit
Afghanistan Афганістан Afgani/AFA афгані
Argentina Аргентина Peco/ARP песо
Australia Австралія Dollar/AUD австралійський

долар
Austria Австрія Schilling/ATS шилінг
Belgium Бельгія Franc/BEF бельгійський

франк
Brazil Бразилія Cruzeiro/BRC крузейро
Canada Канада Dollar/CAD канадський

долар
China Китай Yuan/CNY юань
Cuba Куба Peso/CUP кубинське песо
Denmark Данія Krone/DKK датська крона
Egypt Єгипет Pound/EYP єгипетський

фунт
Finland Фінляндія Markka/FIM фінська марка
France Франція Franc/FRF французький

франк
Germany, BRD Німеччина Mark/DM німецька марка
Greece Греція Drachma/GRD драхма
Hong Kong Гонконг Dollar/HKD гонконгський

долар.
Hungary Угорщина Forint/HUF форінт
Iceland Ісландія Krone/ISK ісландська крона
India Індія Rupee/INR індійська рупія
Italy Італія Lira/ITL італійська ліра
Japan Японія Yen/JPY японська ієна
Kuwait Кувейт Dinar/KWD кувєйтський

дінар
Luxemburg Люксембург Franc/LUF люксембурзький

франк
Malta Мальта Pound/MTP мальтійський

фунт
Mехісо Мексіка Peso/MXP мексіканське

песо
Mongolia Монголія Tugric/MNT тугрік
Netherlands Нідерланди Guilden/HLG нідерландський

гульден
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New Zealand Нова Зеландія Dollar/NZD новозеландський
долар

Nicaragua Нікарагуа Cordoba/NIC кордоба
Norway Норвегія Krone/NOK норвезька крона
Poland Польща Zloty/PLZ злотий
Portugal Португалія Escudo/PTE ескудо
Romania Румунія Leu/ROL лей
Russia Росія Rouble рубль
Singapore Сінгапур DolIar/SGD сінгапурський

долар
Spain Іспанія Peseta/ESP песета
Sweden Швеція Krona/SEK шведська крона
Switzerland Швейцарія Swiss Frank/CHF швейцарський

франк
Turkey Туреччина Lira/TRL турецька ліра
Ukraine Украіна Grivna гривня
United Kingdom Англія Pound Sterling/GBP фунт
United States Америка US Dollar/USD долар
Vietnam В'єтнам Dong/VND донг
Yugoslavia Югославія Dinar/YUD югославський

дінар
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Appendix 4

Відмінні особливості американського варіанту англійської
мови

Короткі історичні відомості

Особливості американської вимови визначаються історією свого
континенту. Загальновизнаний історичний зв'язок мови жителів Півночі і
Заходу США з новою жителів північної Англії, а східних районів країни –
з мовою жителів англійського Півдня. Відомо, що перші переселенці,
оселившись у Новій Англії та на Атлантичних узбережжі, прибули з
південно-східних районів метрополії. Пращури теперішніх жителів
Пенсільванії та південного Нью-Джерсі були вихідцями із південних
графств Англії, Б першій половині XVIII століття в Пенсільванії оселилась
також більша частина німецьких емігрантів. Західніше Філадельфії посіли
вихідці із Уельсу, а пізніше – шотландці та ірландці. Таким чином,
історичну основу американського варіанту англійської мови складає мова
Півдня Англії XVII-XVIII століть, сучасний варіант представляє собою ре-
зультат його подальшого практична самостійного розвитку.

Спочатку мова американських колоністів, особливо східних районів
континенту, піддавалась сильному впливу британського варіанту
англійської мови. Нові віяння в тому числі в області мови, приносили з
собою матроси та пасажири англійських кораблів, а також молоді
американці, котрі, приїздили одержувати освіту до колишньої метрополії.
Далі з укріпленням економіки і розвитком власної культури Сполучених
Штатів почався зворотний процес. Американські книги, кінофільми,
телесеріали почали витісняти з європейського ринку аналогічну продукцію
національного виробництва. Особливо посилився цей вплив після другої
світової війни. Стосовно мови, то показовим є той Факт, що ще порівняно
недавно - до кінця 40-х років нашого століття - голлівудські стрічки
дублювали, так що мова їхніх героїв була англійцям просто незрозуміла.
Сьогодні в США існує три основних типи вимови: загально американський
(ЗА), східно американський (СА) та південноамериканський (ПА). Ми
розглянемо ті їх характерні риси, відмінні від британського варіанту, котрі
можуть утруднити розуміння мови жителів США.
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Загально американська норма вимови

Вимовляння голосних

А Практично в усіх позиціях в закритому голосному складі дав звук [æ].
Це стосується слів типу last, ask, aunt, half, де у британському варіанті спо-
стерігається звук [a:].

Звук [æ] згідно з загально американською нормою - більш передній і
довгий, ніж його аналог у британському варіанті. Перед [d], [m] і [n]
фонема підлягає назалізації, наприклад, bad, ram, man.

Перед буквосполученням - rr+голосна замість [æ] вимовляється [ε],
наприклад, у словах carry, narrow, parrot. У словах на 1m (calm, palm) і
слові father вимовляється звук [а] - більш короткий, ніж [а:] в цих же
словах британського варіанта.

В відкритому наголошеному складі перед глухими читається [e]: late,
mate.

О У закритому наголошеному складі, наприклад, pot, lot, not замість [ ]
в британському варіанті вимовляється [a].

На практиці цей звук ближче за вимовою до російського [а], ніж до [ ].

U У закритому, навіть наголошеному складі в багатьох випадках звук
[Λ] наближується до [ ], наприклад, bus, cut. Для російського він чується
скоріше як [ ], ніж [а].

В буквосполученнях urr+голосна замість [Λ] або [э:] вимовляється [ ],
наприклад, furrow, hurry, current, тобто і тут звучання близько до
російського [ ]. Окремо слід виділити випадання [j] після d, n, s, t,
наприклад, в таких словах, як duty, nude, suit. student.

Е Під наголосом ег+приголосна дає не [а], а [э], котрий близько до
російського [э]: clerk, derby.

Перед [k], [p], [t], (bet, let) може відбуватися дифтонгізація, тобто звук
начебто подовжується, причому намінюється його якість. Слова new, news
звичайно вимовляються як [nu].

I Характерна відмінність вимови цієї літери- поява [j] (російський
еквівалент [й]) в закінченнях -іа, наприклад, California, Pensylvania, Vir-
ginia.

Згідно з загальноамериканською нормою вимови всі голосні в позиції
біля з [m] і [n] назалізуються: America, innovation.
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Вимовлення приголосних

D В словах на -ld, -nd, -nds: mind, cold, kind, kinds американці в мові
можуть "загубити" звук [d].

Н Літера рідко вимовляється в буквосполученнях hu (huge, human), в
формах дієслова to have, а також в займенниках he, him, his, her.

S Може не вимовлятися в сполученні -sk, наприклад, ask.

L Згідно з загально американським типом вимовляється завжди твердо.
Перед r, u, w, звук [i] може "випадати", наприклад all right, volume, always.

R У вимові проявляється одно із основних відмінностей Фонетики
загально американської норми від британського варіанта. Американський
[г] вимовляється більш напружено, при його артикуляції значно більшою
мірою задіяний голос. Перед голосними (raid, rice) звук вимовляється за
допомогою округлення губ. Головною відміною, є те, що ця літера
читається в усіх позиціях (card, mother).

S Б буквосполученнях -sion та -sia частіше читається як звук [z],
наприклад, excursion, Asia. У кінці слів після -sp, та -sk (wasps, tasks), а
також у слові yes американці можуть не вимовляти цю літеру взагалі.

Т Може читатися:
а) як ледве чутний звук [d] (better);
б) вимовляється за допомогою кінчика язика [t] (Betty);
в) може не вимовлятися взагалі (plenty, twenty, directly, mostly);
г) може "проковтуватися": that one, mountain.

W У службових словах типу where, what звук вимовляється за участю
голосу.

Вимовлення словосполучень

У словах типу Monday, holiday -day вимовляється як [deі]; -оа перед
глухими (boat, coat) дає звук [о]; -ng часто звучить як неносовий [n]: thing,
strength.

Загальноамериканський тип вимови с речовою нормою для американсь-
кого телебачення та радіо. За деякими оцінками цієї норми додержуються
понад 90 млн. жителів країни.
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